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Tlie funeral of
held at the First

Portland,

Sept. 2tttU.

very large attendance,
ineinberof tlie Cumberland
esent, besides leading citiwalks of life. Gen. ('. P.
i.id comrades Boyd, Mc-

Webb represented Bos-

I'here were floral offerings
>
association, the Cumbere G. A.
11., the family and
.c list of indictments found
ad jury for the September
supreme court forSomerest
ubcr# 'if. which is tlie largest
several years. Of these 4S
violation of the prohibitory

one for malicious
for assault on officers,
•gang houses of ill fame, two
ail assembly and riot and one
-■ ami entering....The season’s
sect corn at the Burnham &
lory in Auburn, was 700,5:14
'i

larceny,

ree

ugest pack in the history of
factory.The loo indlcti1'iied by the Androscoggin

a
■

Sept,
are

11.

noth

include

Pusey of

one

Auburn for

joint indictments against
■Geo. J Make and Frank
ninpomul larceny audbreak1

t"ring.The Lime syndicate
ling to their already large
llockport. They have just
"

Granville Carleton's lime
sting oi one iiuarry. two
nr sheds,
valued at >75.nun.
uitrol all ol file head and
llockport harbor excepting
and Pascall's ship yard.
'ioiiists which left Watereek foi s; Anne and Montargent llev. l'r. ( 'I airland
llev. l'r. Keelyof Belfast
I .ailamiue o| Bangor.K.
-g. ol skowhegau is acanir position oil the supreme
cjate made vacant by tlie
bulge Thomas II. Haskell,
scot a ml i bimberlaud countke claims lor the honor, but
-lands ready to lielf out in
n-adlock between tin* other
imi. A. M spear of Gardiner,
iiso has a candidate, Col. -I.
Dover.The fall and
dale of Washington County
1 go into effect Monday,
The arrangement, of trains
it the same as last winter....
Adams, of Mast Uoothbay is
nodel and drafting plans for
'inner to he built at skowtbe skowhegau A Madic
railroad, to be used in
buslake
for
excursion
"tliev
season.
Mr.
George
and soil, William, and Beil.
Imilil her.<01110 unusual
will he furnished in the report
W. Matthews, commissioner
rial and labor statistics, in
takes up the cost of living of
lasses of people in the State,
are to be given in connection
cures, but when they are pubhalf will he given a good idea,
•ad between the lines, of how
half of the world lives.The
Vice Consul at Portland, John
vng, has made a report of the
iternational celebration at liar
and forwarded it to the British
nt. The report has been re11 id
acknowledged and Consul
complimented highly 011 its
ness.The legal contest which
os. andtlie Kockland-Boekport
have been waging over the
the Blaekington Farm quarry
minated in a victory for the
umpany. The decision of the
Court, in effect, dismisses the
■

■

sauted by Perry Bros., asking

••ir lease of the quarry might he
■milid. The quarry in question
"f those recently acquired by
•licate, and the latter refused to
e lease.The Bangor Bar has
support C. W. Bailey for the
court vacancy. Hon. Frank
C
F. Woodward. Esq., and
II. Appleton declined to be
tes.Three Italian barks loaded
jnr in September with orange
■ mi boxes for the Mediterranean
aetta, New York, and Chiarina,
'■'•
others, the Leone, Leonardo
suvio, have been chartered for
loading.The Populists will
'■presented on the ticket for the
i' election as they have failed
'he necessary number of names
petition. It was announced
me ago that the Socialists and
would make their nominas
year by petition and work
mce commenced to get the re1111 her of names.
The Social'■
successful. The Republicans,
mits and Prohibitionists gained
elit through having east the uec1 mmber of ballots, so that the
'ill be sent out, this year, with
lutes of four parties on it
hirect•1111 says that the population of
mid Maine cities, except Portwliich is already published, will
announced for about live weeks.
Ves under i">,ooo inhabitants will
mmneed till the entire State is
'•it.
Work is already begun on
aisiis and will proceed in alpliabet■I'der of states. This explains why
"pulation of Maine cities has not
1 "i

thcoming.... Washington county
more of again in wealth by
report of the State assessors
any other county in the State.
is something of a surprise to the
M.tr’s

who are not able to account
V The new Washington county
“'d is no doubt an important fac1!l the matter.....E. P. Boutelle of
j■
‘■'‘niror is in Boston visiting iiis brotliv 1
ongressman C. A. Boutelle. He
11 "hen
asked about his brother’s
‘"'us

:

health that the Congressman was now
practically a well man, and that in a
few days he would leave the private hospital in which he has been staying. He
said the Congressman was being kept at
tbe hospital for a short time after having been pronounced cured, in order to
be doubly sure that no relapse would
take place. Congressman Boutelle takes
an acute interest in all State and national affairs, and is only anxious to get at
his work again.-V prominent lumberman of this State is reported as
saying
that this winter’s cut will not equal
that of last winter’s, which was extra
large. It is expected, however, that a
good amount of lumber will be cut.
lion. Charles s. Hamilton, formermayor of Biddeford and one of the best
known lawyers in that part of the state,
died Oct, 1st at his residence on Mason
street in that city, after an illness of
several weeks.A household at Dresden was doubly bereaved between Sunday night and morning. Two brothers,
Amslev and Eugene Beaton, died of
consumption within 24 hours of each
other.
Arnsley, whose age was 25 years,
died, Saturday night. Eugene, in years
of age, died, Sunday night. Both men
belonged in Westport.Henry Martin
Hall of Ellsworth, senior liiemberof tbe
drill of 11. M. A B. Hall, formally years
the largest lumber dealer and operator
on 1 nion river, died. Sunday
night, of
paralysis, aged 70 years. Mr. Hall was
considered one of' the strongest men
financially and politically in that section. He was a representative to the
Legislature in ls74.

SUPREME

BELFAST,

JUDICIAL COURT.

A. It.

Savage, Justice, Presiding.
The Petit Matisn cases—various
parties
vs. Frederick R. Page, and Petit
Manan
Land Co., trustee, have been
settled, and
entered neither party. The actions were

brought to recover wages of workmen in
building roads, etc., Page being the contractor.

MAINE, THURSDAY, OCTOBER 4, 1900.
Silas Storer, app. from the decree of the
Judge of Probate, vs. Annie L. Vickery.

The case was reported in The Journal last
week. Judge Savage rendered his decision
Friday, affirming the decree of the Probate
Court, in refusing to allow the copy of the
will. The taxable costs of both parties are
to be paid out of the estate, and the case is
remanded to the Probate Court for further
proceedings of administration. McLellan
for petitioners. Dunton & Dunton for re-

Mary E. Hollis, appellant vs. Geo. L.
Bagley; action of trespass, in taking a spondents.
section of fence from the plaintiff's
premADMITTED

ises. The case was entered in the Belfast
Police Court, but was appealed on a
point
of law. The case was tried before a
jury
and verdict rendered for the
plaintiff for
$3.29. Brown for plaintiff.
Thompson for
defendant.
The Cottrell will case was

Thursday morning.

re-opened

Chester W. Cottrell
re-called and gave in some detail a
statement of the amounts each of the sons
had received from their father. He said
Porter had lived on the farm several
years,
but that the farm has never been in his
name and is now a part of the
mother's
estate. Judson was set up in the
clothing
was

manufacturing business.

The $r,,rwt which
said to have received included the
store, which is now a part of the estate, and
the machinery, which his father sold after
the business failed. Judson received no benefit from the sale. He
(Chester) received
S4,‘*00 in money. Emery lias had his living
at his father’s house all his life, and his
family’s living since his marriage. He has
been paid §2.00 per day for all his work for
his father and has put the money in the
bank. A stenographer’s report of the evidence at the hearing on Mr. Cottrell's will
was introduced
showing that Mrs. Cottrell
then said that she should not see any of her
children suffer. A. E. Littlefield, Esq. of
Rockland ably argued the case for the
appellants and W. H. MeLellan, Esq., for
the appellee. Judge Savage instructed the
jury that they were to answer three questions. 1st. Was the will legally executed?
He explained the law relating to the making
of wills and reviewed the evidence in the
case. 2d.
Was the testator unduly influenced in making the will? The jury, he
said, were not to deal with the justice or
wisdom of any division of the property, or
the condition of the boys. These points
were only to be taken in their bearing on
the main question. A testator may seek
advice from any source, but the mind must
not be so prejudiced as to make it the will
of another and not of the testator. Was
the will of another person so exerted as t<>
supplant hers in the matter? As to Spiritualism, whether or not the Court or jury
believes in it, the question is, did Mrs. Cottrell believe in it, and if so, did it inliuence
her so that she acted contrary toiler natural
wish. It must be shown that she not only
consulted with the spirits in regard to the
disposition of her property, but that she
acted under what .•'lie considered to be their
direction.
Their influence must be such
as to destroy the effect of her own will and
make the document tin* will of another.
:;d. Was this instrument the last will and
testament of Amelia J. Cottrell?
The
Court instructed the jury that this question
included the other two and its answer
would depend upon the answer to them.
The case was given to the jury at about
12.20 o’clock p. m. and they remained out 12
hours. They were released by order of the
he is

In Hi;ikk. It is understood that on
the first of January next the Australian commonwealth will follow the lead
of Canada and adopt the penny postage
system within the empire. This is the
date lixed for the confederation of the
Australian colonies, and many reforms
will he introduced at that time.The
Galveston News list of dead from the
storm of .September s represents a total
of J.a.'i'.l names. The indications are
that more than 4,000people will actually
be accounted for.George F. Drew, the
first democratic governor of Florida
after the war, died at his home in Jacksonville Sept. 20th. Two hours before
his demise his wife passed away from
the effects of a stroke of
apoplexy.
Governor Roosevelt met with the first
unplesant incident in his western camat
Victor, Colorado, Sept. 20th. A
small body of roughs attempted to break
the
up
meeting, and failing in this they
sought to do the Governor personal
injury on his way to the train. He was
protected by his escort of Rough Riders,
and no one received serious injury.
The post office department is advertising for bids for carrying mail on star
routes in the New England states.
Under the recent ruling of the department tlie bidders must live contiguous
to the routes which they bid upon.
This will do away with the bidding in of
routes bv professional speculators living
in other states who have in the past
made money by bidding under local
men and then hiring
cheap conveyances.
....The battleship Texas arrived at Norfolk. \ a.. Sept, gsth from Newport. R.
I., for extensive repairs, to be made in
the men who built her, and probably
will be there all winter.John G. Carlisle, Secretary of the i reasury during
the second term of President Cleveland,
was elected president of the
Lawyers*
Sound Money Campaign Club, winch
was organized at a largely attended
meeting of leading members of the Rar
held in the banquet room ot the Equitable Building .New York City. Sept.gnth.
The resolutions declared “that in our
opinion the defeat of Messrs. Bryan presiding Judge at 12.20 a. in. Friday. They
and Stevenson is essential to the permanent and efficient maintainance of agreed as to the legality of the making of
the gold standard of value in this the will, but disagreed on the question oi
country.sexto Lopez, formerly secre- undue inliuence.
The jurors not on the Cottrell case were
tary and confident of General Aguinaldb. arrived in New York Sunday, on discharged Thursday forenoon, and those
Cunarder Campania. Lopez is said to who were on it were
discharged after rehave come here at the invitation of
Fiske Warren. He expects to explain to porting Friday morning.
The Weeks
Potter Co. vs. Tilton A.
the people the Filipinos' side of their
fight with this country.In an inter- Elliott. Appeal from the decree of the Inview published in London, Archbishop solvency Court, granting a discharge to the
Ireland is quoted as stating that the defendant. The appeal is dismissed; 'depope is gratified with the relations of cree of Insolvency Court affirmed. Williamthe American government to the Cathson for plaintiff.
Brown, Jr. for defendant.
olic church in Cuba and the Philippines.
Clias. A. Bradford vs. Elizabeth Hawkins;
Abraham
who
fur....Ex-Judge
Marks,
nished the name for “Marks, the law- action to recover the cost of building a sec-1
yer," in Uncle Tom's Cabin, is ill at St. tion of line fence between adjoining farms
Peters hospital, New York.In the in Knox. The case was sent to the Law
town elections field Monday in Connec- Court on facts agreed at the January term,
ticut 11s went Republican and 42 DemHKX), but was dismissed from the Law dockocratic. The elections showed a gain
et. The case is again sent to Law Court on
for no license, the towns now standing:
facts agreed.
License, 72; no license, no.
Emery French and others, pet., vs. Hudson French and others; petition for partiCITY GOVERNMENT.
tion of land in Lincolnville. At the JanTlie regular meeting of tlie City Council uary term, 11)00, Geo. E. Johnson, R. B.
was held Monday evening.
Roll of accounts Sherman and A. F. Hahn were appointed
No. 7 was passed, containing the following commissioners to make partition. The commissioners reported having made the partiamounts under the various appropriations:
Contingent. $899 38 tion and judgment was entered accordingly.
Highways and bridges. 1,108 95 Dunton *& Dunton for plaintiffs. ThompFire Department.
48 68
son for defendants.
Free library.
137 96
Wilmot L. Gray vs. E. S. llollis, action to
General school purposes.
147 75
School contingent.
24 02
recover for
taxes on property in Troy;
Permanent repairs to school houses
105 80
judgment for the amount of tax and costs.
56 24
Repairs and insurance...’..
Dunton A Dunton for plaintiff. Libby for
Free text books.
*;7 1*4
defendant.

Total.$2,590 72
Rebecca Smith et als. vs. Mary E. Sliute
The Masonic Temple Association was et
als.; petition for partition of real estate
granted permission to occupy a part of High in Prospect. 0. F. Fellows, J. W. Brock
street while making repairs on F. A. .John- and Andrew Bennett
appointed commissionson’s store.
ers to make the partition.
If. C. IJinsmore A Son were granted perEdgar F. Hanson, James W. Wallace and
mission to occupy portions of Higli and F. A. Greer, in
equity, vs. the Cream 1’ub.
Main streets while making repairs on their
Co.; bill in equity to have a receiver apstore.
pointed. The bill was tiled in May, Isos.
The order introduced in the Common The defendants
replied that the business
Council, and tabled by the Aldermen at the was on a paying basis and that any interlast meeting, to buy chemical lire extinruption would work harm and loss to crediguishers was taken from the table, amend- tors and subscribers. The case was refered to instruct the Chief Engineer and com- red to
Judge Fogler, who appointed Frank
mittee on lire department to buy two tire exI. Wilson receiver, with authority to continguishers, and passed both boards as tinue the business of the corporation. The
amended.
receiver tiled a list of assets and a petition
Deo. C. Trussell was elected sealer of
for leave to sell at public auction. April 20,
weights and measures.
1 Stiff, Judge Fogler, after a hearing, authorAnnie M. Webber presented a claim of 89
ized the receiver to sell the property of the
for a sheep killed by dogs.
corporation. The receiver also petitioned
Mary E. Dickey presented a claim of 82,- leave to
begin actions against certain subooo for personal injuries alleged to have
scribers to stock, who had not paid for the
been received by reasons of a defective
same.
The leave was granted. The receivhighway.
The following petition was presented and er petitioned for leave to compromise the
the boards voted that the request be granted, claims.
Objections were filed, and withthe Mayor to call a meeting when he thinks
drawn. At a hearing held Sept. 18th before
best:
To tile Honorable Mayor and City Council the presiding justice the receiver was authoof the city of Belfast.
rized to compromise any or all said claims
At a meeting of the Board of Managers
of 330 each.
of the Belfast Board of Trade, held Sept. upon the payment
Edmund 1L Hussey in equity, vs. Jane
17, 1900, it was voted:
That the Secretary of this Board be and Stevens, bill in equity to oblige the defenis hereby requested to ask the Municipal dant to
convey certain real estate in Unity,
Ollicers to call a mass meeting of the tax
for an injunction to restrain the defenpayers of Belfast to discuss the question of and
the exemption from taxation of the taxable dant from prosecuting an action pending in
property of the new electric road for the the Belfast Police. Court.
The plaintiff
term of ten years, and for the discussion of
such other matters as are necessary to for- claims that he bargained for rhe premises
ward the building of the road.
and entered upon andmade improvements to
Adjourned.
the property. That he had at all times been
In the settlement with II. A. Bibbidge, ready to pay the amounts due on the farm,
contractor, for building the bridge, his bill but that she has brought a suit against him
for extra labor and material, not specified in in the Police Court.
Judgment for the
the contract, amounting to 8110, was allowand Brown, Jr., for
ed, and he was paid $50 bonus for opening plaintiff. Thompson
the bridge before the contract time.
plaintiff. Dunton for defendants.

TO

THE

BAH.

Robert I>. Cookson of Unity, Charles H.
Buzzell and Hodgdon C Buzzell of Monroe
were examined for admission to the bar.
All passed satisfactory examinations before
the committee and the court, and were duly
admitted. Mr. Cookson is a native of Belfast, 54 years old, who has studied law a
good many years at intervals, and whose business has been largely with lawyers and law
book publishers, thus giving him a practical understanding of the law. The case of
the Messrs. Buzzell is probably without a
precedent in this State, a father at the age
of 05 being admitted at the same term as his
Mr. Buzzell senior, Charles
son, aged 22.
II., is a well-to-do farmer living in Monroe,
and has for many years done such legal
work as making deeds, wills, etc., and has
been a trial justice 19 years. He has always been interested in and to some extent
a student of law, but only recently began its
study with a view to practicing at the bar.
The son is a graduate of Hampden Academy
and has passed the required period of study
in a law office, with F. W. Brown, Jr., of
Brooks. He expects to practice in another
•State.
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Waldo County Teachers’ Association.

That we heartily thank all who have in
any way contributed to the success ol this

The fall meeting of the Waldo
County
Teachers’ Association was held in Ilrooks,
Friday and Saturday, Sept. 28th and 20th.
The Friday morning session was opened at
10.10

A

Memorable

Masonic

Ceremony.

has. E. Stevens o£ Belfast and \V. II.
Chapman of Xorthport were in Bangor last
week and attended the meeting of Rising Virtue Lodge, F. and A. Masons, Wednesday evening, when Israel Xorcross received the third degree. This was one of the
most interesting events in the Masonic history of Eastern Maine. The candidate was
Col. Israel B. Xorcross of Michigan, a
former resident of Bangor, who lias been
visiting in Maine since August, and has
twice been in Belfast, where he has many
friends. He was connected with the State
Militia before the., Rebellion, and came to
Belfast to general muster as colonel of a
regiment the year that Jefferson Davis
was here.
Col. Xorcross passed the threshold of
Rising Virtue Lodge 13 years ago, when he
took the Entered Apprentice and Fellow
Craft degrees.
Major Jere Fenno was
Senior Warden of the lodge, and sat m the
East when these degrees were conferred,
the Worshipful Master being ill.
Major
Fenno celebrated his 85th birthday anniversary Wednesday, and on that evening
completed the work he began on Col. XorMore than 300 Masons
cross 43 years ago.
were present, including visitors from all
The offices
sections of Xew England.
all over
were all tilled by Fast Masters,
50 years of age, as follows:
W. M., Maj. Jere Fenno; S. W„ Charles
I. Collamore; J. W., William M. Thompson;
S. I)., Charles York; J. ])., Frank T.
Sparks; Marshal, Walter S. Bolton; S. S.,
I’. II. Coombs; J. S., A. G. Xoyes; Chaplain, Rev. E. F. l’ember. Fast Masters D.
W. Maxfield, Thos. T. Tabor, W. II.
Knowles and John II. Kerr also assisted in
the work. The work was beautifully done
and those present were deeply impressed
from the opening to the closing of the ceremonies. The part executed by Maj. Fenno
was remarkable for its completeness of detail and he was complimented by many
(

present.

____

This is the season when everybody goes
to Xew York. It is the great metropolitan
city of this continent, and offers the visitor
such varied attractions as no other city this
side of Paris can present. A first class, elegant and comfortable hotel, like the Broadway Central, Xew York, affords visitors
every accommodation and the most central
convenient location in the city, from which
all parts may be reached at the least expense
to guests. Send for circular.

“Sweet Sixteen.”
Our Tremont correspondent reports Mrs.
Reed of that place giving birth to her sixteenth child, and yet they tell us large families are going out of fashion, f liar Harbor
Record.

Miss Isabel Ginn is spending the week in

Bangor.

structive papers, to Prof. Estabrooke of
Orono and to our State Superintendent, W.
W. Stetson.
That a copy of these resolutions be spread
upon our records, be printed in The Republican Journal, in the Bangor Commercial,
and in the Lewiston Journal.
Grace A. Lori>, Belfast, ) Com.
Mrs. C. M. Ayer, Liberty, [ on
1). H. Perkins, Freedom, 1 Reso.
The committee on time and place recommended Monroe as the place of next meeting and that the time be left to the executive
committee and the convention was ad-

Miss Lena Fernald is visiting relatives in

Appleton and vicinity.

President W. R. Howard, Principal of the Belfast High school, presiding.
After prayer by Rev. Mr. Barker of
Brooks,
A. B. Stantial, Superintendent of the Brooks
welcomed
the visiting teachers in a
schools,
most cordial manner. A fitting response
was made by Superintendent J. R. Dunton
of Belfast.
Miss Juliette A. Wiggin, the delegate to
the June meeting of the W. C. T. IT. at Monjourned.
roe, made a brief report of that meeting and
it was voted to send a delegate to their next
Dinner and supper Friday and dinner
meeting, and to invite them to do the same, Saturday were served to the visitors in the
in order to stimulate intercourse between hall. The tables were prettily and abundthe two bodies.
antly spread and gracefully served. AlThe subject of the morning session was though the attendance was unusually large,
Geography. Supt. Dun ton spoke, in a man- every need of those present was thought of
ner which showed his
perfect familiarity and all came away with grateful feelings
with the subject upon “Elements of Geog- toward their entertainers.
The Belfast teachers attended all the sesraphy.” First the child should gain ideas of
geographical facts, hill, slope, watershed, sions.
etc., from his own experience, preferably
PERSONAL.
out-of-doors. From this, he should learn the
a.

m„

names applied by books to these same
ideas,
and, having accomplished this, learn to express for himself these ideas in geographical language. In connection with this last,
comes the power to read maps for position,
physical forms and elevations. Finally con-

F.

John T. Owen returned Saturday from a

business trip to Boston.

IV. ('. Tuttle went to Fairfield last Thursto visit his brother.

day

Luther Smith and wife of Union
Fessenden Miller of Augusta
fast a few days last week.

Mrs. G. W. Benson went to Boston Mona visit of two weeks.
Miss Cleora If. Haney is
spending the
week with friends in Bangor.

day for

Mrs. C. M. (Taig and daughter Mabel went
to Boston Monday for a short visit.
Mrs. tV. 1’. Carter returned home to Mala visit in Belfast.
Hon. K. W. Ellis of Embden was in Bellast a few days the past week on business.

den, Mass., last week from

Amos Clement arrived

.‘Samuel Hinckley went to Boston Monday
business.

Geo. W. Frisbee is serving
force at Unity fair.

on

Mrs. J. A. Wilson and Mrs. Geo. ii. Maa visit in
Boston.

the police

honey returned last .Saturdaj from

Mrs. C. I>. Hall returned home last Thursa visit in Waldoboro.

Ur. H. I,. Shepherd of
Winchester, Mass.,
is spending a short vacation in Belfast

and’

F. J. Taber of Boston visited friends in
Belfast and vicinity the past week.

vicinity.
-Mrs. Edwin Frost and
daughter, Miss
harlotte B. Frost, are
spending the weekin Bangor.

L. II. Murch went to Fatten yesterday to
visit his sister, Mrs. B. L. Smith.

(

A. S. Newman and wife of Bar IIarbor
at the Windsor Hotel Sept. 20th.

Mrs. N. J. Bottle and Mrs. Maude E. Kollett left Monday to visit friends in Boston
and Brockton.

were

E. L. Bryant and wife arrived from Boston Saturday for a vacation of two weeks.

Mrs. 0. G. Critehett and Mrs. Frank 0.
Critchett returned home
Tuesday from
Candia, X. H.

Boston to-day
to resume his studies at the Dental College.
goes to

Richard .J. Anderson, wife and son
Percy
of Iirownville, are visiting his sister.
Mrs.

Miss Charlotte W. Colburn has been visit-

ing in Camden, the guest of Miss Annie W.

ested in their welfare.
The afternoon session was called to order
at 2.30 by President Howard.
Miss M. E. Munroe of Troy was appointed delegate to the next W. C. T. U. County
Convention.
“Methods of Teaching Heading in Ungraded Schools" was the subject of a carefully prepared paper by Mrs. Carrie M.
Ayer of Liberty. She illustrated various
ways of obtaining the thought from the
printed page, and concluded with a series
of valuable suggestions.
Miss K. M. Heed, Ex-Principal of the

Simonton.

Herbert Morey.

E. I*. Vilas of Skowhegan, deputy collector
of internal revenue, was m Beliast Monday
on business.

W. E. Gould of Marion, Ind., who has
been the guest of !!. tv.
Marriner, left for
home Saturday.

Mrs. Emma F. Young andgrand-daugliter,
Margaret Young, returned home yesterday
from a visit in Massachusetts.

Mrs. Ella M. Littlefield of
Prospect was
the guest of Mrs. E. P. Alexander. A Court
street, Sept. JSth.

a

Miss L. M. .sleeper is taking a vacation of
few weeks, which she will spend in her
old home in Watertown, Wisconsin.

Mis, .John H. Healey was in
Xorridgewock the past week on account of the illness of her husband.

Mrs. Benj. Kelley and Miss Elizabeth
Kelley are visiting Edward II. Kelley at the
Bangor House, Bangor, lor a few days.

■Iordan Smith arrived home last week
from C astine, where he lias been
enipPrved
during the summer.

Mrs. Charles Ingraham Baker and daughMabei of Lynn, Mass., returned home
last Saturday after a short visit at Herbert
W. Ldgecomb's.

Mrs. .1. M. Fletcher is ,u
anihridge,
Mass. Her sou, Edward 11, Fletcher, is at
tending Harvard College.

Mis* Sara M. Wicht, book-keeper at Swift
A Paul's, left yerderday to spend a two
weeks' vacation with Irienus in Boston and
New Hampshire.

Tuesday

ter

Hon. tV.

('. Marshall went to \ugiista
attend a regular meeting ot the
of the Board of State

•John H. Fraser left Snuluj for Pi, ton. \.
to attend the funeral of his-istci. Miss
Isa 1-raser. who ,fieri theie Naturdai

Springfield, Mass., Training School, gave a
E. II. Haney and family are moving into
She
upon “Elementary Heading.”
d. W. Knowlton liou.-t-* on Miller street.
spoke of the child’s natural craving to get ’the
G. \Y. Partlett, who bought th* Paul house,
at the thought in the printed page and
in which they have Wen living.
repairing
urged that this desire be fostered. After
it and will move in soon.
taking the elementary consonant sounds
Miss Grace P. I'urgt ss .'pent a week with
she would proceed to the .-diort vowel sounds
<
and assist the pupils to combine them in Mr. and Mr*. 1. M. ettrell in Laconia aim
is
now
visiting Mis < has. Parsons in
known words, working up to the more diliiFlorence. Mass, she will spend t week in
This should be done with
cult souuds.

Vincent Hunt of Rockland return-,i home
a visit to 1 is mother.
Mrs
Milford Wee-1, ami from a a,,,i 1;11»,- nir t
j,

Monday from

■

Agnes Philhrick »r Malden. Mass.,
"'ho has been the guest oi Mi
Vlbert
Gammons the past in. ah. n tm n—1 p 11;,.
JTtli.
"sept.
Mr>. (i.
i’"' 'I

W.C.uhaiu ami M.>> I

went to

Bar-|

Bangor Satimla.

Craw
'! !:•■

Fonant and wife
Santa
return about the fir.-l of Novombei \
bara, Cal., sailetl Sept. _'nth from Cdieens- ; the winter in Belfast.
town for New York. The\ will !>• i:i Bel
j M' -. \. K. .larksun went to B;u n!i
fast soon. Their son Frederick veinainurday to attend the funeral a }.■■.
ed in Belfast w hile the\ were making their Mi: ie < iilniore.
eld Id
!

,v.

<

■

Mr>.

Boston before returning home.
Frank

to

s

talk

known words.
Unknown words should
first be associated with the ideas, before
sounding. Heading books should serve: 1st
for fluency, 2nd for verif\ing knowledge, ad
for literature.
Ihe next topic was “Advance*! Reading,''
treated in a most able manner by Prof. H. M.
Estabrooke of the University of .Maine.
The Professor thinks there should be more
reading for reading’s sake in our higher
schools, particularly oral reading. By oral
reading the pupils acquires a fluent style of
speech, his ear is trained to recognize the
beauty of sound and lie is helped to clearer
understanding of all written thought. Prof.
Estabrooke outlined several helpful exercises for obtaining full control of the vocal
organs, and enriched his talk with many
gems of literature. After discussion the
meeting was adjourned until evening.
The evening meeting was opened by a
selection from an orchestra composed of local talent, after which the question box was
conducted by .State Superintendent W. \V.
A
Stetson, in his own inimitable way.
second selection from the orchestra followed, and then the President introduced the
State Superintendent, the lecturer of the
evening. II is subject was “The Value of
Pictures as Educators.” After showing the
need of cultivation of the picture sense,
the speaKer wove his talk about some of the
world’s masterpieces of art, illustrating his
words by beautifully mounted copies of
paintings b\ Millais, Landseer, Bodenhausen and others.
The interest with which
the large audience followed the speaker
proved the truth of his words.
Mrs. Barker next rendered a vocal solo in
a very pleasing manner, and after a selection by the orchestra the audience dispersed.
Saturday morning Miss Reed had the first
place with the subject, “Arithmetic, How
Much and How?” She believes that the
great principles underlying arithmetic
should be treated objectively, and every
possible means taken to tix these in the
pupil’s minds; also that pupils should he
led to discover as much as possible for
themselves.
After this, Prof, hstabrooke spoke of tlie
interest manifested m Orono in the School
Improvement League, and told of the work
of one Women’s Club.
After intermission, S. C. Thompson of
Winterport spoke on, “Should Book-keeping be Taught in our Public Schools-.’” lie
would do away with the copying of problems from the text books and confine the
public school work to very simple work
with debtor, creditor and bills; to practice
in rapidity and accuracy; and to the making of good penmen. Pe Forest Perkins of
Freedom opened the discussion on that subject, advancing practical ideas.
The Committee on Resolutions reported
as follows :
Whereas, The present meeting of the
Waldo County Teachers’ Association has
been unusually pleasant and profitable;
therefore, be it resolved:
That the thanks of this Association be
tendered to the hospitable people of Brooks
for their kind and generous entertainment.
That we manifest our appreciation of
Mr. StantiaPs cordial address of welcome,
of the excellent music furnished by Mrs.
Barker and the Brooks Orchestra.
That we acknowledge the efficient work
of the President and executive officers of
the association for the program rendered.

from seal

having closed

Ralph I). Southworth and wife arrived
home Tuesday from a visit in Boston and
N'atick.

guest

day from

Ralph G. Lombard

Monday

season

there.

on

nect all these ideas with the realities of life.
In all the work in geography, imagination is
the corner stone upon which to build, and
should be assiduously cultivated.
“Advanced Geography” by A. M. Jones,
Principal of the Brooks High school, carried the same ideas into the higher work.
Mr. Jones spoke of newspapers and magazines as at the same time the source and incentive of much geographical knowledge.
He would advocate the topical method with
advanced students, and gave a very comprehensive outline of topics for use in this way.
A full and free discussion followed, in
which several points were cleared up in a

in Bel-

was

Mrs. Charles E. Stevens went to Ellsworth
a short visit.

Harbor, the hotel

a

visit-

Saturday for

W. Collins of Rockland was in town

Mrs. Alice Leland of Mt. Desert is
at F. L. Robertson’s.

are

ing relatives in Belfast.

Tuesday.

County Attorney Bowden called up all the
cases on the criminal docket, and collected
in lines and costs $2,610, with $520 more
promised before next term, a total for the
term of $3,130. Respondents wore required
to come into court personally for sentence.
One convicted liquor seller preferred going
to jail for 60 days rather than to pay his fine
and costs, $110, and wras committed.
Nathan Walls was committed to jail for satisfactory manner.
The last topic on the morning's program
failing to give a bond to keep the peace
was a paper on the “School
after being so ordered by a Trial Justice.
Improvement
League of Maine,” by Milton I’. Dutton,
DIVORCE CASES.
of Searsport High school. Mr.
A large number of divorce cases were Principal
Dutton spoke of the purpose of the League,
called up and disposed of. Eleven divorces
its value, and of its working in Searsport,
were granted, and one was denied and sevwhere a branch was organized last June.
eral were dismissed. In some of the latter
This society is doing a great work all over
cases the parties have become re-united.
the State, in the way of improving the surin
cases
which
of
are
the
action
Following
roundings of the children, and should republic interest was taken:
ceive the hearty support of every one interNellie 1). Ranlett, Islesboro, vs. Herman
J. Ranlett, do.; divorce denied.
Ida M. Oxton, Montville, vs. Thomas W.
Oxton, Liberty; divorce decreed; custody
of minor children given to the mother.
Bessie C. Thomas, Belfast, vs. Evander
W. Thomas, Bath; divorce decreed.
Nellie E. Gleason, Palermo, vs. Fred.
Gleason, do.: divorce decreed.
Ethel s. Emery, Stockton Springs, vs.
Fred S. Emery, Hampden; continued to
January term, lli'U ; libellant to have custody of children meanwhile.
Fred H. Cousins, Monroe, vs. Emma J.
Cousins, Monroe; divorce decreed; custody
of minor children to libellant.
Liva L. Engstrom, Be Cast, vs. George E.
Engstrom, do.: divorce decreed.
Mabel 1). Johnson, Belfast, vs. William
F. Johnson, Searsmont: divorce decreed;
custody of minor child to libellant.
Susie M. Rendell, Stockton Springs; vs.
Charles R. Rendell, do.: divorce decreed;
custody of minor children to libellant.
Elopia II. Page, Palermo, vs. George W.
Page, do.; divorce decreed; custody of
minor child given to libellant, libelleeto have
the right to visit the child.
Mary L. Gray, Belfast, vs. Fred Gray,
parts unknown ; divorce decreed.
Lillian A. Roberts, Brooks, vs. Stanley J.
Roberts, do.; divorce decreed; custody of
minor child to the mother.
Mary J. Estes, Troy, vs. Hiram Estes,
do.; divorce decreed.

PERSONAL.

meeting and that special thanks are due
Miss Reed of Springfield, Mass., for her in-

youngest

European trip.

M

ei.

iDai'1!
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Satj,

brorh-

iIni'»re.

Allen s t >. i! s and wif. of Iixm-mt reThe Rockland Star of Oct. 2nd, in a report
tlie marriage of George Warren Lead-I turned last week idem a v sir n Boston,
better and Marion Adelia Thomas of that ami spent a few days with Mrs. Stevens'
sister, Mrs. !•.. 1.. French.
city, says:
e

of

A pleasant feature of the wedding was
the announcement of tlie engagement of
the bridesmaid, Miss Luella Roix Crockett,
to Willard stillings Roberts of Reading.
Mass. Miss Crockett is a graduate of the
Rockland High school and at the present
time is a city teacher. She lias been a lifelong friend of the bride, and consequently
was her bridesmaid on this occasion.
Miss
Crockett received the hearty congratulations of her many friends who were present at the wedding. Mr. Roberts, although
a native
of Massachusetts, has been specially attracted to Maine by its beautiful
seacoast, not to mention other charms, and
has a line summer residence at Northport,
where he met Miss Crockett.
Tlie acquaintance thus formed has developed into
this romantic result.

Mr. an 1 Mrs. <»eorge i; \\ j;damson arrived last week from New 'i *.rk and are at the
1’endleton house, No. ’j Nordipni' avenue,
which tin*y have rented fur a year
•I.

K. Mears and wife of Morrill left yes-

terday for Waltham, Mass., ;>» attemi, the
marriage of their son. Carl A Meaisof New
Haven, and Miss Maestowel! of W alt!.am.
A. K. Braley and Hem
F. Kaler attended the I’. s. Court in Portland last week as
grand jurors, and Calvin A. Hubbard and
Benj. Kelley are attending this week as

petit jurors.
R. B. Cookson, Ks

|

and wife left Satnr
short visit
Belfast.
Mr. Cuokson will leave for Brand
Lake this week for a limiting and fishing
j.,

day for Bangor, after

a

trip.
Yachts

and

Boats.

Miss Agnes Hope Pillsbury is a guest it
home of her unde, John Berry. Miss
will soon leave again for Vienna

the

Pillsbury
A. H. A. Groeschner’s steam yacht Idalette was hauled up yesterday at the Dyer
dock.
Capt. Fitz W. Patterson lias sold his little
sail boat to Mrs. R. R. Cookson, who took
it to Bangor to use on the Kenduskeag
river.
Mr. K. H. Blake and a party of friends
from Bangor came to Belfast last Sunday in
his steam yacht Aria and called on II. L.
Woodcock. They returned Monday morni ng.
The sloop yacht Kdith, owned and sailed
by Capt. Gates of Booth bay, was at this port
Friday and sailed the sai e day for Bucksport. Capt. Gates was accompanied by his
wife and they are visiting friends up-river.
The sloop yacht Aurora of Washington,
C., was in port Tuesday night. Her
owner, Col. W. B. Thompson of Washington,
cruised on the Maine coast during the summer, but has returned to Washington. The
yacht is to be hauled up at Brooklin, Me.
D.

Transfers

in

Real

Estate.

The following transfers in real estate
were recorded in Waldo County Registry of
ifloo:
Deeds for the week ending Oct.
Belfast Hotel Co., by trustees, to Ann M.
Chenery, Belfast; land and buildings in
Belfast. Charles Steward, I nity, to F. R.
Blanchard
Call, Troy; land in Unity.
Randall, Baltimore, to Robert A. Boit, BosBlanchard Randall
ton; land in Islesboro
to Herman A. Lewis, Philadelphia; land in
Islesboro. Jane W. White, Winterport, to
Ada F. Parker, Monroe; land and buildings in Winterport. Edith Fletcher, Stockton, to C. N. Fletcher, do.; land in Stockton.
Blanchard Randall to J. P. Reynolds, Jr.,
Milton, Mass.; land in Islesboro. Annie L.
Cross, Searsmont, to E. C. Cross, do.; land
and buildings in Searsmont.

to continue her

study

in musii

under the

great piano teacher, Professoi Leschitizky.
Camden Herald.

Capt. >. S. Yates ind wife of Booth bay
Iiarbor were guests of Key. d. K. Fiigett
and wife last week. ( apt. Yates is a retired
sea captain who has been in all parts of the
world, and he says the scenery in Penobscot
Bay is the most beautiful helms ever seen.
The ••ournal had a pleasant call last week
Lev. s. A. Abbott of New Whatcom,
Washington. Mr. Abbott is a native of New
Hampshire, but his wife was Miss Ktla
Saunders of North Searsport. They came
Fast over the Canadian Padiie and had a
quick and pleasant trip. Mr. Abbott is enthusiastic over the equable climate of Washington, and said that the temperature Friday, the day he was at The .lournal office,
was that, of their winter wuther.
from

It is said that tin* strongest

man in

.Maim*

| is Alfred Kills of ITospect. who works in
j granite quarry, lie was known to be

a
a

strong man, and he was pestered b\ people
coming around and^rying to get up lifting
contests with him, m> one da\ lie put a strap
around a block of granite weighing l,goo
pounds, lifted it up as though it were a.
hunch of shingles, and putting it down,
said: “Thar’s my haul- get some one else to
lift it and I will talk more about liftin’.”
No one has ever been able to stir the load,
and Alt K11 is isn't bothered any more,
New York Sun.

The India Rubber World of Boston and
the Malden Mirror of Malden, Mass., recently published a sketch and portrait of
Frederick L. Ryder of Malden, private
secretary to K. s. Converse, founder of the
Boston Rubber Shoe Co. Mr. Ryder is a native of Belfast, a son of the late Thomas
Ryder and a brother of Capt. .John W.
Ryder of this city. His father died when
he was an infant, but he has worked his
way until he now holds a highly responsible
position and is a recognized factor both in
the business and social circles of Malden.

NEW YORK LETTER.

York, Oct. 1.
satisfactory

N'i:w

POLITICAL POINTS.

consuMFTum

The result in

Maine is

to

Republicans

here for the same reason that the result
in Vermont was, only it is more so.
That is because the proportion of Repub-

Do not think
for a single
moment that

lican apathy is manifestly smaller.
Many Republicans stayed at borne how-

will

and for that

ever,

to

qualified

consumption

strike
.you a sudden
| blow. It does
.not come that

those best

reason-

of the exact situation

judge

feel even more certain than before that
there is not a

Republican

or

along,

irst you
think it is a
little cold,
nothing but a
little hacking

many

The uncertain ele-

voters as he can.
ment

cause as

is the

really independent vote—
the class of thinking,quiet, conservative
business men who are very busy making

money

politics,

cough; then a little loss
in weight; then a harder
cough; then the fever
and the night sweats.
Better stop the disease
while it is yet creeping.
Better cure your cough

and have little time for

now

usually decide

but who

a con-

test. in a close State at least.
To illustrate: in a certain ward in

Brooklyn recently less than J.'> per cent,
of flu- voters in the last election were

today.
You

willing

to declare their allegiance to a
certain party at the primaries. The 75

when it is necessary for them to vote
w,a n-they are sulliciently aroused

sncirx

and

iuiiiii

by the msiderations which
uteiy suit mud them. In an
■Mil,unity, whether in New
Kansas, " ill McKinley and

«•>.

\

;

a-

I.

k

:

o

net that voter

i.isi-vt

;i„.j

i

as

etc.,

ners

loi

msus--

the clerks,
depend upon
occupation would

i in hides all oi

i-las.

ige-t
■

The pressure on the |
chest is lifted, that feeling of suffocation is re- |
moved, and you are cured.
You can stop that
little cold with a 25 cent
bottle; harder coughs j
will need a 50 cent size; I
if it’s on the lungs the
one dollar size will be
most economical.

n-isi-rviitai1 business men- and

pilot,
til'

Moral

It would seem

This kind of thinking,

must.

11,i-

v

u

1 o

at present conditions of prosperiy aie good enough lor them: that
McKinley is tried and has been tound
reflect

j

t

trio-:

Roosevelt

;.!

represents the

American sentiment which,
iti ’■ w they may say. :s exactly what
they like. ’hat in s:ate as well as Naina a
ai
I hey had better
place cona

si

of

t

Forty years ago I foci .sure it saved
A. S. Einsr.v, M.P.,
my lift*.-’
Jan. 4. 1898. Fort Madison, Iowa.

Write the Doctor at any time. AdDr. J. C AYER, Lowell, Maes,

dress.

superior stock of patriotism.
p'oved all ight.
■
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no opportunity.
It is
evident than before Senator
imme here this time that his cam-

The Cup

a millionaire within a
year,
put aim on44 to certain new methd-. partis because in- is undoubtedly
n-

getting the

nanr.nl support of certain
who want to crawl
nto their party and who are willleanoc:ats

bank

pas toi it- and ssho considi t that
a business panic, which
they admit to
in entirely possible, is a “small
price to
i

'o

1'ii.'-"
l i
ti at

another

j

interesting thing
every antagonist of
Bryanism |
is

i'a

ought

to know,
it is that the most sociabstie and incendiary utterances of
to'- i'opulists are now hieing repeated in

1" ml reds

places, and

likely to be
repoat!'i! iti tbousamls of places before
this campaign is ovei -not merely in
thi socialist and incendiary newspapers
:iml on t he stump of the Bryan orators
it. tlie usual
usual

a

Presi-

v,

places.

are

ay. but in hundreds of unIt has been Mr. Bryan's

j
j

plan, which he is taking pains himself
to •■xeeiitc, that his wild charge that
'the laborer is not receiving his share.4'
and "where do you come in. my poor

working

man.-4'

and ail

j

that sort of I

thing, slial] betaken from person to person in the workshops, mills, offices, barber shops, saloons, in short, everywhere
that there is a listener.
VV hat is going to he done to meet this
kind of taking.-

Shall the

llepublicans !

try

to send around their insinuating j
talkers with every kind of argument, I
and right ones, so that they may be effective4Manifestly this ought to lie
done: but

quite

as

manifestly

every nat-

ural enemy of these beliefs or prejudices. and especially of that socialistic

incendiary danger—ought to know
is going on. lie should accordingly make extra personal efforts to
and

what

counteract this insidious work.
This new method of Brvanite campaigning for which it is known Mr.
Croker is going to furnish the money in
New ^ ork is of a piece witli the now

admitted successful efforts of certain
Democratic leaders to incite a strike
No one can
among Hie coal miners.

Challenger

Genesta.

j

j

“Thought it meant Upath sure.” Mrs.
James MeKim of Dumiville, Out., says of
her almost miraculous cure from heart disease by l>r. Aguew's Cure for the Heart:
“Entil 1 began taking this rented} 1 despaired of my life. 1 had heart failure and
< oie
dose gave me
extreme prostration.
quick relief and one bottle cured me. The
sufferings of years were dispelled like
magic.” Sold by Edmund Wilson and A.
A. Howes A Co.—*J.
Deer Isle Yachtsmen.

fell what will come out of that situaJohn S. Annis, who has been employed as
steward of yacht Papoose, arrived home

untold misery will
come out of it, with a chance against Wednesday.
the success of the strike.
Why not?
Arthur Scott of the yacht Spalpeen, came
Parenthetically, what shall he said of up from liar Harbor Monday and returned
V* ednesday.
those strike leader who have led tens
Tlie yacht Constellation, Capt. “Nate”
of thousands of their deluded followWatson, arrived here Sunday and sailed
ers into this thing, when according to again Monday. This yacht is said to be the
the figures, not 15 per cent, of the coal largest sail yacht in the United States, and
carries a crew of twenty-two. Her first ofminers of the country belonged to the ficer, E. 11. Johnson, was formerly a Deer
union ? It would seem, unless our Isle boy.
The yacht Athene came into the harbor
whole theory of government is wrong,
Saturday afternoon and sailed Monday for
unless the whole sentiment of our peo- Dark Harbor, from there she will proceed
Among her crew are the
ple is socialistic and incendiary, that to Marblehead.
following from this place: Roland Small,
such reckless and desperate efforts to first
H.
C.
Holden, steward; Clias.
officer;
incite class prejudice ought to fail, not Bray, Samuel Bray, Andrew Scott, Charles
Gray and Roland Torrey, seamen.
merely among those who do not sympaLetters have been received from Benjamin
thize with such procedures, hut among
Tyler, second officer of steam yacht Narada,
the very ones who have been led by that they had visited the Paris Exposition
and were all ready to sail and expected to
false prophets into the general misery.
arrive at New London about Sept. 20th. Mr.
will have leave of absence for several
There are other striking pieces of Tyler
weeks about Christmas time, and will spend
it with his parents, Capt. and Mrs. D. T.
news here besides the injection of Mr.
of Stonington. [Messenger.
and Mr. Jones into the local Tyler

tion—except

that

who

ticket.
or

is

paramount
words,

to financial
he

places

questions.

Only

two of them

at

left, these
'(*
’*

will have t

you

HUSKS

few of those Cane Seat Chairs left at

\\

have a lot of very line Husks at tv
will sell for
Have your bed refilled now

45c.

e

we

The Hon. Adlai E. Stevenson's record

3

greenbacker was made before Mr.
Bryan had heard of the silver question.
Adlai ought to stand very well with the
Populists.
as a

Captain William E. English of Indianapolis is another Democrat who
cannot be deceived by the paramounting process. lie has announced his intention of supporting McKinley and

a

Only

Remember another year
higher price for them.

CANE SEAT CHAIRS.

f».00.

above the dollar.

left, going quick

CRADLE^

and

FAIRFIELD LAWN SWINGS
Price $4.50.

greatly reduced prices.

food
stimulant to the egg producing organs.
If your dealer hasn’t it, we mail one pack.
16c.; live, $1. Large 2-lb. can, $1.20; six cans,
Express prepaid. “How to Feed for
ggs,” and sample best poultry paper free.
I. S. JOHNSON & CO.. Boston, Mass.

ON.

few left.

a

ftt

AVe have a few nice Chiffoniers

a food.
It makes all the
more nourishing and acts as a

the nation

Only

CHIFFONIERS

Not

He declares that national hon-

In other

Bureaus, complete with
mirrors, imitation walnut, imitation cherry, and tinished light, price $6.50, will close for
§5 QQ

SALE-

t

CHILDREN’S CRIBS

AA’e have a limited number of

—

OUT

*

GOING

BUREAUS

Sheridan’s
CONDITION
Powder

Bryan’s policy of surrender that he is
coming home to support the Republican

SIDEBOARDS
$22, $27, and $28, to close at

Price 75c., sell for
_

8 CHILDREN’S CARRIAGE ROBES

CENTRE TABLES

A’erv handsome, will close at OX E-HA I. F price. Even-

NEWS NOTES.

baby carriage

The twenty-four o’clock system ir, to
be introduced throughout Spain onJanurarv 1.

I

CHILDREN’S EXPRESS CARTS

5

$17 50, 21.00, 22 50

should have one.

In price from si.-j:, upward,
many
price, and all AT or JJKI.OW ( os'R

at n\

OAK CABINET BED
Nice Hard Wood

1

Price $24. to close at

Roosevelt.

Refrigerator

Price *12. close at
Lymph taken from the lymphatic
M)
glands of goats is now being tried in 1 REVOLVING BOOK
There is nothing in the constitution cases of
apoplexy.
•lust the thing for library or office,
price >12..'>0. re- I Hardwood Wardrobe
to conflict with the Hon. P. Altgeld’s
duced to
Road improvement has begun in the
Price sin. sell for
aspirations for a seat on the bench of Philippines, with money collected from
^
__;_-Mi
the supreme Court, but they are des- customs at Manila.
2
LARGE OAK HALL TREES
tined to receive a rude shock at the
Oak Extension Tables
Over si.ooo.oiio worth of diamonds
With large French plate mirrors, price $22 and $24,
hands of the American voters.
are stolen every year from the South
behave
Kxtensinn ’r
will close at
ss»l.->
ami
ranging i;.
African diamond mines.
gMi.OO to
Xobody was so unfair as to accuse
The smallest wheat harvest in recent
^ Ml wtnih 1 have to set* thrill 11 !•■,(]/.■
M r. Bryan of being an imperialist when
I PARLOR SUIT
when it amount
years was that of 1
are offering on them.
he was engaged in working for the rati- ed to :!!Mi,oi 10,0011 bushels.
si;:,, to close at
fS l'.MK)
fication of the Paris treaty. The worst
Ilay in many thousands of tons has
White Iron Beds
that was said of him at that time by been ruined in the vicinity of Miiler.
his Democratic critics was that iiis s. I)., by long-continued rains.
Only n few left, they an u,i 13 Aid .VIXA few Stepladders, Clothes Morses, Wash
of them now
A nugget weighing 11.in ounces was
jealousy of Mr. Gorman was leading
Clothes
Benches,
Baskets, Paper
him to destroy some campaign mate- found recently in the I'ral gold mines at
Racks, Towel Rollers, &c.,
in the (lovernment of ((renherg.
and look our stock over,
rr ( cl
you e
rial. Mr. Gorman had the "anti-imperi- Orsk,
something
you want, at some price. No teas
was
Congressman Rhea
alism" cry in mind long before Mr.
AT AUOI'T HALF l'HICF. fused on aiiv artieie.
pelted with
stones and eggs near Morgantown, Ky..
Bryan thought of it. In fact, Mr.
recently by friends of ex-Hov. Taylor.
Bryan acquired the idea in much the
A BICYCLE SULKY
The Sons of Veterans, in session at CHILDREN’S CHAIRS and ROCKERS
same maimei lie took up the late Mr.
for sale cheap ot w ill exchange for one-ltor
Syracuse, N. 1 decided to locate their
finite an assortment of tliese, will sclFbelow cost of
Bland's silver hobby.
proposed university at Mason City. lo.
manufacture.
A Swiss wasarrestedat sail Sebastian,
SPRING BEDS, MATTRESSES, LOUNG -iS and
Hi Hung ( hang will doubtless join
Spa in. with papers revealing an anarchist
t -\'V
(.HAIRS, EANCV ROCKERs.
in
Aguinaldo
hoping tor the success of plot to assassinate a Kuropean lnunareh.
CHAIRS and R JCKERS, all at cut pi
VELOCIPEDES
the Democratic party.
i here wiil lie no election toi Hovernor
Jiuy the boy a \'eloci]iei c .Vow is the chain e, oniy a
1 m md iloiaj. w e mu d n.i
I'lie Illinois Central's ten percent, in the three of the strongest Republican
,.| ■. t i.
few of them lett.
Hemenibm tl is is the only chain
States of the country this u-ar IvunIf you want to get your shart if t
v, Mi have to
raise of wages must he another phase
one1
at
such
low
you
buy
[ivices.
sylvania, (iliio and Iowa.
are
lays
dangerous.
of (lie conspiracy to keep up general
A life-size marble statue of Apollo,
prices in Ibis country. Mr. Bryan with the head
wonderfully well preservought in look into this.
ed. has been dug up near Athens. Die
workmanship is of the lifth century
The Seaboard Air l.ine. operating before Christ.
w

CASE~

..

Bryan

situation as advance agents of prejuJell-O, The New Dessert
dice and panic. One true report is that pleases all the family. Four flavorsLemthe reason why David B. Hill has made on, Orange, Raspberry and Strawberry. At
his fight for Coler, and against Croker, your grocers. 10 cts. Try it to-day.
lylO

■

„•

a,700 miles of railroad in the
Eastern states of the South, lias order-

some

ed
for

a.ooo new freight cars not
to ride upon, either.

wholly

tramps

The negroes may own one-sixth of all
the real estate, as they do in several
counties in Virginia, but to expect to

all the English yachts which have
vote, that is another matter.
come ovcrto compete for the "America
cup," there is probably none that lias
If elected President Mr. Ilryan will
made such a good record for herself as
the (lenesta; certainly she came nearer become commander-in-chief of
the
winning the cup than any yacht that army. This being the case, bow will
preceded her or came after.
Mr. Bryan pay the soldiers of the
The American yachting enthusiast
who was so fortunate as to lie present 1'nited states who have restored order
at that famous race in lssoof 20 miles in the Philippines and rescued Minister
to leeward and return will not soon forConger? Will it be in silver? It is
get the anxiety witli which tie saw Sir
Richard Sutton's yacht slipping down very important that the soldiers and
the wind to the outer mark with an ex-soldiers understand the matterclearever-widening distance between her and ly and distinctly.
the centreboard Puritan, nor the deBefore Mr. Bryan gets through
light with which, when the boats hauled
on the wind, lie saw
the centerboard
his past relations to the Paris
squaring
slowly, but steadily, out weathering the
with
his present position relative
treaty
and
cutter,
dually romping home, the
winner by the close but undeniable mar- to the Philippine question, lie will wish
gin of l minute and Ms seconds.
lie had clung to silver as a paramount
In the light weather trial the shallow
issue.
centerboard with her relatively larger
sail area proved to be a far faster boat
The fact that the Republicans insist
than the (lenesta.
Although she failed to take home the on choosing their own line of battle
cup, (lenesta was successful in winning during the present campaign is conboth the Hrenton Reef and Cape May
sidered very unfair by the enemy.
cups.
The (lenesta was a typical English
I ndiana continues to contribute promdeep-keel, outside-lead cutter of the soinent Democrats to the Republican
called plauk-on-edge type; though she
was not so extreme in her relation of
cause.
beam to draft as some cutters of her
she
was
sent
over
here
at
a
time
time,
Those timid people who imagine the
when the “'keel versus centerboard”
constitution is violated and the repubcontroversy was at its height.
Tn none of the races that have fol- lic destroyed because there are Amerilowed those of lssf> have the competing can soldiers in China without a declarayachts of the two nations shown so tion of war by Congress, may be comstrongly the distinguishing national
characteristics as did Puritan and Ge- forted by knowing that the war with
nesta, the one being distinguished by Mexico was fourteen months old benarrow beam, deep draft, outside balfore there was a formal declaration
last, large displacement and relatively thereof.
small sail plan; the other by great beam,
shallow draft, and both inside and outSilence must not be taken as evidence
side ballast.
The famous old cutter is now upon of a change of heart, and Bryan I as
the beach in process of being broken up never confessed that lie was mistaken
for old iron and junk, an inglorious end either about free silver or free trade.
that overtakes all craft except a few
favored warships like our own HartMr. Bryan’s speeches illustrate the
ford. or Nelson's old ship, tue Victory. fact that
there is a vast difference be[Scientific American.
tween reasons and reasoning.
lit

becoming

Mold

Mr. Hill knows

considered

Meeting

paign chest is we'll tilled-—partly bemuse his own turn for business, since
I

woods.

keen

111k will lie

tin'll-

lo-s

same

iie has

dential possibility hitherto, and lie does
t 1 no-i: iloi,e thus far. not see
why he should not ligure in such
are not inaelive:
they a business again.

Mat

leaders, the Hon. Timothy C'oakley,

CLOSING

STILL

Birds

Thirty years’ experience proves the
best way to get hens over moulting
early and bring pullets to early maturity, making them lay by November, in time to get the highest prices
for their eggs, is to feed them

has served a term of enlistment in the
Philippines, is so disgusted with Mr.

*

..

work iion.l> to l»t* ilom- anions all
'"t. is
ovi-imail ol tins
I throughout l in- v:a!is that lie believes
v* rn to
for tho 1
I mat the remains ni tlie present Deino: I 1 ! tioilil ! Voir;
LM1]I}I0S0 end •.
I
i’oj.11 list ticket will hardly he
> :
!.
i; nil!. 11.nil) MVU1V.I ;i single
"ert!i picking u]i after election, and
li.l‘ lVMilt \Voi;l<[ l»e selicit when the
id-fashioned Democrat
:! <
i"i
sthniv who net*«N t« hr |
I climbs into the saddle again, or comes
i‘ N <Uil\ iln
jm r miit. or out of the woods, then
David li. Hill
! 1
v* :.t. ('1
ilidnjuiMlnnt.
kind id'new weather vane of a
v *ln
:1 at <i.*1 ermiiK t!m iv.'■lose.- who will lead the lost tribes out

1
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I confidently recommend
Ayer’s
Cherry Pectoral to all my patrons.
I am using ir now in
my own family.

the la mis ut those who, from
oi
a
f wisdom, not to say

a

C M"
tonii

»•

'e
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do it with

j*y«r$

per cent, over of these voters are evidently influenced on most occasions,

ti

can

Early

One of the Massachusetts free silver

It creeps its

but needs to do his utmost to win over

right

Illinois farmers are getting five cents
pound in gold for their hogs. In fact,
they are doing almost as well as Mr.
Bryan did with his oat crop.

a

way.

expansionist, or sound money man, or loyal supporter of prosperity, of law and order,

to the side of the

ever

GREAT

The Hon. George Fred Williams
would be an ideal Secretary of State in
a Bryan cabinet.
Fancy George Fred
dealing with the diplomats of the world
on the Chinese arestion.

No increase in
accure

popularity

seems

to

to l(i to 1.

Following

the

teachings

Bryan
Filipinos

of

and

Edward Atkinson, the
have taken to counterfeiting the silver

dollar.

Is this not

coinage idea
With

carrying

the free

to an absorb extreme?

wheat,

corn

and cotton

prices

it is hard to convince
the farmers that prosperity is a myth.

at the

top notch,

Kansas cannot find
carry her crops.

cars

Thus

golden opportunity to
too much prosperity.

is

enough to
opened the

kick because of

Happened in a Drug Store.
“One day last winter a lady came to my
drug store and asked for a brand of cough
medicine that 1 did not have i n stock,” says
Mr. C. R. Grandin, the popular druggist of
Ontario, N. Y. “She was disappointed and
wanted to know what cough preparation I
could recommend. I said to her that I could
freely recommend Chamberlain’s Cough
Remedy and that she could take a bottle of
the remedy and after giving it a fair trial if
she did not find it worth the money to bring
back the bottle and I would refund the
price paid. In the course of a day or two
the lady came back in company with a
friend in need of a cough medicine and advised her to buy a bottle of Chamberlain’s
Cough Remedy. 1 consider that a very
good recommendation for the remedy.”
The remedy owes its great popularity and
extensive sale in a large measure to the
of people who
personal recommendation
have been cured by its use.
It

For sprains, swellings and lameness there
is nothing so good as Chamberlain’s Pain
Balm. Try it.

It tuts m the last weeks of July, just
century ago, that a Frenchman named
Lehmi made the first public demonstra-

a

tion of the use of gas for
purposes.

General

illuminating

Assistant Naval Constructors W. G.
Dubose, E. F. Eggert and J. \V. Powell
have been ordered to Merlin. Germany,
for a course of instruction in advanced
naval architecture.
Miss Helen Gould notified the army
officials in New York that she would
send, at her expense, *>0,000 rations to
distressed families in Galveston and
the hurricane swept district.

China is

of the most important
coal countries in the world.
Every one
of her eighteen provinces contains large
deposits. Eastern shau '■'ft has an
antharacite area of l3..7oo miles in extent.
one

The Postmaster General has received
a communication fro it
E. W. Valle,
director of posts in the Philippines,
showing that there will be a surplus of
receipts over expenditures up to .lune
80 Of 8111,440.
(
The Attorney General, in an opinion
to the Postmaster General, holds that
all of t ie so-called “cardchain''schemes
that
recently have been operated
through the mails are violations of the
lottery law.
Potato bread is

now

extensively

used

in Thuringia. Germany, to feed horses,
especially when they are worked hard

cold weather. The animals
thrive on it. and their health and
strength are excellent.
in

very

j

In the course of a lawsuit in Liverpool recently the fact was developed
that millions of eggs are annually im- j
ported to Belfast from liussia and'then
sent over to England and Scotland, and
sold as “fresh Irish eggs.”
i

j

There is a man in Norway who offers
to sell to English speculators in the
picturesque and useful a small matter |
of 230 waterfalls. They are offered for
the purpose of generating electricity to
be utilized on the spot.

j

The Maine Election.
Tlie full returns as made by the clerks
show the plurality of lion. John F.
Ilill, the llepuhlican gubernatorial candidate, to he :12,0i!7. The total vote of
Hon. .inhn F. Ilill is 73,381'; Ifon. Samuel
L. Lord, 40,722.
The vote for Congressman in the first
district was: Allen, 17,803; Lynch.
1038, giving Allen a plurality of 7805.
The vote for the second district was

|
I

I

I
I
I

j

;

11,4.72; |
10,204;
giving a plurality of 7852; third district. 1
Burleigh. 17,0.72;’ Gerald, 1".247; plurality, 0803; fourth district, Boutelle, 18,sol ;•
White, 8042; plurality, in,lui.
Littlefield,

Munroe,

Palmer.

(Ien. .1 oliii M. Palmer, ex-governor of
Illinois, ex-l'nited States Senator and
candidate of the Democrats four years
ago, died at his home in Springfield, 111..
Monday Sept, g-ltli. The end was unlooked for, as (Ien. Palmer had appeared in his usual health, and last Saturday acted as one of the honorary pall
bearers at the funeral ot bis long-time
IDs bad
friend, (Ien. Me(Ternaul.
been a typical American and western
career, and it is to be said of him that
he always kept faith with his convictions.
Nothing better could lie
said of a public man than this.
Iiis
career in politics extended over well.‘>o
and
from
the
nigh
years,
beginning to
the end he was honest, straightforward,
resolute and useful.
No man in our
polities ever truckled less, and from
first to last the people of Illinois loved and trusted John M. Palmer. When
the Democratic party early in his manhood life became untrue to freedom, he
left it. He was an ardent supporter of
the Union and fought for it when the
arbitrament of war came.
lie was, alter the war, governor of his State, and
senator of the (Tiited States, and in
ls'Jr, he became the presidential candidate of the gold Democrats, with (Ien.
Buckner, who had fought on the other
sidt in the war of the rebellion, as his
associate on the ticket.
Iiis acceptance
of his nomination was an act of selfsacrifice, but it was characteristic ot
the man. Alibis life he went straight
and sure whither his convictions led
In all he was a stanch statesman
him.
of the old school, plain, rugged, force,
fill, who held the respect of all men in

simple honesty.

He was elected to the Senate by the
Legislature of ism, the product of that
campaign. Gen. Palmer’s surprising
vigor commanded the attention of the
country, for he was then 74 years of
Iiis hair and whiskers were silver
age.
gray, and he was a grandfather, but he
showed in lsss and lsuo an energy that
would have been worthy of comment m
f
a man
The independence and integrity of the
man was shown last January, when lie
vetoed the proposition of Senator Cullom of Illinois to have his war pension
increased from s:,o to Sion a month. He
said that he could not possibly accept
such an increase, as he had already told
his friends that Iiis present pension was
all that he desired.
In is!>7 William E.
Mason succeeded Gen. Palmer in the
United states senate. The ex-Senator
continued the practice of law in Springfield, III., until age and failing sight
compelled his retirement from active
life last year. Gen. Palmer was married twice, the second time lute in life.
(>ne of Iiis sons is an ollicer iti the I Anted States army, and another is an attorney in Chicago.
[Springfield Republi-

There were several places that did
A complaint came from one can.
not vote.
of the towns that the warrant had not j
been posted and therefore no election j Schooner Mary E. Lermond Abandoned.
was held.
The places in which no elecWashburn liros. of Thomaston retion was held are; Township 21, Washington county: Kingsbury Plantation. ceived a telegram from their New York
Somerset county, and Kossuth, Wash- correspondents Sept. gr>th. stating that
the schooner Mary E. Lermond, of
ington county.
which they were the agents and princiNERVOUS PROSTRATION.
pal owners, was passed, abandoned.
Sept. path, in lat. 21) deg. N Ion. (ia deg.
Have You These Symptoms?
W. Washburn liros. have no further
Are you nervous? Are you fidgety? Are information as to the wreck, but figure
you irritable? Are you changeable in your that she must have been in the path of
moods? Is your appetite capricious? Does the Galveston hurricane: in fact, they
your mind wander? Do you change your have had fears for her safety ever since
mind often on one subject ? is it hard for the
great storm.
you to concentrate your mind on any one
The
E. Lermond was a threesubject? Are you fretful ? Are you sleep- masted Mary
schooner of about :ioo tons, built
less ? Do you have Hashes of cold and heat ?
Are you troubled at times with palpitation? by Washburn Bros., and launched from
Do you have cold sweats? Do you have their yard in Thomaston only three
spells in which you surely thinks you are months ago. She cost about S2r>,000,
roaring, and was partly insured. At the time of
going to die? Do you have strange,
buzzing sounds in your ears? Do you suffer the disaster the Lermond was bound
from Paralysis, Sciatica, Locomoter Ataxfrom Fernandina for Martinique, with
ia?
If you have these symptoms, Dr. Halloek’s lumber. She was commanded by ( apt.
Wonderful Electric Pills for weak, worn- Thomas F. Sproule of Waldobo’ro, but
out, nervous people should be used at once. the other officers and the crew were shipThey will positively restore you to perfect ped at Boston, and there is no record of
health and give a buoyant spirit with nerves them on this end. Whether
they perishof steel and completely cure all of the above
ed or were picked up by a passing vessymptoms. Give them a trial.
sel
and
to
some
distant
conveyed
port
Sold at drug stores, $1 a box, (i boxes, sufficient to cure the most obstinate cases, S3, is pure conjecture.
or sent direct from laboratory,
on
prepaid,
Concerning Seattle, Puget Sound, Washreceipt of price. Advice on all diseases,
from specialists, Free. Address IIALLOCK ington State and Alaska, consult Bureau of
Information, Seattle, Wash., O. M. Moore,
DRUG CO., no Court st., Boston, Mass.
ltf
secretary.
Established 1848.
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Send till orders t**

The Republican Journal

Publishing Company,

NERVITA PILLS
Restore Vitality, Lost Vigor ond Manhood

Core

Impotency, Night Emissions. Loss of Memory, all wasting diseases,
all effects of self-abuse or
excess and indiscretion.
A

tonic and
builder.
Brings
the pink glow to pal©
cheeks and restores the
of youth. By mail
>50c per box. 0 boxes for
q>«.5U, with our bankable gaurantee to cure
or refund the money paid.
Send for circular
and copy of our bankable guarantee bond.
nerve

,blood

Belfast,

War Dacia ei
all game in the Mai*'
and the best pla< to bu\

»>n

jffre

NervitaTalilets^S Loaded Strolls am
Immediate Results

(yellow label)

Positively guaranteed euro for Loss of Power
Varicocele, Undeveloped or Shrunken Organs,
Paresis, Locomotor Ataxia, Nervous Prostration, Hysteria, Fits, Insanity, Paralysis and the
Results of Excessive Use of Tobacco, Opium or
Liquor. By mail in plain package. $1.00 a
box, 6 for $5.00 with our bankable guarantee bond to cure in 00 days or refund
Address
money paid.

NERVITA MEDICAL CO.
Clinton & Jackson Sts., CHICACO, ILL.

Bills for

Cemetery Work.

All bills ;igaui>t tin* city <-1 Belfast m> work in
a I
any of the cemeteries should be left for
i»
al tin* office of the |’»elfa»t Livery Co. <«n or before
noon of the Saturday (weeding the first Monday
of the month in which said bills an payable.
WAT KB

Belfast, May

C. HATCH.
DANA li. SOUTH WORTH.
Trustees of Cemeteries.
12. V.hjo. tf-jo

....OF ALL KIMi'. 1"

\

F. A. FOLLET

x

1 hav .list received a
direct from the factory,
shall sell at In we.'! C \s>!'
Call and see for \our>elf b.
chasms' Hsiux here and sa
l have the a,uem \ lor

Columbia

Graphophones
and Rec

Come in and hear the beautiful
of instrumental and

F. A. FOLLETT
cent, will be made on all taxes for P.Hki paid to me
before .Jail. 1. 1901. 1 shall be ;it the Aldermen's
Room in Memorial Building from s.50 to 11.50 a.
m., and

Saturdays

| (Belfast, August

from
l.

1.50

to

4

OFFICE HOURS

:

Street,

Belfast

M. V. HILL, Collector.
5itf

Dr. John Stevens,
OPERA

51 Church

i\ m.

H0U5E

BLOCK.

11 to 12 A. H. ;
and Sundays 11

1

to 3 P. M.,
12 A. 1*1.

to

NOTICE.
All persons indebted to me prior to February 1
1900, are requested to settle at the store of Mitch
ell & Trussell, 115 High street.
M. L. MITCHELL.
Belfast, Me., June 25,1900—.20tf

Just

the

and

evaporate

thins to (in
Fruit

FRhD ATWOOD, Winter!"
September _*n, 1900.- iw.is

FOR SALE,
Tim house and lot on Wilson Hill. M
in Belfast, known as the Aver. plae*
at a bargain.
For terms, impure of
1H NTON & l>l
Belfast, August 30, 1900 —3ni35

x

HUNDRED YEARS AGO.

'flit

occupied

111.

the throne of

but lacked

Georges,

e

Hands.

He was the

century ago.

,i

in 1725, and his throne was occupied
by
women for the greater part of the remaining years of the century. The

Tremulous
the

principal
partition

period was the
Poland between Russia,
Prussia and Hungary. These royal robbers each seized certain provinces in
1772. In 1792 Russia and Prussia seized
other provinces. In 1795 Poland fell,
unwept, without a crime of being divided among its three neighbors. Thus
Russia was brought into the front rank
of nations at the expense of other
nations.
However much we may deplore the
blood shed during the French Revolution, we almost doubt whether the corruption fostered by absolute monarchy
could be crushed in any other
way.
Men of honest conviction gave their
lives for the cause. Selfish men suffered

greater minds than
The selfishness of the poliuse

to

his time

partially justified

uiiing the reins of the govmself. Though the ilouse of
\,ts the ruling power, it did
at the English people, but
bought and sold like land
: roperty.
Large towns like

when the nervous system
is weakened, the body generally shows the symptom
of tremulousness in some of
its members.
The hands
twitch at the
shake, the
or
the
corners,
eyelids quiver
involuntarily. Such a
condition calls for medicine
which feeds the nerves. Dr.
Pierce's Golden
Medicai

:

lips

not

were

represented. Only
English people had

of the

vote in the greatest nation
,1.

Discovery, acting directly

of the power of England
"tablished herself in India
re

opposition

;n

the stomach and organs of digestion and nutrition, has a wonderful influence in
restoring nervous force.
It quiets the nerves
not by drugging them into
stupor
but by feeding them into
strength.
The "Discovery" has restored
the health of thousands of those
who were utterly hopeless,
giving
them back natural appetite,
physical vigor, healthful
sleep and
mental strength.
There is no
alcohol ill "Golden Medical Discovery and it contains no opium,
cocaine or other narcotic.
on

the wishes

to

powerful naattempted to es-

tie next most
I inlors had

urt in the Ilouse of Com-

fing many boroughs which
villages at the disposal of
riie 1 'like of Newcastle at
ned one-third of all the
nbers. Even Pitt, at the

popularity, was obliged to
at of borough jobbers like
by

■is.

the

shortsightedness of
principles of govimpossible for the Eng-

iiid false
it

.'ite

tortile

irnt

over

of the

independent
period

or

people

to

government in
the

principles

of

society

which

were

embodied in American government.
French armies and lleets aided in found-

Free, on receipt of stamps to pay exj
pense of mailing only, Dr. Pierce’s Med- I
ical Adviser, nxxS pages. Send 21 onefor themselves.
Franklin deserves
cent
stamps for book in paper covers,
mention for his prominence in founding
or 31
in
cloth
to
Dr.
stamps
binding
R. V Pierce, buffalo, N. Y.
the American nation, as well as his ex-

taxation without repreith other arts of oppres-

periment with electricity. Arkwright
and Whitney facilitated the manufactimprisoned,

American

Hundreds of royalists were
ure of cotton cloth.
Watts used steam
they were massacred when it was
feared that the Prussians might he in propelling machinery in lTi'.h,
Pitt advocated the right of
Electricity and steam are two of the
victorious. The Legislative Assembly
..n colonists and was styled a
was succeeded by the National Conven- greatest forces in ministering to the
.-edition hv the King, hut the tion in which the
Moderate Republicans wants of the civilized man, hence we
■n founded has been teaclihave the greatest interest in every genwere in the majority.
They proclaimed
■vld ever since. The goveru- France a
ius who lias aided us in ha messing these
republic, but when they prorance, the second nation in ceeded to the trial of the
Swedenborg, Pope,
did forces of nature.

Xorth,

Lord

and

king they

at this time very nn-

was
1

I’rime

hut a tool in the hands of

as

....

the

not deliberate

\.

1

surrounded

C. died in 1774, about the time
Continental Congress, leav-

by a savage mob who

out 721 votes.
:

for the doors were
threat-

ened vengeance upon all who dared to
be merciful. After 10 days voting it
was possible to get only 20 majority

treasury deficient *200,-

iic

alone,

This act of

regicide drew

.nice, debauchery, and cruelercy, nobles and kings had
i(** people; and the nation

down upon the Republic the wrath of
all Europe and :i.70,ooo of Europe’s best

prey to infidelity.
icstion was the grand

The victorious career of the French
arms was marred by the cowardly meas-

troops

The

v

prob-

ures

N.-cker,

financial minister,

as

'how a revenue

■

but

s;

his

larger

than

account

also

the

nobility paid no taxes,
.opened him to resign.
iiid 170.000 nobility owntlie land, while the taxes
hv 27,000,000 serfs and
owned but one-third of

i

>.

approaching.

of the government.

The Sabbath

was suppressed.
Religious belief was
abolished.
The opposing party were

j imprisoned

and executed by the hunI button wished to check the
revolution, but Robespierre wished to
become the absolute ruler of the t ondreds.

■

i

were

vention.
anarchists

He therefore condemned the
as dangerous and the moder-

lukewarm
j liberty. being
latter. Danton.
Vmong
ates

in the cause of

as

Cue

\merica. Trance

plungEngland, which only

uith

was

ourdcn of taxation.
ed in 17>s.
.I to convoke a

■

[

states-Uen-1

viiich had not convened
of 11 ieliciieu in loi I. The

s

ad

been

virtually

t'or*

lay
a

May, i7-a, 12uu
the people met in
oi

Versailles.

t

.<•
as

The

!|
j
i

Thompson

the

in their

nobility

own

and

chain-

clergy

I

•fused to join them, they
••mselves the National As-1

j

were

noted for the

ed

their experience at our disposal.
Wilberforce devoted his life to the
abolition of the slave trade in the British colonies, but it was not effected till
1807 and

slavery

was

not abolished

un-

til 1833.
-lohn

Wesley exercised a powerful inHuence during the greater part of the.
18th century from 17o3 to nut.
He
was industrious and possessed judgment. patience, moderation and skill.
He was excelled by his brother Charles
as a hymn writer and singer, and
by
Whitelield as a preacher. Though the
pulpits of the established church closed
against t hem, they aroused the lethargy
ul the clergy and their iniluenee is felt
throughout the world to-day. The Sunday schools founded by ltaikes of Gloucester

were

the first movements toward

universal

merited

punishment, and the Reign were disrupted
by gentlemen. The Alt.
of Terror ended July
1714.
Prisons
gio-Saxon race having established free
uere opened.
laws
were
Robespierre's
institutions at home, began the extern
repealed and religion was established. sion of the same
blessings to their peoFrench

arms were

Prussia and Spain
peace

with

them.

cients and Five

•

Gray

education.
Hospitals and
churches were built, missionaries were
party were carried rudely to the guillo- sent to heathen
lands, prisons were re
line and sutiered a part of their we!Iformed and cocked hats and lace rubles

successful that

so

glad to make

wen

France received

a

repre- new constitution,
vesting executive
I
]icople num- authority in the directory and legislathe nobility and clergy
tive power in two councils called Ansat

and

culture of intellect and soul.
Rollin
sought the history of. our race and plac-

ple

Hundred.

Napoleon
Bonaparte was one of the principal actors
in overcoming opposition to the
new constitution.
The Directory was
brought, to an end Nov. ill, I7'.i!‘, and

in other parts ot the earth.
_W. Coin

Goldendale, Wash.. Sept. 17, llioo.

common

'ey
i:

re]>tic

a

leader from the first, fell April 7 17'.4.
A few weeks later Robespierre and bis

Neck-

Banker limit*

a

liobber.

.1.

R. Garrison, Cashier of tin* bank of
Thornville, Ohio, had been rubbed of health
by a serious inn# trouble until lie tried i>r.
King's New Discovery for Consumption.
Then he wrote: “it i> the best medicine 1
ever used for a severe cold or bad ease of
lung trouble. 1 always keep a bottle on
hand." Don't sutler with G».u#hs. Colds.or
any Throat, Chest or Run# trouble when
you can be cured so easily. <>niy '•"c. and
si.no.
Trial bottles free at R. 11. Moody's

pious, kind-hearted under the new constitution formed
tailed.
He prorogued the j
Napoleon was made First Consul, with
a mouth.
When refused : two assistants. Though provisions were Dm# .store.
bair President led them to made for a Senate and
Legislative
I
Madhouse Politics.
Court of the palace, where
body. Napoleon was the real master of
j
swore
not
to dissolve un- France. And
y
by the close of the istli
j
Hut about the gold standard there is
! framed a constitution for I
century he was well under way with no room whatever for doubt or discuswere
most
of
•■>'
joined by
All advanced and enlightened
that series of wars which made all sion.
id 47 nobles.
Privileges of Europe tremble. Prussia and Russia foreign opinion would declare us very
great fools for electing to the Presiden/ofession were abolished. deserve
consideration, not so much for cy a man who lias made known his intenwere imposed.
The press what
they were at the beginning of the tion to do away with the gold stand.ud
I free. Political and relig- liith
century as for what they became at the earliest possible moment alter
a

..

guaranteed.

was

The peo-

xicated with the prospect
ad justice.
And when it
>d that the soldiers were
•

lusolve the National Assemto arms and for want of

cw

se

to do

captured

the Has-

visited upon unials and tax-gatherers in all

auce

■

was

/Alice.

renounced privileges and
The clergy abolished tithes
"pie scorned a generosity
"lily that which it could not
■>

Versailles

persuaded to
body guard. At a banquet
■■ir arrival, loyalty was rewas

the tricolor insulted.

The

fatal evening caused a
eit of Fans. They found

unfastened and rushed
galleries and reception

palace.

Lafayette with
guard arrived just in time
unhappy gftmp in the

e

e

'lients.
■

■

'itution was ratitied Sept.
Ii made France a constitu-

mirehy.
mil
the
t

ul
■

Assembly dissolved
Legislative Assembly

let. i.

The adherents of

monarchy

were

were

in the

the moderate

Kepub-

rallying

■

cry of the

was, “No

lied

king.”
Assembly was thoroughly
all tlie monarclis of Kurope
their safety.
"f thousands of Prussians,
"I French royalists crossed
hut were repulsed by 20,000
'lunteers.
m of foreign nations was
the cause of the Iteign of
■

1

■ad vised to ccnfound
s’1

bis accession to power.
1'hev think us
later.
fools now, for even talking
While southern nations, like Spain, very great
about such a policy of madness and disItaly ami (1 reece.developed uiucli earlier aster. In respect to currency systems
than northern nations, they lacked the the people of this world have passed
through all preliminary stages of gropvitality to continue the race and have ing
and experiment, and have demonalways been surpassed in the end by strated that no system is stable that
northern nations. One of the greatest does not rest upon the solid basis of
the one metal of measure and ultimate
ligures in Prussian history is Frederick
redemption everywhere and by all acthe Great, who inherited akingdon with
cepted. Among right-thinking men there
a population of 2,000,000 and 0,1100,000 is no more doubt about it than there
thalers in the public treasury. When is about the wisdom of taking a steamof a yawl to cross the
he died the population was over 0,000,- ship instead
Atlantic or using the telegraph instead
000 with 72,000,000 thalers in the public of
signal tires to send a message to Lintreasury. The nations of Europe had coln, Xeb. Yet the campaign exigencies
of a professional candidate an. I
formed a secret treaty for the partition
the bewilderment of a disorganized
of Prussia, but they found the genius
party have brought this cadaver before
of Frederick sustained by the stern us for a new'
killing.
It. must seem like madhouse politics
virtue of his northern subjects and
to intelligent foreign observers. By our
£7oo,ooo per year of English gold too
recent achievements in war, diplomacy
powerful to be crushed by the hosts of and commerce we have taught them
The
result
have
been
to
Europe.
might
respect and admire our ability and cadifferent had not Elizabeth of Russia pacity for new and great development.
Yet here we are all agog over this misdied and her successor been a friend of
erable silver business, a thing that
Peter. Sweden withdrew, England and ought to he as dead here as royal preFrance concluded their colonial wars, rogative in England, much deader than
in France, and as far beand thus Prussia and Austria faced Bourbonism
as the holy Homan
resurrection,
yond
each other alone.
Empire. [Xew York Times.
They closed the Seven Years’ War in

170:>, leaving their boundaries unchanged. What Frederick was to Prussia,
Peter the (ireat was to Russia,

of the age, he
possessed more energy and will power
than real purity of character. There
seems

principle

to be a

of

goodness

as

well as evil in all men, and Peter the
turned his energy toward the

(•reat

elevation of his people. Possessing no
seaboard, he seized Azof from the

Turks,

shipbuilding as a common laborer, gained Livonia, a Swedish
possession east of the Baltic, and extended his borders on the Caspian at
learned

the expense of Persia.
navy, made

justice

lie created a

accessible, encouraged commerce and manufactures,
cut canals and introduced the printing
After

press.

more

having

theagitaTing terrorlnto the royalists. ing of Father
l

l.ike

geniuses

most ol' the

of his

0%

In

the October Atlantic Martha
Baker Iiunn presents some delightful
Piazza Philosophy, and Ada
an

earned the

reputa-

Country,

he died

™

V til Removed with Plasters

*”a ,h™ >b™

a

^

allowing

a

Nothing

badU?der °J<imary

cure,

beginning

Mrs. Sarah M. Keesling, 941 Windsor
"I
Ave,, Bristol, Tenn., writes
am 41 years old, and for three years had suffered with
a severe form of
Cancer on ray jaw, which the doctors 111 this citv said was
incurable and
that I could not live more than slit months. I
accepted their statement as
true, and had given up all hope of ever being welf
again, when my drugrecommended S S S. After taking a few
th'.‘ore b,«an to heal, much to the surprise of the phvsicrans. and
=“«■ I have
gained in flesh, my appetite
I*refreshing —in
is splendid, sleep is
fact, am enjoying perfect health
Uur medical
is in
of

8 ,.ik in"

of,.ray c°nd‘tlo,n'

I

a,eo“Plete

or

S
department
charge
physicians of long
experience, who are especially skilled in treating Cancer and other blood diseases.
information wanted, we make no charge whatever for this
service.
THE SWIFT

apture of a slaver in ante-bellum
days. Referee” discusses rather grimly The Seven Fean Years of Western
Farming. The number offers charming
stories and sketches by Mrs. Foote,
Mary T. Earle. Charles War en and We
others; poetry by Miss Branch. I’aul L.
Dunbar. .JuliiiC. li. Dorr, and an unusually varied and attractive Contributors' Club.

GOAL!

any

advice

GOAL!

NOW 15 THE TIME TO BUY
receiving our fall stock of
Lamps. They are XEW GOODS
in new styles, at lower prices than
ever.
We respectfully invite all

are

YOUR WINTER’S COAL.

First

to call and examine them.

We

are

also

headquarters

ior

Quality, Thoroughly Prepared
We offer to the citizens of Belfast and
flic

Pearl Agate Goods,

following

Coal,

vicinity

well known coals.

PLYMOUTH VEIN,

LACKAWANNA,

LATTIMER LEHIGH,
ELK GARDEN CUMBERLAND,
and WOODVILLE STEAM

Tinware,
Stoves, Ranges
S

Write for

SPECIFIC COMPANY, ATLANTA, GA.

Prices at
Wharf.

Pelivend

Furnaces.

Lehigh

j).•i.\»*r«Ml
ami put in.

m

Dump cart.
$6.10
6.10
5.85
5 85

Chestnut Coal.$5.85
Stove
5.85
Kgg
5.60
Furnace
5,60

$6.25
25

6

6.00
6 00

25 cents per ton higher.

Coal

A discount of 25 cents per ton will be made from the above prices to all customers for
CASU settlement within to'days from delivery of their coal, provided their orders in ton
lots, or more, are placed before September 1st, and are ready to receive their coal at our
convenience any time before November 1st.

PLUMBING A SPECIALTY.

WE GUARANTEE PROMPT DELIVERY,!

Jlitcliell & Trail

CORRECT WEIGHT AND CAREFUL DELIVERY

THE SWAN & SIBLEY COMPANY.
!

35 and 37 Front Street,

(33,

Belfast.

TEI.KI’IIONK 34-i

Steamers City of Bangor and Penobscot in Commission.

Remember the “Old Home"
FOUR TRIPS A WEEK.

SEVENTEEN

I

—vmi m v

JEWELED.

\

Souvenir Spoon.
IT u 11.1. |■ \ Y

12

W/Pli

'*111;1111•)11• j11Monday. October l. I'nin. ..pamei s
will leave I’».• 1 f;»^I
For Boston. via ('ainden mid Koekland. Mondays. Wednesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at
about -..'.an i». m.. »r upon ai rival of st-anier from

/

i

•

1

|

A

OUR WINDOW

iCLGIN-

YOUR W ATCH
n

Bangor.

YOlR EYES

For Searsporf. Bueksport. Winterport. Hamp
den and Bangor. T lesdays. Wednesday w I lidav^
and Saturdays at about won \. m.. ,>i u|;
11
of steamer from Boston.

WATCHES

■

iikti km\«;.

From Boston. .Mondays, Tm-wl :y<, Tliur-day-;
and Fridays at r».oo u. m.
From Koekland. via Camden. Tuesdayv Wed
nesdays, Fridays and Saturdayat froin r..no to

■

l M

W

National Hank

HHfast,

11*
II

One

From Bangor. touehing at way landings. Mon
da\w Wednesdays, Thursdays and Saturday- at
11.OU a. M.
FitFI> W I'OTF. Agent. Belfast.
CALVIN A FSTIN. (ieii'l Snpt., Boston.
U I f.I.I AM H. H 11.1.. < bn'I Manager, Boston.

d

*:

v.;ll

«•

»iv,.

.-ail

1|S

j

n.ou \. m.

I’nhlin^,

Lady’s Crescent Bicy cle cheap ior
Cash -New loon model.

H J. LOCKE & SON.

Alai no

HOME TREATMENT
On ami after .June 25,1900, traius connecting
at Burnham and ;Waterville with
through trains
tor and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and

Boston, will

run as

....FOK....

lollows

Chronic Diseases

FROM BELFAST.

OK..

Actual

Business from

the

AM

Start.”

sketches.

rooms.

H. A. HOWARD,
Koeklaml Commercial College,

GEO. T.

Waterville.

A m
8 47

3 15

n,

Boston.

5 35

125
5 57
7 25

0 "0
9 15

( E. D.
l).

jw

CLEANER.

Waterville.

A

M
13

Benton.Id
td 27
Clinton
Burnham, depart. 8 30
...

on

Unity.

him for

POSTS’ WA1 ERPROOF BELT OIL
and LEATHER PRESERVATIVE.

|

Thorndike.
Knox.
Brooks.
Waldo.
City Point.
Be.fast, arrive

^CASTILIAN

8 48
8 57
tood

9 20
19 30

tV»4o
9 45

Piano Instruction.

Boston

A M

950

A 10
1 40
P M
4 Id
4 27
4 45

v

,1

.|.s

I-.'V"
m
v

»

'i

^:if.
in

of

'!••

t M

*

!

ii
"in

:•.

M
I"

•:
,,.

HO OO
110 15
I045
11 20
1145
112 DO
12 30
112 47
; 1 07
1 15

5
5
15
6
15
16
6

03
12
21
35
45
55
00

<

■

are

now

sold

1

PILES!

E. L. Stevens, M. D„
Residence 12 Church Street.
Offce, National Bank Building, Belfast, Me.
4, and 7

to

8

p.

PILLS!

PILES!

Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Dintmeur will cure
Blind, Bleeding, Picerated ami Itcl.i :.. Piles. It

at

via all routes, for sale 1\ L. W Cioroe
CKO. F. I- VANS,
Vice President ami (General Manager,
F. E. Booth by*, (ien’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, June 18, 1900.

••

>.

tun.

allays tl.e

r. K

at

acts as a poultice, gives instant relief.
Hams’ Indian Pile Ointment is nivi a red

Agent, Belfast.

to

■

!

■.■

west,

pg^Oftice hours from 1

f.

K

•.

$5.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and Noith

CREAn^

t"i

absmbes the

Limited tickets for

n

.1

l»

<
Milt-ivii lifj'i !•" ! a v
.a
| mu m- M.i\
Kmin-ilit
■<
I »•. M *.1
|i*m l>\ mail.
V
at
his
H '-:"M
1
u
TlnitMlays ami S.it inin\s 1 1:
t »TIn• .la\
bis H iii.i..!
'i
I v
In- rliat iii
M<11
b
All-In ss.
rat*
t II A If 1.1- >11 M1T( II M
\|
-1' I
Ilf *1 T Tl-'.-l.
I III'.II Sa\ arn's Jl.ink 1 a I■
N M ’•1 II"'
I
l- .st ", M iss.
I !-• a anl I"
I:
I.abora‘«»i y,
\|

P M
1 00

tFlag station.

R. A. French & Co.

ly nurml by Tin
ut W

K.(0

_

d<»5
7 00

Bangor

,..,

s

00
A M

Call and see the best thing on the
market to save labor and trouble.
Call

if nt

S.'ln!

P M
A M
7 00-9 00

Portland.11
ana

f.•
"
I *

TO BELFAST.

COMBINATION WINDOW

,..r
! In-

AM

Portland ..12 02
1 E-D. 411,1
Boston
xioston, w
(
D.]4 10

READ

j\

s

>

7 15

M

»'

Is Agent for the

WASHER

Vnii riit* ;»>.
W..’ I. 11 11,.
IIIi'imI. \V;-\
«n.
all 'll'. ;•:11>•
« oil.lit i.u,'
!‘I.i.i.(• -1.
I.
I*iv*■
«l II' ...
•M—I <f.lt-s
H'l
II-'I'i "'I..1
|.'

_

Koeklaml, Maine.

:ini34

fiant

PM

00
] 30
3 30
05
il 35
13 38
15
11 46
13 57
20
1 66
4 30
Knox .17 38
12 05
14 48
Thorndike.
7 45
2 15
5 20
Unity. 7 53
2 23
6 50
8 15
Burnham, arrive.
2 45
d 25
Clinton... 8 32
td 50
Benton.. .3 42-7<iS
4 30
Bangor.

Bank and equipment. Terms
very low. lie-opens first Tuesday in September.
For prospectus, address

Elegant

PM

Belfast, depart
7
City Point.t7
Waldo.*7
Brooks. 7

Book-keeping,* Shorthand. Typewriting, Commercial Law, Penmanship, Banking, Etc.

that '‘Big Sharks as Game” provide a
A Fiendish Attack.
mighty fund of sport. Sport royal, too,
All attack was lately made on C. E. Col- for anglers is in “t l1 the Ristigouclie
have MARKED DOWN all their
lier of Cherokee, Iowa, that nearly proved for Salmon.” With the opening of tlie
fatal. It came through liis kidneys. Ilis
season of that great game—“College
back got so lame that he could not stoop
Years Ago,”
by a -SUMMER GOODSwithout great pain, nor sit in a chair ex- Football Twenty-live
No remedy Princeton graduate of that era, will be
cept propped by cushions.
to make room for their
helped him until he tried Electric Bitters an entertaining prelude. Canoeists havfall and winter stock.
which effected such a wonderful change ing concluded their season’s camping
that he writes that he feels like a new man. will welcome tlie. discussion of “The
This marvelous medicine cures backache Real Canoeing” by R. B. Burcliard, one
and kidney trouble, purilies the blood and
of its pioneers. At this time, when all
builds up your health.
Only 50C. at R. H.
Far Eastward, “The
for removing grease, ink and fresh paint
eyes are straining
Moody’s Drug Store.
Adventures of Marco Polo,” tlie greaton clothing, constantly on hand; also
has
ever seen, are
tlie world
“An International Courtship” the new est traveler
in the October (lut- TALCUM POWDER,
and absorbingly interesting novel by Mel- of special timeliness
more
China
than seven
in
ville Kirke, has been described by a leading ing. He lived
.BEST QUALITY.
London weekly newspaper as “a remark- hundred years ago. and lus striking story
able novel.” It is the story of marriage be- in Outing is from the pen of Dr. E. L.
tween American girls and titled English- Holden. Japan's co-operation with tlie
men.
Published by The Neely Co., 114 Powers in China gives special interest
Fifth Ave., N. Y. Postpaid $1.00
3yrs24 to Mr.
Terry’s description, “Awheel in
“First Lestlie Heart of Old Japan.
Mrs. H. H. SELLERS will give piano
BELLA VITA, Arsenic Beauty Tablets
is seasonable adsons in Dog Breaking
and Pills for the complexion; 10 days treatlessons at her home on Water street
of
Doom
“Tlie
and
Michigan’s
Sold by vice,
ment 50c., 30 days treatment $1.00.
a timely moral.
Tlie Terms reasonable.
A. A. llowes & Co., druggists, Belfast, Me. Grayling” points
whole number is profusely illustrated.
Searsport, Sept. 19, 1900.—3m38

3yrs24.

poison.

searches out and removes all taint, and
stops the formation of cancerous cells. No mere tonic
b
d tnedicine can do this. S. S. S. goes down to the
very roots of the disease, and forces/iut the deadly poison
the sore to heal naturally and
S.
S.
at
S.
the same time
permanently.
purifies the blood and builds up the general health!
“ttle ptmple, a harmless
looking wart or mole, a lump in the breast, a cut or bruise that refuses to
,
treatment. should all be looked upon with suspicion, as this is often the
of

(

lordship, its passions, and its undoing. "Poultry and Poultry Breeding
in the Cnited States,” by 11. s. Babcock,
will lie a positive revelation to tlie read"The Place of tlie Autonibile as a
er.
Sport Factor,” is the absorbing question of tlie day. "Coursing on Western
Prairies" breathes tlie atmosphere of
one of the most popular sports of tlie
West. "The Development of the American Trotter” is naturally interesting in
connection with the modern speedway
development. Russia provides the long
resident with ample sport, and Wirt
Gen-are presents in “Some Russian
Spurts" vivid pictures of peculiar huntThe shooting
season
ing methods.
makes “Tlie \\ oodeock and his Ways”
of
the
and tlie “Jaeksnipeout
North” of
peculiar timeliness and value. Charles
F. Holder defends the maligned maneating shark, and satisfactorily proves

-ery trace of the

th«c.,r.culation.

ling extension of (i reek.history covered
by recent Finding of the First Dynasty
Kings, and .1. Taylor Wood tells of The

Charles G. I). Roberts enters into hunting from tlie Moose’s rather than the
hunter's point of view, depicting its de-

bl°°d

•«

to Another

disease of the blood.

Cancer

really exceedingly clever. The (ictober
number of The Delineator, in addition
to Miss Beard’s article and the
eighty
or more sketches of
present-day styles,
which are prominent features of the
magazine, contains twenty other valuable contributions. For thirty years it
lias been trusted by American women
for guidance in home dressmaking and
and home management.
Timely, as usual, the October Alantie
treats many pressing public questions
both foreign anil domestic. Ex-l'nited
(States Minister Angeil deals with the
present Crisis in China, and .lohnCliris-

luting for October will interest everybody. In “A Treason of Nature,”

>«'■>■«»•: -ill...... n.M.

Only Blood Diseases can bn Transmitted from One Generation

—further proof that Cancer is

for the little ones can be obtained
by
providing them with cones, thorns,
These
etc.
thistle-down,
articles are

<

alwavsTn worle
disea^a place ofihfor

°"tward sifn

tKo^n?

how fun and pleasure

“The story of a Young Man,” by Ciif
ford Howard. Elizabeth Stuart Phelps’”
new novel, “The Successors of
Mary the
First,” “A Story of Beautiful Women,”
Blue River Rear stories,” by the author of "When Knighthood was in Flower." are all begun in the October Ladies' Home Journal.
“Romances of
Some Southern Homes” gives some
glimpses of social life in the South liefore the war, and “The Longings of a
Secluded Girl” and “A Minister Among
the Cowboys” tell of achievements iii
face ”f obstacles. Edward Bok sharply
criticises the Pullman Palace Car Company for t lie exhibition of bad taste displayed in the decorations of its cars,
which misleads the uncultured in decorating their homes. “An American
Mother” writes on “IIow Wc Can Lead
a Simple Life,” and “A Minister’s Wife”
enters a protest against the criticism to
winch the clothes of a minister’s family are subjected. There are three architectural features in the October Journal which will interest home-workers:
• hie presents the plans in detail of “A
Georgian House for st.ooo,” and another
those of “A Good Farmhouse for
>oo,”
and the thirilshows “A Successful CounHome”
in
the
of
try
Northwest,
log construction. There are also a number of
practical articles. By The C’urtis Publishing Company. Philadelphia. One
dollar a year: ten cents a copy.
The Saturday Evening Post for September A iii is a special double number.
The plan of The Saturday Evening Post
is to give each week a
magazine of the
best current literature that will be equal
in literary quality and illustration to
the monthlies.
The cover id this
double number is by Gibbs, and is in
color
The opening feature is the first
installiiii ut uf Gilbert Parker's new
serial, the Lane that Ilad \n Turning.
Those w.m have read this story pro| nuance it the strongest work that Air.
I Darker lies yet done. United States
Senator A inert .(. Beveridge of Indiana
lias
brilliant paper on Facing the
A oi'ld at Fifty, in which lie marshals
h
imposing array of successes after
the halt century mark had been passed.
Major James li. Bond contributes two
pages ot reminiscences of Mark Twain,
giving fur the first time letters and
anecdotes referring to his last lecture
tour across the American continent.
The short liction of the number includes
complete stories by Ian Maelaren,
Lilian
(juiller-Coueh, Gertrude
E.
Lynch and Madeline Bridges. Honorable Champ Clark lias a lively article
Ion Mumping in old Missouri’. There
air installments of
Mouswa of tlie
Boundaries, \\ A.Fraser's animal storv.
and of 1'lie Eagle's Heart. Hamlin
Garland’s novel of the fai West. On
the page devoted to Men and Women
are stories of people prominent in the
public eye. Tlie editorial page treats
of polities, tlie census, and other current
themes.
The “Publick Occurrences" department tells how. through
coal
and
tlie
I’nited States lias
gold,
j
captured tlie supremacy of the world.
Besides these attractions there are articles giving the latest scientific discoveries, Secretary Wilson’s views of Farming as a Business, Old-Time Minstrel
Men, with new stories and anecdotes;
tlie latest gossip about books and literary people, and short articles and

or

Surgical operations and flesh destroying plasters are useless, painful and dangerous, and besides, never cure Cancer
No matter how often a cancerous sore fs
removed, another comes at or near the same point, and
a
form
Does not this prove conclusively that Cancer is a blood
disease, and that it is folly to attempt to cure this deep-seated daneeroua
CU‘ 'Dg °r bUrmng °Ut ^ *°re'
ls only an
WhiCh> 3fter
of the

It will pay educators and mothers of
families to preserve a set of the interesting articles contributed to The Delineator by IJna Beard, sister of Dan
Beard, the famous cartoonist. These
articles, written and illustrated by Miss
Beard, deal with amusements for sick

children, showing

Cannot be Cut Out

JM

Sterling

earnest plea for American
Xeedlecraft, thereby meaning systematic instruction in liand-lace making.
makes

government, AVe find monarchial
institutions giving place to self-government wherever the people are
capable
of discharging such duties. The world
learned a lesson of colonial government
from the relations of England and tie writes about recent progress in farAmerica. Even liberty-loving America off New Zealand. Kate II. Claghorn
discusses Our Immigrants anil Ourselhad a lesson to learn in regard to uniyes, Kdward stauwood argues for Votversal liberty, as seen in her persecu- ing by Mail, and Dean
Briggs lias a
trenchant
tion of those who differed with them in
paper on some (>ld-Fashioned
1 >uubts about modern educational methreligious belief. Rousseau advocated ods. Canon
Hawnsley shows the start-

of

ing the nation which is a practical illustration of the government they wished

id

portion

penalty of their conduct, and the
world made a great step in the science

^

her own

of

the

David Huggins. Esq., of Tones. Ohio
Co
Kentucky, writes: "When I
began taking Dr. Pierce's Golden
Medical Discovery I think 1 had
nervou., or general debilitvof three
years' duration. I took three bottles iif the Discovery.' During the
time I was taking it my sleep be*
came more refreshing and I gained
fifteen pounds weight, and also
gained strength every day."

her power, extended
goo.ouo.non people in

over

event of this

LITERARY NEWS AND NOTES.

j

••nee,
Wil

Dr.

only for

Files and
ing else.

Itching of the pri\ate ; ;• rts. and nothEvery box is guaranteed. s. •! bv drug
gists, sent by mail, lor 5<>c. and si.'"' per box
WILLIAMS’ M’F’H Co., Fn p’s. Cleveiaud.Ohio
For sale by li. H. Moody.

GEO. F, EAMES, M. D, D. D.S.,
The Nose and Throat.
Mo.

"

11' Mewhurv Street

(Near Corner of Fairfield Street)
...

SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO THE COKE OK....

...BY THE....

FIDELITY INJECTION METHOD.
SUBSCRIBE

T

PUR^^^^^

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL

BOSTON.

>1 ASS.

Hours, 12 to 2. Other hours
by appointment only.
October, 1900.—Iy45.

FOR RENT.
The store and office iveentiy ..
Condon Maiiufaetiiriug « •mpa’ii) .md
r. «»
Slioe Store.'•
Belfast. .March 29,19MU.-l.Mf

<1 by tho
P..inner
Pot»K

the Republican party, and.

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.
THURSDAY. OCTOBER 4. IWO.

BELFAST.

Ewry Thursday Morning by the

Published

Republican Journal Pub. Co.
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for

y**ar.

six

Xnv

always

Iii advan*-*-.
5o cent' for thi«-«-

a

1»-

**A Little Spark May

rule,

a

Y(>i!K Oct.

The little “sparks" of bad blood lurking
in the system should be quenched <with
Hood’s Sarsaparilla, America's great blood
purifier. It purifies, vitalizes and enriches
the blood of both seres and all ages. Cures
scrofula, salt rheum, dyspepsia, catarrh.

iwm.

I.

lias been, and

Calamity
always will be,

the chief stock in trade ot the Democratic party.
It has always been a

inonths.

For on*- sijuar*-. on*
Ai»\ i:in isi\.; Ti i:minch. l«-ng:th 11. <-oluiuii. 75 .. nt' loi in \\« «-k. and
25 cent' lor *;t<li sub'. -|u.-nt iii'. rtion.

Juvenile Temples.
Mrs. E. 1’. Alexander of Belfast was elected Grand Superintendent of Juvenile Temples at the annual meeting of the Maine
In the
Grand Lodge of Good Templars.
past six months she has re-organized the Juvenile Temple work, closing up the temples

It has brought calamity threeyears.
told greater than its orators complained
of whenever it secured power in the
It is a party of croakers.

Vnited States.

Consequently

great glee

it is with

that

the Democrats hail the strike in Penn-

sylvania. The prospect for higher
prices for coal, to be paid by the rich
and poor alike seems to be a tonic to
the Democratic spirits, for they figure

making political capital out of the
in Pennsylvania. The general
impression in New York is that it is a
Democratic strike, was organized, originated and fostered by the Democratic
leaders tor political effect in this presidential campaign. Of course every man
who knows anything is perfectly aware
that the Republican party and the
National Administration have nothing

on

strike
For President,
\\ ILLIAM McKINLEY
of Ohio.

Vice-President,

IHEO0ORE ROOSEVELT
of New York.
lid

Wild
Schu

anythii

g

whatever to do with the strike nor the

bloody grievances of which the miners coinlain.
Every Democratic orator on the

about the

iv.

is

claimed that

has been

It
was
;-

already begun to
party responsible

Iso dear.

a re a

for

solely

Republican

for all the ills that

effect is

political

nothing

short of crime.

1’. Dolilver has a vigorous
ii tie October Forum on “The
a'tii
Taramount Issues of the Campaign.'I

tin

hold the

may grow out of this strike and which
may have deplorable consequences beA strike inaugurated
fore it ends.

Carnegie

foi liryan this year, but he says lie
McKinley, and lie ought to know.

si ! ;

A tremendous sacrifice in

that have ceased activity and strengthening
those that showed any signs of life. She
has instituted eight new temples in the
State. The last three are in Waldo county,
with the following officers:
Western Star, Xo. IS, Liberty.
Supt.,
Mrs. Chas. Hoit; C. T., Earl Reynolds;
P. C. T., Stella Cram: V. T„ Christie
Brown; Chap., Geneva Cram ; M., Helen
Hurd; 1C M., Hazel Young: F. S., Ruby
Hurd ; Sec., Frank Ayer: Tr., Leta Young;
G., Ralph Reynolds: S., Marshall Gordon;
A. S., Ida Gordon.
Good Hope, Xo. 30, Morrill. Supt., Maggie Woods; C. T., Mabel Hatch; Y. T.,
Georgie Blake; Chap., Willie Meailer:
P. C. T., Harry Wing: Tr., Florence Cross;
Asst. Sec'y, Phoebe Cross; l'\ S., Alpha
Hattie Mender: M., Lizzie
Wood: Sec.,
Blake; G., Hobart Blodgett; S., Maurice

The Maine W. C.

^“Now is the time for you to buy, even if it is a little early. There
will
be many rare values if you want them, and if you come before your nei_
you will

i’residential

term

liangt r

nine

iraught with

even

is

as

a.-

einj.f

;

c

S"i'

dishonest

to

s

■

I',

thods." says the Nev. York
m
an
editorial on the foul

t.ici:

airl to merit

s

ling.'-,

l-Xpl'e.-sil
T1

g.

New

■■

in

conteni]it that
incapable of

a

language is

York

1 ;gti
that McKinley
canvass

Herald's mid-camol the country indicates
and Roosevelt are far in

politics. Croker
misguided bosses of

these

who thinks that his success

absolutely

tactics and undei-

tactic- o| liryan. 1 nlortunalely liryan
is ;
tie on.' one t" resort to such
11'

of

in Tammany can lie-extended to Xew
York stale, and then to the United
States,
lb lias already shown that he

angrage.

s'

to eater national

one

Tammany

it was in I.sin:.

is t'oe power of the Tingwords fail to express the
that is ielt tor one who ie-

r

"i.i

as

is

controls

the

Democratic machine in

New

spite

York
of

llill

and the better element that was with

j

Hill.

IIis grip upon Bryan is no doubt
very st rung. The ('i minium of the 1 >etuocratv national committee frequently
visits New York to consult Croker on
affairs.

Croker’s support of
national
Bryan in case lie would be elected would
no doubt give him control of a vast
deal of patronage, and there is now before the people of the United States the

liryan and Stevenson. 1'n- prospect of a Democratic national
undergo a tremendous machine built up similar to the Tamchange, the Republican candidates are many machine in Xew York city, in
reasonably certain to receive 2.V< elec- which every employee of the governtoral votes. The Democratic* candidates ment will be compelled to pay a heavy
are sure of if.' electoral votes.
There tribute for maintaining the Democratic
11.e lead ol

less conditions

uily three States about which the power. That would be Crokerism carried
Herald's correspondents will not hazard out to its logical ends, and the position

am

opinion.

ai

and

These are Indiana. Idaho

Montana, with a total of til electo-

ral votes.

These states are classed as

of the Democratic

civil service is

Tammany

idea.

doubtful.
value of summer property at
one
ol
the most
summer resorts is
troiibh-soino things that the assessors
with
contend
in
have t■
estimating valI: the case of certain property it
ues.
is comparatively easy to get at the
valis > as that can he gained in part
from the earning capacity of the land.
At Ti'i' summer resorts it is different.
In many places the land is practically
vahmicss as far as its earning capacity
goes and where it is used for farming
purposes it would he deserted at the
end of the lirst year.
Yet some one
has taken a fancy to have a cottage
there u.d the value is placed high,
especially if sonic one tries to make a
purchase, Kennebec -lournal.
Tlic

and often the

Yes.
that

no

would-be

price

is so

high

purchase is made, and the
buyer seeks a summer home

elsewhere,

of course this is a short

sighted policy, by which

the

As an evidence of the way Croker is
reaching out, i call attention to his
desire to increase his control of the
T'nited States Senate,

lie has

already

a
number of southern senators now
under his thumb, and lie wants to get
some

Ins

He is now anxious to have

more.

personal friend.

John 11. McGraw.
of West Virginia, elected to the Senate,
and it is understood that a part of the

large Tammany campaign fund is being
poured into that state for the purpose
of electing McGraw to succeed Senator
Elkins.

McGraw would be dominated

absolutely by Croker,
more

has

and would he one

senator added to those Croker

already acquired.

Croker tried the

game two years ago, but was not
able to land McGraw in spite of the

same

community attempt of the Democrats
people of their choice.

to rob the

well as the individual owner,
hut there seems to he no remedy for it.

loses

as

Perhaps

if such

property

was

the owner's valuation he
his

taxed at

might

revise

figures.

who

Democrats, who declined to

mit themselves to
istn:

two

islands

in the

Philippines
which will produce
supply not only this

enough rubber to
Palmer,
Sept. country, but the world, will be a great
at 11is home in Illinois, was a man thing for the United States. AA'e now
had the courage of his convictions send abroad about $:;o,000,000 annually

and had the respect and confidence of
all who knew him. Four years ago lie
was the candidate for President of the
true

of

development

who died

(Jell. John M.
24tli

The

populism

and here is

Bryan's nomination
City:
Imperialism is a

what

com-

and lirvan-

he said after

this year at Kansas

false alarm. The
country is not. nor are Mr. McKinley
and his followers, believers in imperialism.
Mr. Bryan is the high priest of
Populism, a faction that is already
strong enough to menace the best interests of a sale government. Between
McKinley and Bryan there is hut one
coursi —to vote for McKinley.
This is in line with a recent letter from
Abram s. Ilewitt of New

York,

a

life-

Democrat, the next friend of
Samuel J. Tilden in the Presidential
long

York,
Congress, and for years at
the head of large business enterprises.
The letter was called out by a correspondent, whose questions are frankly
answered by Mr. Hewitt. For example,

contest of

member of

lsTti, Mayor

of Xew

for rubber.

If all of this can be produced in our own dominions, besides

sending
nations,

equal

an

amount to

foreign

much the better for the

so

United states, and this is also a further
proof that therfc should be 110“scuttling”

policy

in the

Philippines.

Hopping
.Maryland,
says “we” when speaking of Bryan,
broker, et al. lie said to a prominent
West A'irginia Republican the other
day: We will carry Maryland, but you
have got us on the run over in AVest
A'irginia.” Wellington is also indulging in promises of patronage (his favorite occupation in politics) to those who
will support Bryan. It is understood
that inducements are being held out by
him to such Republicans as in some
degree owe their appointments to AVellington that they may continue in thenplaces if they will support the Democratic- ticket. That is just like AA’ellingSenator

Wellington,

the

United states senator of

when asked whether a Democrat who ton all over. It must be very interestshould vote for McKinley and Roose- ing to Gorman when he hears that
velt could be considered false to Demo- AA'ellington is preparing to control the
cratic principles, Mr. Hewitt responds: patronage of Maryland in case Bryan
1 do not see how a Democrat who is should be elected.
true to the interests of Democracy can
The London Standard says it understands
in the present exigency take any other
course than to vote for the Republican that the British Government lias already
ticket. J propose myself so to vote, and received offers for underground minning
1 do this because I am a Democrat who rights in the Transvaal, which will go a
feels that Bryanism and all that it long
way toward meeting the cost of the
stands for is diametrically opposed to war.
the principles of the Democratic party,
as they were enunciated by Jefferson
The newspapers of Richmond, Ya., are
and as they have been construed by all
agitating in favor of the passage of “a
the great men who have led the Democanine curfew law,” to the end that the
cratic party up to the time of the holdstillness of the night shall not be broken
ing of the unhappy convention of 1896,
when the old organization was broken by the howling and barking of vagrant
up. I have but little sympathy with dogs.

a

better choice.

The Trotting at Union.
The 2:id annual fair of the North Knox
Agricultural and Ilorticultureal Society was
held in Union Sept. 25-ti-7 and was largelv
attended. The horse trots Wednesday afternoon took in the 2.2s and 2.45 classes.
Both
races were worrin three straight heats, although each heat was hotly contested. Summary :
.'T* 2.2S class. Purse. $u*».
Susie M.. cl;, in., F. 11. Berry, Rockland.l
i
Kill. h. g.. 51. B. Lawrence.’Belfast..2 2
less, h. in.. 11. F. Staples, hrooks
.a r> a
Dew Drop. A. o. Ripley, Fnion.. 4 a 4
Black B.. T. Benner. Friendship..t; 4 5
Lad\ Florence, (L Benner. Friendship.5 dr
Time 2.25}, 2.244, 2.24}.
2.45 class. Purse. sOO.
*2

Kate Maloney, g. m..C. A. Davis, Rockland...1
Sweepstakes, !>. m., Finest Davis. Warren. .2
Pilot, .losiah Hobbs. Camden..a
Time 2.361, 2.at;}, 2.a7.

ALL BUNDLES DELIVERED WITHIN CITY LIMITS FREE OF CHARGE

Bromo*Quinine
cold In

remedy that

cures

a

one

Tlie funeral will 1 >*j held at his late home
Friday forenoon, and the bod) taken to
Monroe, where services will be held at his
father's home.

OBITUARY.
Mrs. Margaret M. I lux ford died in Brooks
Sept. Hitli, moo, at the residence of her son>
Thadeus I. Huxford, where she lias lived

Mrs. Helen Hodgkinson died in Cborley,
since the death of her husband. She was
Eng.,Sept.lath aft-era week'sil!ne>s she was
So years o months and 2 days old and had
the widow of Thomas Hodgkinson of < hurlived in this village since she was two years
ley, and mother of Samuel Hodgkinson of
of age. She was with oneexception the oldthis city, with whom she lived a year reNo one in town knew
est person in Brooks.
cently. She leaves live daughters and three
more of the history of the place and of the j
[sons, Samuel and ('issie of Belfast, Mrs.
people who have lived here than she. She Ada Brindle and
Mrs. Adalena Hurst of
was born in Waldo in this State, the daughllorwich, Lancaster : Mrs Annie McCeorge
ter of Isaac and Mary Nesmith and was one
and Miss Emily Hodgkinson of Carlisle.
of a family of eight children, of whom the
Fug., Charles and James of Chorley. Mrs.
survivor
is
Mrs.
Eliza
of
only
Campbell
Hodgkinson was a lady of refinement and
Winternort. She married Harry E. 11 oxculture, of pleasant disposition and made a
ford of Brooks and reared a family of four
large circle of warm friends during her brief
children, dames M. and Norman B. are
stay in Belfast.
dead; Francis E. married C. H. Treat and
now resides in East Orange N. J., and ThadChristian Endeavor Rally.
deus I. married the only daughter of Hon.
Alfred W. Rich and has for many years
The Trinit\ < hristian Endeavor local unbee n in business in Brooks. The deceased ion held its September session with the
East Palermo society Saturday and Sunday,
was the first person to join the Congregaloth and loth. Meeting was called to
tional Society, in the first church built in •Sept,
order at K) a. m., Saturday by W. E. OverBrooks, and was during all her life a worthy look, President of the Pnion. The address
and consistent member thereof. She de- of welcome was given by Woodbury Tibbetts, President of Hie East Palermo solighted in deeds of benevolence, was patient ciety : response
by the president of the unand uncomplaining, and seemed to appre- ion. At 11 o'clock social service led b\ W.
K. Overlook: scripture lesson .John ll :l-:’.o.
ciate to the fullest extent the kindness and
At 'J r. m
address by Miss Etta (ireeley,
care bestowed upon her by the family of her
President of the Palermo society ; subjectshe had been confined to the house for “Christ our
son.
example." followed b\ a social
service: scripture lesson, loth Psalm. At 7
some years but was up and dressed eachdaj
o'clock
business
meeting called to order b\
until the last, when her fatal illness occur- |
the president: reaving 01 st Psalm: prayer
red and was of but a few hours duration, by Rev. IP Kurtou of the Kazorville
soj
The funeral services were held at her late ciety.
The following societies were represented
residence the Rev. Mr. Barker officiating.
and reported by delegates: East Palermo.
The lioral decorations were profuse and Centre Palermo.
South Somerville, East
beautiful and included a wreath from Miss .Jefferson and Kazorville, South Montvllle
| M. .1. Otis and roses from Mrs.
b\
letter.
Pnion.
Liberty and South JefferEllen Castle
son not reported.
The East Palermo, East
of Belfast: roses. Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. i Jefferson.
South Somerville and Kazorville
Treat; roses, Misses Mabel, Mildred and' societies have had several conversions durGale Treat; pillow, T. I. Huxford and wife; 1 ing the past year. As this was the annual
meeting the follow ing otlicers were elected :
bouquet of roses, May and Alfred Huxford; W E. Overlock, Kazorville,
President: C.
Miss
Mabel
Rose:
ferns, potted
\\. Hesse, East Jefferson. Secretary and
I asters,
s o’clock sermon
Treasurer.
At
from
numerous
friends.
A
plants, etc.,
by Kev. »).
1>. Howard
the Kazorville society, text
good neighbor, an affectionate mother and a Hen. lItofwas
so rainy Sunday
then*
Christian woman has gone to her reward.
was no session.

|

High

1 l
2 2
a a

Zenas T. Haines (lied at Winthrop Sept.
-i*th, at the age of on years. He was a native of Phillips, in this State. In ls4<>-7 he
served as a printer's apprentice on tlie
Thursdays races were interesting. The Christian Freeman in Boston.
In ixr.2-:; lie
2.19 class required an extra heat, and in it was editor of the Farmington Chronicle, then
the track record was broken by Haroldson, owned by John F. Sprague. In lsn:; he was
a
on the Boston Traveller, and in
who did the mile in 2.19;. The track record thereporter
tall of that year commenced as local rewas previously held by Camden Boy.
The porter of the Portland Advertiser, continu2.35 class was won by the Brooks mare in ing about two years. He was then a reporter for tlie Boston Journal for rive
years.
straight heats. Summary:
Then he went to the Boston Herald and was
2.19 class. Purse $150.
editorial writer and reporter. He was editor
Haroldson. b. s., Lawrence.2 1 1 1 of tlie Worcester Transcript in
then
Sugar Loaf, b. g., Boggs..12 2 2 enlisting in the 44th Massachusetts and
Jbecker. b. g., Gentner. .3333
nine months. In Mjj he was war
serving
Time 2.24, 2.20b 2.19b 2.20.
correspondent in New Orleans for the Bos2.35 class. Purse, $80.
ton Herald and was connected with several
Jess, b. m.. Staples.1 1 1 local
newspapers. He was afterwards conRavena, b. 111., Davis.4 2 2 nected
again with the Boston Herald until
Nellie Drew, b. m., Nash .....2 4 3
he
was forced to withdraw from active life
Lady Florence, g. in.. Benner...3 3 4
He was obliged to
Time 2.28, 2.314, 2.32.
I by paralysis of the legs.
go about the house in a wheel chair, but in
summer
was
able to drive
pleasant
days
Maine Railroads.
about the country with friends. IIis mental
activity continued and he was a contributor
The reports of the railroads for the rail- to many of the Maine papers. Two sisters,
which
road year
ended June 30, loop, are Mrs. Mary A. Kempton of Winthrop, with
whom he made his home for nearly 2o years,
now coming forward.
They show as far as
received increased prosperity on the part of 1 and Mrs. Jessie Dodge of Farmington; a
the steam roads with few exceptions, j nephew, Herbert S. Kempton, assistant
of the Boston Herald, and a
Especially have the large corporations pros- manager
I pered, as shown by increased business, both cousin, Fdwin B. Ila.skell of Auburndale,
in freight and passengers.
The Wiscasset one of tlie large stockholders in the Herald,
survive him.
A: (Quebec continues to be a losing piece of
The writer met Mr. Haines in New OrIn several instances e.'ectric
i property.
roads which have been running for a term leans in lsun. He was then news editor of
of years, show a falling off in earnings for The New
Orleans Crescent, a daily newssome cause.
These railroads are becoming
Since Mr. Haines' return to Maine
numerous, and are an important factor in paper.
the development and progress of the Mate. the acquaintance then made has been conOf the W. A: Q. road, which has passed into tinued
by occasional correspondence and
the hands of its bond holders, it is said that
it again fails to pay operating expenses. the exchange of messages through a mutual
Although its gross earnings were 818,070.25, friend, Mr. W. C. Tuttle of this city. It is
its operating expenses amounted to 821,004.- well said of tlie deceased that lie was a
gen7o, thus leaving a deficit of 82,025.45. In
1800 the deficit was 81,401.05. The interest erous, kind-hearted, unassuming man, and
he will be sincerely mourned by all who
on the funded debt this year was 80,544.00,
so that the total deficit from operation was
knew him.
812,540. The total deficit June 30 was 848,700.
Horace K. Twombly died at his home on
River avenue Tuesday forenoon, after an
Secret Societies.
illness of nine days, of pneumonia. He
The regular meeting of Timothy Chase was born in Monroe, theonlysoiiof .NathanLodge, Free and Accepted Masons, will be iel and Caroline Twombly, who survive
held this, Thursday evening, and of I’lioe- him. His is the first death in the family of
nix Lodge next Monday evening. Timothy- six, the five sisters remaining, Mrs. Hattie
Chase Lodge will work the 2d and .id de- Averill of Searsport, Mrs. Sadie Cunningham and Mrs. Lillian Sargent of Monroe,
grees.
The first annual field day of the 3d Regi- Mrs. Annie Kerry of Medway, Mass.; Mrs.
Mr. Twombly
ment, Uniform Rank Knights of Pythias, Emmie Dyer of Winterport.
will be held in Augusta, Tuesday, Oct. it. came to Belfast nine y ears ago, and after
The companies which compose the regiment working four years for Swan A Sibley and
Win. C. Marshall entered the employ of the
come from Pittsfield, Skowhegan, Wateras switchman,
ville, Augusta, Gardiner and Hallowed and Maine Central Railroad Co.
held. In 1802
it is expected that they will all be represent- which position he has since
he was married to Lillian May, daughter of
ed at the field day. The Belfast Company
Mr. and Mrs. Ansel F. Stevens, who surhas been invited to take part.
vives him. He was an industrious, temperate, honorable man, and had many friends
in Belfast and Monroe, and among the railroad employes. He was a member of Silver Cross Lodge, Knights of Pythias, KenThis signature is on every box of the genuine
Tablets
nebec Lodge of Waterville, Brotherhood of
Laxative
the

Masonic Tern

T. U.

columns of temperance matter in the state
A report was also
papers during the year.
made that
children had been placed in
In ones dur ngthe \ear.
At the session Sept,
‘isth Mrs. Lillian M. N. Stevens was again
chosen president. This was Miss Willard's
birthda\ and interest was added to the memorial service because of this fact. Mrs. It.
C. Hall conducted the service. The other
officers were elected a‘ follows: Corresponding secretary. Miss Cornelia M Dow,
Cortland: recording secretary. Miss Clara
M. Farwell, Dockland : treasurer, Mrs. W.
S. .Johnston, Fort Fairtield.
1 telegates to
the national convention, Wasliington, D. C.,
Mrs. It. A. Warren, Mrs. A. F. Pradford,
Mrs. (‘scar llolwav, Mrs. Sarah L. Cram,
Mrs. M. F. Curtis, Mrs. K. It. Horton. Miss
Kffie Littlefield : delegate-at-large, Mis. 11.
C. I feedy.
At the afternoon session Mrs. Peed\ gave
and extensive report of the world’s convention in Kd in boro in .June, and Mrs. Anna
Hunt spoke for the department of scientitic
temperance instruction in schools. At 4
o'clock Miss Gordon, Miss Littlefield ami
Mrs. Leavitt addressed the young women of
Calais and organized a Young Women's
Christian Temperance I'nion with the following officers: President, Miss Alice Purbank: secretary, Miss Winifred Yose:
treasurer, Miss Kditli Johnson.
The closing session of the convention was
held in the evening and the audience was
tiie largest of the convention, w hich was in
every way a great success. The address of
the evening was by Miss Anna A. Gordon,
on “The Past, Present and Future of the
W. C. T. IV

party regarding the
certainly based upon the

get

FRED A. JOHNSON,

The annual convention of the Maine \Y.
reaching out. For a long
C. T. U. was held in Calais last week witlia
IK- sl ow.-, from the Republican stand- while Tammany was content to control
good attendance, including four general offiNew York city.
From time to time, cers, in vice
presidents and a good propor-!
j"in t. wliat are really the issues ol the
superintendents. Miss Mary French,
ampaigii. denies that the money ques- however.ambitious leaders have essayed tionof
Ison
to control the state ol' Xew York, and press superintendent, reported securing
Croker is

tion :s dead, and maintains that the
life: ion of Mr. liryan for the ensuing

EVERYTHING MARKED DOWN.

-

Southern Star, No. TP, Montville. Supt.,
Simeon Cram: C. T., Roseoe Howes: Y. T.,
Ethel Howes; P. C. T., John Adams; M.,
Carl Adams ; 1>. M., Etlie Grant: F. S.,Martin. Tr.. Clifford Randell .Sec., Florence
Martin: A. s., Lillie Gilman: G., Eddie
Moore: s., Edwin Martin.

--

prices.

Of course We
don't like to do this at this season of the year, but read on and you will see the
reason
NEW
Our
STOCK
OF
FALL
GOODS
has
been
why.
arriving daily for the past two
weeks, and now our counters are crowded with seasonable merchandise. But it is a case
of MUST SELL AT ONCE. It has been decided to REMODEL our store. We
hate to
do this just as the busy season opens, but rather than run the risk of our goods r
ting soiled during the fracas, and in order to make room for the carpenters we are
FORCED to sell a good many things EVEN AT A LOSS.

stum]' and the Democratic papers have Gray: B. M., Bertha Hatch.

Deer a "a reported numerous every
win ic. but t!a tact remains that they

GOODS

-FEED L JOHNSON!.

calamity howler, always prospers on
calamity -of the imaginary kind rather
than the real—and yet it has been the
record of that party for more than forty

Fo;

-+A WONDERFUL SALE OF DRY

Make Much Work.”

NEW YORK LETTER.

j Buh

KM'
ni»»iit

as

have found its leaders to be opportunists and not statesmen. Nevertheless,
in the present crisis the Philadelphia
platform is much more acceptable than
the platform of the Kansas City convention.

day

Railroad Trainmen, and Seaside Grange.

School Notes.

FALL AND WINTER

Rubber Goods
frfsh [ Ron the factory.

I

HOT WATER BOTTLES
WARRANTED..

I

FOUNTAIN and BULB

SYRINGES,
And a full ini"
in Kidd), r.
if 11 yoin
Krinir it in and

Thursday

rvtIn:i

t•!

Syrinuo. d.»n'i w.n-k
lia've ii ic|>aiivd.

cv

\\

CJTY DRUG STORE,

House.

line

rI'he front seats

are

yoke’s

<;i;i;a’i

iiio

9.

—

New York

\

T--

which
aiv

PICIURESQUE

Aunt!)' ! < >1.1 I(a»iii**"tt*:«* 1.’
N. Y. \\ Ml
Tin- New ami Hiu 1 *r«nl;i« ti.-n «!*!••*•: :•,
York.
"No play o; tills kirn! ins mot w
live --Wei ess,
P.nstoll 11 1 ;t i<;
“New York lias ne\ei s.-rii a Ihih
rural life." [New York lleral.i

\,

1’KK'GS
Tickets
Oct. nth.

35c., 50c.,
sale

on

at

75c

anti

akk i;dn i-:. in

BEADY

M A i)K

us

URUG

ing
man

A

business.

Vi T WILL FIN I'

1 want to devote m\

rapidly increasing j

good opening

for

I!

a

of some money to get into a live !

clothing

business.

Their

IIAl?KY
sa

Augustus C. Huell, the author of the elab-

W. C'l.AliK.

.ir>r iMi’nK'r
FKo.M ti KKM.V N

Main Street, Belfast. Me.

--I

life of Paul Jones that the Scribners

publishing, though a shipbuilder in the
great Cramp linn, has already written another book, a history of a regiment in the
Civil War.
lie is said to have acquired
fluency and an appreciation of the value of
a “good story" in newspaper work main

Also

years ago.

A.

)

IV. GLEASON,
Notary Public.

Hall’s Catarrh is taken internally and acts
directly on the blood and mucous surfaces
of the system. Send for testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY A CO., Toledo, 0.
BT-Nold by Druggists, 73c.
Hall’s Family Pills are the best.
fw.TG.
TO CUKE A COED IN’ ONE

l).4I

Take Laxative Promo Quinine Tables.
All druggists refund the money if it fails to
E. IV. Grove’s signature is on each
cure.
box.
Iy36

a

full lint- of

FOR RENT.
One of tile l>rst farms in WaMo ..itr.of ft
acres, located J miles from IVIf.-M <>u tin- N• *ri 1 <port road. There i< a line lo-room train-' !n>n>e
in elegant condition, brick and stmie ■■-•liar■. :i!-■
■:
••!
large stable : :tnn apple trees and ab.-r.t
woodland. Will rent same cheap to nnhi parties,

From SI.00 Ip

>

■

or

wonhl entertain

a

share

proposition. Apply

t>-

M. R. KNOW ETON,
Windsor Hotel, Belfast.

Bath Dishes.

HORSES,

Springs

1

CARRIAGES

Gravel Paper,

t

and HARNESSES
FOll

SALK.

We otter for sale about a dozen good horse*
ami several carriages and harnesses.
We also have a lot of SIlovTS and I’l'.s for
BELFAST LIVERY CO
sale.
Belfast, Sept. 21. 1000.— 39tf
Established

in

1836

CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000

1888.

*~

STORE

(T.OTIIlNt.

Ladies' and (ientlemen's custom tailor- j

a com-

~

i

POOR <L SON;

in

are

°

.1:

invitci,

;$j

For Sale!
whole time to our

>

ri'-n.ls

9$ 1.00.

Mixer"^ Satnnlav

P|Y business,

I

t

w

CARRIED EOR THIS PRODLCI ION.

At a class meeting Tuesday noon the
Juniors decided by ballot which of the designs for class pins they had been considering sho M he adopted. The design selected is a crescent and triangle.

State of Ohio, City of Toledo, /
I
Lucas County.
Frank .1, Chunky makes oath that he
is the senior partner of the firm of F. .J.
Ciiensy & Co., doing business in the City
of Toledo, County and State aforesaid, and
that said firm will pay the sum of ONE
HUNDRED DOLLARS for each and every
ease of Catarrh that cannot be cured by
the use of Haul’s Catarrh Curk.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my
this
Oth
presence,
day of December, A. I).

mi!

cordially

Mrs. B, F,

It has been decided to give up the football team.

It is a curious fact that lie is a
lineal descendant of a member of tin Hon
llotmne Richard’s crew. V York Tribune.
This will interest people down Isle an
llaut way, where Huell was a summer sojourner years ago, and where he built a big
cutter of the Fnglish type that later was
j
I sold by the sheriff, and is now the property
of a summer resident of Camden and is
named Sunbeam. Huell came to Washington, J). C., from St. Louis in the early 7o's
as a newspaper correspondent: later became
connected with the Cramps, and now it appears is winning laurels as an author.

——

ENGLAND PLAY

NEW

The zoology class is studying the clam.

orate

l X

(millinery!

hit

227 Nights at the I 4ih Street 1 heatre,

in great demand

The Junior Literature class had
position on the Plearde for Monday.
poem for this week is “Kndymion."

i'•

|

ALL 5PI CIAL SCENERY

has returned to school.

lull lim

ii

ni

N'iglit

TUESDAY, OCT.

Miss Frost,
and Miss Coombs, formerly 'Oo, visited the school Monday.
Frank Colby,

u

_-I

,1-

THE

miiKH

KxliiUit

EDMUND WILSON, Rrop’r.

m:\v

?r n

>TY 1.1 "II

No 93 MAIN STRKKT.

Opoi'ii

SHALL ON

WK

SALESMEN who

can

control

SURPLUS,

paint trad© with large property people iu Belfast.
ADDRESS THIS OFFICE.

nSPOSITS;SOM' 11
Safe

Raceabout for Sale.
Raeeabout “Ouananiehe." built by Rigby of
New York in 1899, from designs by Crane. One
of the fastest of the lsleshoro fleet. Complet<*
outfit, sails, spinaker. etc. Can be seen at
Price reasonable.
John E. Dailey’s, Camden.
R. H. DERBY,
Inquire of
9 West 35th Street. New York City.
3w38*

$33,000

depositgboxes for
#8

Our

vault

rem at
ix

year.

Mii'U®

is

burglary in the country.
renting: boxes can have
rivileg?e of taking? their boxes t"

*

mid

Those

bank.

11

d

5>3, i^

unequaled in 1
and UNEXCELLED in? security
new

f

f
*

>

i

s

j.n

u

|

St. RerD. Markham of Port

The Belfast W. C. T. U. will meet with
Mrs. S. G. Bioknell this, Thursday, afternoon at 2.30 o’clock.

Lincolnville sold the
large deer to Fogg &

Social whist at Memorial Hall, this Thursday evening under the auspices of the
■‘Ladies Circle" of the Universalist Society.

a

recently sold

-t

p.

I

\

tn be

a

\

l

!

I

j
!

I

-1.ippcd a second carload
t>t Saturday,
lie has

I

•.mination for clerk and
st office was announced
;!i. but no candidate ap-

€M»|

is,

Rufus C. Barton has sold his interest in
the lunch car on Dinsmore’s corner to
Loren II. Colcord.
The firm is now Benj.
F. and Loren 11. Colcord.
Geo. C. Seavey has bargained for Mrs.
Francis Whitmore’s house on the corner of
High and Spring streets, and has offered
his restaurant for sale. He expects to conduct a lodging and boarding house.

-boro this week.

omniand, U. V. U.,
Monday evening at 7..J0
mil place. All members

to it

j

■

d

"i

temperature
against ">r>.ssS4
September, lsnu, and an average of
for September for 4o years past.
The highest temperature was s.v the :kl day: lowest,
•'>o the l'.'th.
Rain fell on 4 days, with a toper Mary C. Ames,
tal rainfall of :>.o.~, inches. There were heavy
Mary C. is L.
frosts the mornings of theiotliand 20th. and
ie M. is now Luce’s
a thunder .shower the evening of the 21st.
was presented
to
debt<»r's bond purhimself and Leslie
Ames bad a lame
signature to the

01.74

for

that he or his
hout it. and charged
loos to it without his
It is claimed that’
tlio date of the bond
•me bondsman for Luce
Hugs, but the occasion
Knowlton found
•"•lit ve the respondents
1" end over to the Su•noli.
F. W. Drown
> and Manassa WhitIt tried

Fish Facts.
Edwin Curtis caught a
“racer codfish at the lower bridge Sunday.
The fish was ;j.\ feet long. It is seldom that
bottom fish come into the harbor beyond
the monument, but this fellow was in
waters generally monopolized by bounders
and smelts, but in which tinkers have been
schooling for the past two weeks_Sloop
Elsieof Swan's Island arrived Monday night
with about l,uoo pounds of fresh and corned
fish. The captain sold his fish and bought a
cargo of general merchandise.

••

■

('11 ai'tai'1,11 \ Meetings.
The members
Coombs ami i of Seaside Chautauqua Circle were entertained by Mrs. Carrie F. Black, Mrs. Mary
•'ia-'* at tliH Battery,in
pots the lirst of the i s. \\ hitmore and Mrs. M. Robertson at the
the former, Monday afternoon
; them a strange tish. \ home of
*i
in had been about \ October 1st. this date marking the beginL. s. C. year. After the
:
iife and had never 1 n;ng of the <
!!••!
had the writer. business meeting a lloral program
was
J
n the street Monday
given, which included music, quotations on
flowers, short poems, a fine recitation enla monk tish; but
titled “The Flowers,” and singing C. L. S. C.
said that it was a
that they are often songs. The company then gathered around
i"
The specimen the table, which was decorated with bouIn the
la-lies long, iinches i quets of autumn tlowers and vines.
!
iin*- thickness.
The centre was a miniature representation of
at. so that the tish “Lake Chautauqua," bordered by shrubs
j and
plants, and around this the treat was
m, and the very small
the bluff bows of ail arranged, each plate of food representing
would indicate a low some common bower. Twenty-four varieties of these graced the table. Each guest
: the tish was a light
received a souvenir card bearing a boral inm tints on the back and
A vote of thanks was given our
'a -transparent and
jelly- scription.
! here were two rows of entertainers who so ingeniously arranged
the boral banquet.
The next meeting of
"!i the side, one just
"lyand the other starting Seaside Circle will be with Mrs. C. A. Hub4 Park Street, Monday afternoon,
vtending to the tail. The bard,
The lesson is from the Chauand the tongue, were a October 8th.
B raiu hall says that these tauqua Magazine, the “Rivalry of Nations,”
chapters one and two.
•ii ;n color and lose their

Messrs

■

1

j

■

w
N1'

hen larger.

New Advertisements.
The Queen
Quality shoes for women, the sensation in
footwear, can be found, in all styles and
widths, at Colburn's Shoe Store, SI Main
street.
Two of the styles are shown in our
advertising columns this week—and “there

Nell. Harriet Rogers
i H i' for Seal Harbor
di>. C. ifc R. Tarr and
ial cargo for Ston...Sell. E. S. Wilson
“f lumber from Bantin* past week _Sell.
-cd a cargo of coal at
the Camden Anchor
Hulbert has underbid— Sell. Austin I).

others."

William A. Clark, manufacturing clothier, lielfast, intends to make
At least he can sliowr you
your fall clothes.
that it is to your advantage to have him
make them. Better give him a call_Prices
slaughtered again at the Cold Storage Market.
To-day, Thursday, the best tripe ti
mg thorough repairs
I for Jacksonville to cents; bologna, 7 cents.Mr. and Mrs.
London at 80.50 per liarry W. Clark are now prepared to take
y -end: will take a short orders for fall jackets, suits and short skirts
Meader of Rockland for ladies, to be made in tine custom mantin* schooner.The ner. Ladies' room over Moody's drug store.
idiot was sold at San Mr. Clark otters for sale his ready made
;■> George Roth for 84,clothing business, s:> Main street. A good
local charters are the opening for some one—Mr. and Mrs. IP
Hart, Lhiladelpliia to P. Gilkey and others publish a card of
-i.
Sc.li. llumarock, thanks—One of the best farms in Waldo
county w ill be rented cheap to right parties
'ton, canned goods, p. t.
to Port Spain, lum- or would entertain a share proposition. ApSch. s G. Haskell, ply to M. K. Knowlton, Windsor Hotel, Belnt-a-Pitre, coal, 82.P0, fast— See advt. of jacket lost on Belfast
A. Stephenson,
'*
I
Phil- fair grounds, Sept, lhtli
Stewart,
:‘:uigor.
coal 81.05.
Brig Freedom, otters for sale a good driving
v
\<»rk to Gibraltar, 15,0001 horse, a 3-years old colt, wagons and sleighs.
petroleum, 20c. Bark Horses can be seen at the store of Edward
"
to
Now York,
general Stephensou, Knox Centre_A well estabT1 1 ios
The new schooner lished furnished restaurant in a good loca’ d
by McKay & l)ix last tion is ottered for sale, cheap for cash. Apli sailed from
Bucksport ply to George C. Seavey, 3ti Church street,
1
Miss Zaidee B. Carter, 21 Pearl
Greenland cyrolite ports, ar- Belfast
‘‘ i Vi*itiit
and is expected to street, Belfast, is prepared to give instruc"i dpliia this month-Sch. tion in the Isaac Pitman system of shortmailed Sept. 28th for New hand, and is exceptionally well qualified for
ateaeher
Mrs. B. F. Wells will have her
from the Belfast Light
N'1 Ahueda
Willey was launch- fall and winter millinery opening Thursday
Lr^st’s marine railway Sept. and Friday, when she w ill exhibit a full line
deigoing thorough repairs. of new and stylish trimmed and untrimmed
Gavis loaded lumber last millinery. The public are cordially invited.
nudale for New York
Bark -For rent, adesirabie tenement on Church
’•'ell, how, sailed from Bath street. Apply at 17 Church, corner of Park
,v
Scotia to load lumber for street, at side door on Park street_Want1
The brilg Jennie Hulbert ed, in Belfast, a comfortable room with
'■
h» load stone at
Hurricane good board for the winter. See advt_A
1'
L;
1
u
Sch. Agnes Mabel ar- strong young man wanted in a store to
Harbor Tuesday to load learn the business. Address “S.” care Reise.
V
"nod
edging for
publican Journal, Belfast.
port.
are
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but attend

quick—you can do it your-

self and at home.

The Village Improvement Society, an as1 lax Co. is rebuilding |
sociation of Belfast ladies, had the streets
rind the hard pine
cleared of rubbish and loose paper for Old
-cales are hung, which
Home Week, and now have voted to employ
igo by Oscar W. Pitclisome one to do this work once a week.
in
about
the
pt
spots
Advertised list of letters remaining in the
•inlock frame outside,
Belfast post office Oct. 2nd:
Ladieswed once, is badly deliarker, Miss George; Jackson, Mrs. Leola:
Spencer, Mrs. W. C. Gentlemen—Cox, Mr.
nt a letter to friends in
Charles M.; Hall, Mr. George; Hart, Mr.
stand a little better
Albion; Limenello, Antonio; Lynch, Mrs
•to carry Colorado for
Frank C.; Phillips, Mr. Frank L.
a llepublican GoverNext Wednesday evening, Oct. 10th, under
i;■ inhered that Colorado
the auspices of the Brotherhood of Andrew
a
:> of 134,881 in isw, and
Philip of the Baptist church, Hr. Win. H.
a! change against the
Spencer of Skowhegan, a veteran of ’0l-'04,
n his stronghold.
w ill lecture at the Baptist church in this
city
!•• ifast High School on “Battlefield and
Prison.” The Sons of
\ am on the Congress
Veterans are planning to attend in a body.
afternoon, and won Everyone is cordially invited. No tickets ;
a
score
of
ll
to
h>
no collection 1
: players and
pl^red
b \ st.
Lewis Morrison’s spectacular
the centre-field being
Faust was given in the Belfast Opera
play
are the teams: P.
House Monday evening before a good audiM'-Donald, p.; 11am- ence. The scenic effects
were as fine as
.n". ..'I*: Ford. ;>b.; Ferwere ever produced in Belfast and the east
I f.; Stevens, r. f.
was well chosen. Every actor was a star in
c.. t onroy, p.: Hall,
bis part, and tbe voices, costumes and ges3b.:
Hurd,
Kawley, tures were in
perfect keeping with tHe
French, r. f. The
spirit of the play.
:i_ of .bdmson and
At the adjourned meeting of the trustees
of \:berton. The
of the Waldo County Agricultural
Society j
•• 7 s * * io n
Monday afternoon, W. 11. Beckwith and J.
;
j i 2 o in
Townsend were instructed to repair the
11 U
I
0
0—io well at the north corner of
the grounds. W.
■!v.
Dr. Prince K. (C Preston and M. B. Lawrence were in•
M. Luce, of structed to drain the track. The remaining
-o-d last
Friday on hills of the fair were audited, and considerlo uring was held able routine business attended to.
Adjourn^■uurriay before Trial ed to Nov. r>th at 2 o'clock i\ m.
o-i
Some time
Septemher Weather.
The weather
Luce for a bill,
record for the month shows September to
.sclosure. Failing to
issued and lie have been an unusually warm mouth. The
was

Gay Family Reunion.

Rev. G. E. Edgett will preach at Poor’s
Mills next Sunday afternoon at 2.30 o’clock.

The Gay Family held their fourth annual
reunion at Frederick Ritchie Grange
Hall,
Waldo, Sept. 27, 1900. The whole number
present was 47, including a few invited
friends. The forenoon was spent in renewing acquaintances, greetings, and social intercourse. Dinner was called promptly at
the noon hour, and the bounteous repast
which was served showed that caring for
the inner man is an art well known to the

means,

Don’t be afraid

,v

mean

no

ous.

The first deer of the season was brought
to Me Keen's market Monday forenoon, the
first day of the open time, by William
Flanders of Nortliport. The tlesli was still
warm when brought in.

«

by
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THE CHURCHES.

the dreadful
Meetings will be held at the People’s Misdisease it is thought to be- sion in the Frye school house, Miller street,
every Saturday evening at 7 o'clock. AJ1
in the
are welcome.
beginning.
It can always be
stopped_ Morning service at the Unitarian church
in the beginning. The trouble next Sunday at 10.45 A. m., with sermon by
the pastor, Rev. J. M. Leighton:
Sunday
is: you don’t know
you've got school at 12 M.
At the Maine Baptist Young People’s conit; you don't believe it; you
vention in Yarmouth Sept, until Mr. E. A.
won't believe it— till
you are Kingley was chosen president, and Miss
Maud FI. Mathews of Belfast, corresponding
forced to. Then it is
danger-

Admission 25 cents.

iielmont begun the seaha\ press Monday, at
i 11 w ick in Morrill.

j

will hold its
of November.

Particulars later.

Wilmot L.
Deputy Sheriff.

appointed

(ms

N ,i,,n

I,il-

The Universalist Society
j annual
fair, about the 20th

NEWS OF BELFAST.

^THE

Take Scott’s Emulsion of
Cod Liver Oil, and live care-

fully every way.
This is sound doctrine,
whatever you may think or
be told; and, if heeded, will
save life.

secretary.
The Woman’s Auxiliary to the Maine Missionary society held its 20th annual meeting
in Augusta
Sept. 27th and chose officers for
the ensuing year. Miss Carrie M. Cutter of
Belfast is the vice president for Waldo
county.

Services at Universalist church next Sunday will be as follows: At 10.45, a. m., regular service, preaching by the pastor: at 12
ill.,

Sunday

school; at 0.15 p. in., young peo-

ples’ meeting: topic, “Heroism.” A cordial
invitation is extended to all.

Following are the Baptist church notices:
Thursday evening Scripture lesson, Acts
2k: 1-15.
Friday evening is the monthly

We fleari
To Make You
Come Here
For Your

FALL

family.
In the afternoon the meeting was called to
order by Pres. G. C. Levauseller. The record
of the last meeting was read and accepted.
The report of the historian was accepted and
a vote of thanks passed for the effort made
toward securing a complete history of the
family. The following officers were chosen
for the coining year: Pres.,Elijah Gay; V. P.,
Mrs. Warren Johnson; Sec., Hertilla Harding; Treas., Warren Johnson; Historian,
Jas. G. Harding. A letter of regret from
Mrs. M. A. Hewes, Salem, Mass., was read
by Mrs. Geo. Arrington and it was voted
that the letter be placed on file with the records, and that the Secretary be instructed to
reply for the association.
The following program, opening with

CLOTHES.
Because we’ll touch your tenderest spot—self-interest. The
material of our Suits ami

Overcoats are serviceable; the
patterns make them stylish:
the colors make them desirable; tbe prices make them
full value—the tit and finish
make them most
satisfactory;
while the whole combination
makes them the most complete nothing collection in

Belfast.

music, was given:
Recitation,
Sadie Thomas
Recitation,
Ruby Sprague
Jas. G. Harding
Reading,
Recitation,
Erma Thomas
Recitation, (by request)
Ethel Staples
Recitation,
Flora Johnson
Recitation,
Chas. Levanseller
Recitation,
Annabelle Johnson
Reading,
Hertilla Ilarding
Recitation,
Sidney Johnson
Music,
Annabelle Johnson

BUY OF THE MAKER AND SAVE

INTERMEDIATE PROFITS.

church covenant meeting. Next
Sunday
the evening
preaching service will be resumed, a gospel service with hearty praise.
tinSQC£TT,
M BOWNE. Chemists,
Street,
New York.
409_Pearl
Tlie subject of Rev. G. FI.
dOc. and $1.00; ail drug?i?ts.
Edgett’s sermon
at the Methodist church next
Sunday morning will be “What is a Christian?” The
Remarks were made by several of the
Among recent pension changes is the fol- pastor will
begin next Sunday evening a members.
lowing: Additional, Frank A. C-olcord, series of
lectures
on “ImSunday
evening
A vote of thanks was given to Frederick
Camden, $8.
mortal Ilymns and Their Story,” with
spec- Ritchie Grange for the use of the
hall, and
A series of Saturday night dances was ial so
If you have not tried it. send
for
free sample, its agreeable taste
will
•surprise you.

ig services.

opened in Odd Fellow’s Ilall Sept. 29th,
with music by Ames’ Orchestra.
The Silver Lake Creamery is temporarily
in charge of Lewis Maiden, while George
Foss, the foreman, is on a hunting trip.
L. C. Smith will leave this morning for
North Cambridge, Mass., to visit his daughter, and will probably spend the winter

lie\. Geo. li. Ilsley, I). 1)., who
resigned
several weeks ago as pastor of the Columbia
street Baptist church, Bangor, has
received
and accepted a call to the
pastorate of the
Baptist church in Westbrook, and will begin
his pastoral labors at
once, preaching his
first sermon the first Sunday in f
ictoher.
Following are the Belfast delegates to
there.
tlie State Sunday School convention
to be
Mrs. Klonia Farrow of lslesboro, who has held in Dexter Oct. lii, 17and 1,S:
Methodist,
been visiting her daughter, Mrs. Manley I Rev. G. K.
Edgett, Mrs. G. G.
Hart, returned home Saturday. Mrs. Hart |
accompanied her and will, remain a few j Miss Lena Sanborn: alternates, Misses
Mary Jackson and Nettie Follett. Baptist,
days. Rockland Star.
K. P. Frost is putting in thorough repair, Rev. R. T. Capen, F. L. Robertson and Miss
Susie Robertson.
with
water and other

Winslow,’

city

improvements,

the two tenement houses on Fridge street
formerly owned In his father, the late M.
AY. Frost.

Tlie Methodist society held
cial" at the vestry last

The ladies of the North church and Society are earnestly requested to meet at Mrs.
I.. A. Knowlton's, Miller St., on Friday afternoon. at 2 o'clock, to discuss matters of

"ere

importance.
The AY. C. T. Alliance will meet with Mrs.
II. Conant, Church street, Friday afternoon
at 2 o’clock.
A full attendance is
desired, as arrangements are to he made for
the Sewing School.

a

Horace AY. Pitcher accidentally fell from
grocery wagon on Commercial street
Saturday and was severely shaken up. He
is gradually improving, though still confined to the house.
The accident was caused
by the seat becoming loose.
The Maine Music Festival opened at BanMonday, with great prospects for the
most successful occasion of the kind ever
held in eastern Maine, lielfast is well represented, not only by its excellent chorus
but by other music lovers.

gor

The steamer Tremont, (.'apt. Kllis Gray, is
taking the place of the Silver Star this
week, while the latter is repairing in Bangor.

The Tremont will next week take the

place of the M. A M. while that boat is
pairing on Gilclirest’s marine railway.

re-

Work is progressing rapidly on the new
schooner in Pendleton Bros.* yard.
She
will be planked and ceiled this week, and
other lines of work are keeping well along.
Mr. Gardner will begin work on the rigging
next week. The vessel is named Pendleton
Sisters.
The fall time-table of the Maine Central
railroad will go into effect Oct. 7th. Trains
on the Belfast branch will run about the
same as last winter.
Passenger trains will
leave at 7.15 a. m. and 1.23 p. m., and arrive
at 10.10 a. m. and 0.03 p. in.
The mixed train
will arrive at 1.03 p. m. and leave at 3.30 p. m.

“book

so-

The titles of books
represented in a unique way. In tlie
various members dressing and
acting in
pantomime to represent the titles. Grapes
were served and the
evening closed with a
musical and literary entertainment in which
a large number took
part.
There will be the usual mid-week prayer

K

a

large attendance.

a

Friday evening, with

also to visitors for assistance on program.
The next meeting will be held the last
Thursday in September, 1901. Closed with
selections by the choir.

Papers and Periodicals.
The special trade
ville Evening Mail,
fine piece of work, a
and to Waterville.
trated.

£1,343,070, a gain of ten churches reporting and of about £13,000 in value; loo

churches report parsonages valued at Sl'.'-L730, again in four parsonages reported but
a loss of 812,000 in
valuation; 101 churches
report the posssession of 8222,148 invested
a
funds, gain of about 825,000 over what 87
churches reported in 1895; 51 churches report indebtedness of .808,898, almost exactly tiie amount of liabilities reported by
41 churches five years ago; in
salaries, 189
churches report a total of 8187,541 paid.

Tiie \ ii.laoe Postmaster. This beautiful gem of tbe playwright's art will be
the attraction at the llelfast Opera House
next Tuesday evening, and we can assure
our theatre patrons
of a rare dramatic
treat. The story of this famous play is so
simple that even a child can follow it intelligently and what is more to the point, can
realize and comprehend its value as an entertainment, and its great moral worth to
every human being. Its plot is not involved, but the piece demands your attention
until the final curtain falls. After a run of
227 nights at the 14tli Street Theatre, New
York, and successful engagements in the
Eastern cities “The Village Postmaster” returned for its third long engagement which
it recently concluded there and crowds
were turned away from the Theatre at
every performance. If you enjoy a simple
story of New England life, that is told in a
plain every day way, you will certainly enThree
joy “The Village Postmaster.”
years of success is it s strongest recommendation. Tickets on sale at Mixer’s Saturday
morning, Oct. Oth.

The Sensation in Footwear.

edition of the Water-

Queen

Quality.

Fish

and

Game

Association.

fish and game associat ion was organized
Unity September lf», with a membership
Tim following officers were elected
of
Dr. W. G. Fuller, president; W. 11. Rolfe,
treasurer; E. Donald Chase, secretarv: W.
G. Fuller, J. II. Steward, Unity: \Y. A.
Erskine and G. B. Warner, Pittsfield; F. A.
Porter and 1’. G. Bussey of Massachusetts;
S. A. Sterling of Portland, and J. W.
Sawyer of Fairfield, advisory committee.
The association will have a screen placed
at the outlet of Unity pond,
ft is reported
that quite a number* of large salmon have
been
located
in
Sandy stream, prerecently
sumably on spawning beds.

SEE /
THAT THIS

IS BRANDED
ON EVERY
SHOE.

THE

Kibo Enamel Calf.
Heavy double
S'-ie, extension
edge, hand welt,
low heel.

GolfIS BRANDED
ON EVERY
SHOE.

They

er.

can

be found in ail styles and

widths at

COLBURN’S SHOE STORE, 81

prepared

4o.

THE

P0HJ11H

FOGG & BROWN
-Have

Roasts,

Chops,

everything

Steaks,

that

n

liu,-

Livers

Ham and Bacon

and

Leaf

,N

iLR)k„s

nORRELL’S CELEBRATED COOKED HAW.

Makethe HairGrow

With warm shampoos of Ccticura Soap and
light dressings of Cuticura, purest of emollient skin

cures.

This

treatment

at

The Best Makes of

once

stops falling hair, removes crusts, scales, and
dandruff, soothes irritated, itching surfaces,
stimulates the hair follicles, supplies the
roots with energy and nourishment, and

Sausage.

OXFORD and DEERFOOT SAUSAGE,
SPEIGtLL’S FRANKFURIS and BOLOGNAS.

makes the hair grow when all else fails.
Sold throughout the world. Potteb D. w C.Cobp.,
How to Have Bsautiful Hair," fre&
Sole Props., Boston.

PIGS’

PICKLED

take orders for

FEET, HEaD CHEESE

Everything

FOGG & BROWN, Cor, Main

30

and

D. P. Palmer

High Streets.

I Ills

Ever shown in this city. Our prices are very reasonable, and we
already assured of a rushing fall business.
over

are

cut nr

the Jl

>]

All up-to slate
Hat in every par- f

tieular.

\

WELL HADE,

Temple.

1

JaTYLISH anJ

Fall

|

*

Jl

Style, 1900

JUST RECEIVED, A I.ARGE LINE OF

*

*

••Choicest Line of Woolens•••

Jl
is a

Lamson & II ub- *
basal Hat for
j

Masonic

....

Line.

fall]

Agent,

Having just returned from New York, brim fill] of new ideas, which we
have attained by putting in time and*study at the leading Fifth Avenue
Tailors. We have brought home with us some very choice styles in Suiting and Jacket Cloths, which are entirely different from anything to be
seen in town.
Ladies desirous of having Suits or Jackets made, should
look at ours before buying Cloths. And we have not neglected the men.
We have seaiclied the market for the nobbiest things for men’s wear, and
are showing the

the Pork.

in

tklki’hom:

Lamson & Hubbard

To be made in Fine Custom Manner.

&jr*01d Jackets and Skirts made
given every attention.

Lard.

COTTAGE HAn,BONELESS HAW, DOVER PRESSED HAW,

And SHORT SKIRTS for Ladies

•

Main st.

A

in

FALL JACKETS, SUITS

A number of the friends of Mrs. Sarah
Frye Boynton met at her home at the corner
of Court and Miller streets t\ ednesday evening, Sept. 2iith, to celebrate her eighty-first
anniversary. The evening was very pleasantly spent in sociability and Mrs. Boynton
was very pleasantly
remembered by her
friends in a substantial manner by numerous useful and ornamental gifts.
Cake and
fruit were served. The company separated
with the best wishes for many added years
of life and health to their hostess.

Belfast.

The famous shoes for women have excited a
profound interest and are the shoe,
sensation of the day. Handsome, stylish, serviceable,
they are made in styles to
suit every use and occasion. They PIT
PERFECTLY, are UELIUHTULLY
EASY, and are up to date in every particular. Two of the
styles that an es
The newspaper fraternity of the State peciallv appropriate for the season are here shown. There are many m
will be pleased to learn of the improvement Don't fail to see the line. Women who wear these shoes are delimited wjthem
of Mr. M. E. Mudgett of the Bangor Commercial, who has been dangerously ill at BROWN
Every style cf
Fifth
Bar Harbor. Mr. Mudgett was able to re- RIBO
Boot *or ever*’
LALt ✓
turn to liis home in Bangor last week.
Avenue.
use and occaM ith last week's issue the Piscataquis
sion at
SEE
Observer entered upon its 5:»d volume, and
THAT THIS
the editor, Liston P. Evans, leaving the paper to be estimated on its merits, speaks
modestly of its success as a business enterprise. Nothing but good can be said of the

The Baptist Anniversaries in Yarmouth
last week were of much interest to members
A team was stolen from Cony’s livery of that denomination throughout the State.
stable in Augusta last week and was traced The necrology shows the death of two minto Belfast.
It was learned here that he had isters, one of whom, Kev. Robert A. Patten,
traded horses with a local dealer and gone was well known in this section, havihg
north.
The horse and carriage were re- served the churches in Appleton and West
( amden. There have been 53ti
baptisms, a
covered here and the man was arrested in
gain of IPO over the previous year.
The
Clinton by the Augusta officers, lie gives total membership in the State is
1P,.S77, a
loss
of
174
in
the
his name as Will Young.
year. There were 70 baptisms in the Lincoln
Association, while the
Beginning with Oct. 1st the new four- membership of the Lincoln Association is
the
2722,
association
in the State.
of
largest
the
Boston &
trip-a-week arrangement
In benevolence
was
a gain during
Bangor Steamship line went into effect. the year of .$1182. there
The Sunday schools show
For the rest of the season the City of Ban- an enrollment of
15,222, a loss of 400 in the
gor will leave Belfast at 2.30p. m. on Wed- year. About t>7() is the average of baptisims
for the last ten years, and 578 for the last
nesdays and Saturdays, and the Penobscot twenty
years. The association plainly
will sail attlie same time on Mondays and showed its
opposition to resubmission,
the Baptist
Thursdays.
\oung People’s I'll ion elected
Rev. R \\. Van Kirk vice president and
For several years Mrs. Albert Gammans Rev. \\. K.
Lombard of Camden recording
has had charge of the work of aiding needy Secretary. Rev. R. W. Van Kirk was also
elected
vice president of the Maine Baptist
school children, and helped very many to
C haritable Association.
be in school who otherwise w*ould have been
unable to attend on account of insufficient
clothing. Contributions of cast off* clothing
and money are solicited for this work, and
are now
to
may he left at Mrs. Gammans* residence on
Church street, or, if more convenient, at the
office of the Superintendent of Schools, to
be forwarded to Mrs. Gammans.

WI

Manufacturing Clothier,

The September number of the Maine Central magazine is devoted to the hunting regions of Maine, New Brunswick and New
Foundland, and as usual it is beautifully illustrated.

score

at

CoRNhR.

recently issued, was a
credit to the publishers
It was profusely illus-

meeting at the North church this, Thursday, evening at 7.30. Topic, “Wise and unwise benevolence.” The pastor will give a
report of the recent state conference at < >bserver and its editor.
Augusta. The Sunday services will be as
Every one who plays or sings, or who has
follows: Sermon by the pastor at Ifi.-ir, a. m.
musical friends, will take care to get a copy
Sunday school at 12 m. C. E. meeting at of next
Sunday's Boston Journal. A special
0.30 i'. m.
Topic, “Rich Toward God,” portfolio is to he made a
part of that issue,
Luke 12:13-21. Lecture by the pastor at
containing twenty-four pages* entirely de7-30 p. m.
voted to music, it is undoubtedly true that
The reports of the Maine Congregational I no newspaper has ever given free to its
Conference held in Augusta last week I readers with one number so much music as
show that two churches have been added to i this. Some papers give one piece with ail
the roll during the past year while two | issue, some incorporate one piece in the
(Sweden and Topsfield) have been dropped | paper itself; next Sunday’s Boston Journal
from it. The additions to membership agN is, however, to give a separate portfolio,
gregate 733 and the removals 5c>3, a net loss twenty-four pages, to be devoted entirely to
of 236. This is the largest decrease in a music.
of years. The Sunday school memship is 21,02s a loss of over 1,000. The
financial statistics are as follows: 224 of
230 churches own church
buildings valued

WILLI An A. CLARK,

CLARK’S

ALL RIGHT,

ij

J|

j|

....

COLORED SHIRTS
In all the fashionable shades.
HOSIERY, GLOVES, CAPS, UNDERWEAR, NECKWEAR, in all desirable shapes and colors. You will

J
«

lind

everything

all

right

A

\
Jj
3

at

D. P. PALMER’S,

Hasonic

Temple, Belfast.

into modern style garments,

Mr. and Mrs. HARRY W. CLARK,
Tailors to Ladies and Gentlemen,

FOR RENT.

Desirable Rent

83 Main Street

LADIES’ ROOM OVER MOODY’S DRUG STORE.
CORNER MAIN AND HIGH STREETS.

For small family. Also furnished or unfurnished
rooms at low relit.
Inquire corner Church and
streets, or of
‘•BOD" THOMHS.
at Peoples National Bank.
3Stf

Grove

The ('. II. Mifehell house
lv

on

Cedar

street.

Ai»-

to

2m38

M ItS. WILLIAM CROSBY,
CllAS. F. SWIFT. Belfast.

or

FOR RENT.

FOR SALE.

Desirable down-stairs rent, with stable, 25 Miller street. City water and furnace. Apply to
DR. F. A. KNOWLTON,
38tf
Fairfield, Maine.

The house lot on Congress street known as the
Patterson lot. will he sold at a bargain. Apply to
DC NTON & DCNTON.

Belfast. Sept. 20,1900.—38tf

Solon

Says

You

[Solon Chase in Boston Sunday Herald.]
What's that againg by?” It was a

May

wagon,the first that ever passed through Brown's Comes, that caused

Need

horseless

Aunt Sarah to make this remark as she
stepped to the door, with a broom in her
hand.
After taking a look she answered her
question in this wise: “A wagon going
along in the road without any horse.
What will come next?”
A young man and his wife were touring the countryside in a wagon without
any horse.
two years ago, at the State fair, the
horseless wagon w as there, but it was a
slow coach, and a clumsy, uncouth contrivance that went around the track
about as fast as a traction engine in the
West will haul a threshing machine
along the highway from one farm to another. The show of tile horseless wagon
was so unsatisfactory that the people
laughed the machine and the man in it
off the track. Since that time the horseless wagon has been improved, as the
mowing machine was improved, until it
will go anywhere—go fast or go slow,
along any decent road.
The man and his wife in the horseless
wagon were in no hurry, and stopped to
inquire the way and talk with the people who gathered around the wagon
without any horse.
Aunt Sarah w as one of the first to get
there, and had a bunch of 'lowers, which
she presented to the woman in the
110:si less wagon, and said: "When I
was a girl 1 could vide horseback, but 1
never expected to see a man and his wife
ride r long in a wagon without any
horse.”
T1
young woman alighted from the
horseless wagon and asked Aunt Sarah
to tr.ke her seat.
Aunt Sarah picked up a h-vear-old hoy
and stepped into the wagon. The machine moved slowly down the hill across
the bridge, then gathered speed and
went round a curve in the road, with
\uiit Sarah's sunbonnet strings dying
in the wind.
\unt Sarah was deliglited with her
ride in the horseless wagon, and said:
1 have been learning for |o years to do
my housework better and easier, and I
make better white bread from year to
year. The mail who has learned to make
a wagon go without any horse is working in niv line.”
I'nele Charles did not exactly agree
with Ids wife's common-sense philosophy, but said: “The man who lias learned to make a wagon go without any boss
will kill the boss business.”

"PahvXitteY
For
Cuts
Burns
Bruises

Cramps

Diarrhoea
All Bowel

Complaints
It is

j

j

Cunt Sarah is a mother in Israel, she
ministers to the wants of the poor and
needy and tells how Hod's blessings are
showered alike upon the just and the unjust. and is a trig housekeeper and good
cook. Ilei white bread is famous the
country round, and she gives-lessons in
cooking to young housekeepers. Summer visitors as they pass along the
highway stop to admire Aunt Sarah’s
flower garden and never go away empty
handed. In one corner of her flower
garden is a hollow pine stump. It is
said that a mast tree was cut from that
stump more than a hundred years ago.
Aunt Sarah planted flower seeds last
spring in the cavity of that stump. Xow
that weather beaten old stump is half
hidden by blooming flowers and is of
itself a tiling of beauty.
Aunt Sarah has lived a life of activity
and progress, all the time reaching for
better tilings, and lias reached a high
degree of excellence in her calling. She
admires the order that reigns in her
kitchen, her famous white bread and
blooming Hocyers as steps to further
progress. Aunt Sarah looked upon the
horseless wagon as a step in the life of
progress to be improved, as she had improved in the art of making white bread,
and thereby, by the means of steam
and lightning, lighten the burdens of the
human race and of dumb animals.

sizes,

25c. and

50c.

Uncle Charles is a trig farmer—no
twitch grows in his corn. lie uses his
hired men well and barks the logs to
the bunk so that the load will be easy
In the sweet
for the horses to haul.
by and by the white winged angel of
all
of
Cod's green
hover
over
will
peace
earth, but not in Uncle Charles’ day.

—

The man who prefers the horseless
wagon so that Aunt Sarah can ride to
town and do her shopping and let the
old mare stay in the barn is an evangelist. He not only carries the kingdom
• >f
heaven into Aunt Sarah’s kitchen,
but the old mare in Uncle Charles' barn

ONLY ONE

Two

count the demand for horses for army
service. IT.less civilized Christian nations take a new departure and live in
peace with each other, the demand for
! orses for warlike purposes will equal
the supply,
the demand for horses for
cavalry, artillery and draught animals
to sustain the present armaments of
tl v1 great civilized countries m times of
In time of war the
peace is immense.
slaughter ol horses, army mules and
"them steers" is beyond estimation.
The world’s present armament is a
millstone hanging around the neck of
the world’s civilization, and the great
or
disarm
Christian nations nnut
As the great powers increase
starve.
tl't-ii armament, it doesn't take so
ui a h provocation to commence hostile
;;e>.
I'ncle Charles need have no fear
that the horseless wagon will kill the
loss" business while civilized conn
tries are engaged iii the killing bus!
ne--. as the,' a re at present.
lb rses have "it/." and arc rising.
! a■ ie
a
seareity of horses in the
Uii'i'ln West tor farm purposes, be-i
aa-e
the demand lor servieeable I
a
-.-'ail mmge iii Christian warfare,
in war: the
out fast
ue.i:
ailed are left to die a lingering
I a ,al men are buried aitei the
hatt e and the wounded eared for, but
:! '■ stt ii'Ti ot dead horses pervades the
spl ere until the scavengers of the
ba lo-ileld -earrion hirds-strip tile llesh
Irom i lie hones.
Providence, as though ashamed of
man’s inhumanity to man and to dumb
animals, covers the battlelield with a
carpet of green and provides vultures
to pick the ilesh from the bodies of 1
th ad men and horses, but Christians do
tne killing.
There is no hell here or
hereafter that can compare with the
Christian's hell on the battlelield.
I iiuuli animals—beasts of burden that
are >o useful in the arts ot peace—are
pressed into the military service to die j
ot g ii.siiot wounds, thirst and torture.
Many horses die at sea oil the passage
to the seat of war.
Sick horses die in
eatiip. and military operations are often
If eivi-1
ih 1. \ed waiting for remounts.
lized countries who engage in the busi- i
nos of killing would leave dumb auii.s 'Ui war would not be so cruel and
"•;,.•>>.
Without the aid of dumb
animals
hrislians would not light each
other with such ferocity, and war would
iasi so long.
in our war with the Philippines many
rses died, maimed and bruised on the
passage, and were pitched overboard—
food for the lishes. Many of the horses
tl it survived the passage were unlit
for service and soon died.
Many thousands of horses have been
shipped from this country to South Africa. but so many have died on the pasture or succumbed to the climate or
to the rifle lire of the Boer that (Ten.
Roberts lias been much delayed, waiting
for remount*. The activity in the killing business in civilized countries just
now ,,as increased the demand for serviceable horses so that the farmers of
the middle West are breaking in wild
horse.-: from the plains of the far West
to work their farms.
War in civilized countries brings
wealth and fame to the few, but is hard
on dumb animals and the many who do
the tigliing and pay the taxes.
■

quick remedy.

Perry Davis’.

ac-

...

sure, safe and

"PainKiUeY

■

I'ncle Charles did not take into

a

There’s

••

enjoys religion.

You never read of such cures elsewhere as
those accomplished by Hood’s Sarsaparilla,
did you? It is America’s Greatest Medicine.

Horses Have “Riz.”

She—What was the happiest moment of
your life?
He—Well, I think it was one evening last
week, when I entered the parlor of my boarding house and saw a strange sign on the

piano.

She—Indeed! And the sign ?
He—Closed for repairs. [Chicago News.

It was almost a miracle. Burdock Blood'
Bitters cured me of a terrible breaking out
all over the body. I am very grateful.”
Miss Julia Filbriilge, West Cornwell, Conn.

“Say, you!” cried the victim in the crowded car, glaring up at the transgressor, “my

feet are not there to stand on.”
“That’s so,” replied the other pleasantly.
“You don’t need ’em for that while you've
got a seat, do you?” [Philadelphia Press.
Monarch over pain. Burns, cuts, sprains,
stings. Instant relief. Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil. At any drug store.
Miss Gushy—Mr. Tipps is so impulsive.
He carries everything before him.
Miss Gabby Yes, of course he does. He
used to be a waiter. [Mt. Louis Post-Dis-

patch.
Only

one

remedy in the world that

will at

stop itcliiness of the skin in any part
At any
the body. Doan’s Ointment.
drug store, *50 cents.
“Have you noticed whether the leaves are
getting red yet:'" asked Air. llenpeck, timid 1\
“These are," answered Airs. llenpeck,
calmly turning another page.
Poor llenpeck! Kver since that blissful
honeymoon his life has been this way. [Inonce

of

\ 11 the civilized countries that took
part in the peace conference at The
Hague are utilizing all the infernal dianapolis Sun.
mechanisms of human military ingeDr. Fowler’s Extract
A boon to travelers.
nuity to make war more barbarous, of Wild Strawberry. Cures dysentery,
All the explo- diarrlnea. seasickness, nausea. Pleasant to
more and more hellish.
sives that science has evolved from na- take. Acts promptly.
ture, and dumb animals, are brought in
“1 think." said little Frances, who had
play so that Christians can kill other been
studying her history lesson, “that it
Christians faster and at longer range.
would be very kind of Queen Victoria if she
If there had been no gold in South would die this
year."
Africa there would have been no war
“That is a singular remark," said Franlived
would
have
and
the
Hoers
do you mean:’"
ces’
“What
mother.
there,
“It would be such an easy date for future
their pastoral life in peace and plenty.
After 2000 years of the Christian era the history classes to remember.” [Pittsburg
Christian’s god is a golden idol. If gold Ohio ni cl e 1’ el egr a ph.
was as plenty as iron and iron as scarce
Did it Kver Occur to You that a little
as gold what a misfortune it would be!
Peuky Davis’ Pain-Kit.lkh on the end of
infor
has
Christian’s
The
the linger applied once or tw ice to a mosquito
gold
greed
creased the armament of civilized coun- bite would counteract the poison and speedtries until "the man with the hoe" has ily reduce the swelling ? Pain-Killer will also
the man with the gun strapped to his cure bites and stings of other poisonous insects as well as reptiles. See directions as
back-and he can't shake him off. Per- to use
upon wrapper on each bottle. Avoid
haps this infernal slaughter of the hu- substitutes, there is but one Pain-Killer,
man race and dumb animals will go on
Perry Davis’. Price 25c. and 50c.
until it "staggers" humanity enough so
Her mouth was not so very large,
that the great civilized countries will
Yet, in a confidential minute,
agree to disarm and pave the way for
She told the dentist that she had
universal peace.
Three well developed achers in it.
While civilized nations are so exten[Baltimore American.
sively engaged in the killing business
8100
and getting ready to kill faster and at
I)r. E. DetelionV Anti Diuretic
longer range, it is no wonder there are
riots and bloodshed among the people
May be worth to you more than $100 if you
as seen in Europe and of late in this have a child who soils bedding from inconin
in
and
of water during sleep. Cures old
the
southern
states
tenence
country
New York and Ohio. Unless civilized and young alike. It arrests the trouble at
nations take a new departure, put down once. si. Sold by A. A. llowes & Co.,
Me. lyrlfi.
the gun and devote their energies to Druggists, Belfast,
York rode—Old lien Peck is the happiest
the arts of peace, the end will be uniman in town.
versal demoralization.
Townson—Why, has his wife left him?
Yorkrode— No. But her shirtwaists are
Stepped into I.ive Coa !».
too small for him. and he doesn’t have to
“When 11 child 1 burned my foot frightful- wear the old ones. Chicago News.
ly." writes W. li. Eads of .'bmesviilc, Ya..
For Over Kim Years.
“which caused horrible leg sores for ;o
years, hut Bueklen's Arnica Salve wholly
An Oi.n and Wki.l-Tkifd Remedy.
cured me after everything else bad failed." Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing S\ mp has been
Infallible for Burns, Scalds. Cuts, Sores, used for over fifty, years by millions of
Bruises and idles. Soft by II. 11 Moody, mother." for their children while teething,
25C,
with perfect success. It soothes the child,
softens the gums, allays all p<Cn, cures wind
colic, and is ihe best remedy for Diarrluea.
Grand Lodge of Good Templars
I s pleasant to<he taste. Sold b\ druggists
The regular session of tlie Maine in every part of the world. I'wenty-live
cent" a bottle. Its value is incalculable. Be
(haul Templars will lie held at Oakland sun- ai.’d ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing
Lodge room in Davenport Mock. < ardi-| Syrup, and take no other kind.

Register

of Deep Water

Vessels.

SHIPS.

Abner Coburn, B F Colcord, arrived at
Port Blakely Aug 4 from Hong Kong via
Port Townsend.
A G Hopes, Chapman, sailed from Honolulu July H for New York.
A J Fuller, C M Nichols, sailed from
Seattle Aug 27 for San Francisco.
Aryan, A T Whittier, cleared from New
York April 20 for San Francisco; spoken
July 15, lat 50 S, Ion 00 W.
Bangalore, at Kaliului Aug 10 for New
York.
E B Sutton, E L Carver, arrived at
San Francisco Sept. 21 from Honolulu.
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, sailed
from Honolulu Sept 1 for San Francisco.
Emily Head, sailed from San Francisco
Sept 25 for Sydney.
Gov Hobie, F Colcord, sailed from Hong
Kong Aug 2 for Port Townsend.
Henry B Hyde, A W Blanchard, sailed
from Honolulu July 8 for New York.
Mary L Cushing,* J N Pendleton, sailed
from New York May 24 for Hong Kong;

passed Anjer Sept.
Puritan, A N Blanchard, sailed from San
10.

Francisco Nov 2 l'or Hull.
K D Rice, C F Carver, sailed from Honolulu
May 25 for Philadelphia.
Reaper, arrived at Honolulu May 15 from
Newcastle, NSW.
S I) Carleton, Amsbury, sailed from Port
Townsend Aug. 25 for Dutch Harbor, not
Honolulu
St Paul, F W Treat, cleared from New
Y'ork Sept 8 for Hong Kong.
St Nicholas, arrived at Port Townsend
March 8 from Honolulu.
State of Maine, L A Colcord, sailed from
New York May :>1 for Hong Kong; passed

Anjer Sept, in.*
Tillie E Starbuck, Kbcn Curtis, arrived at
Philadelphia Aug. 25 from Honolulu.
Win 11 Macy, Amsbury, arrived at Sydney,
N. S. W. July 2D from Delagoa Bay.
Wm 11 Conner, J T Erskine, arrived at
New York Sept 17 from Singapore.
W J Hot eh, Sew all C Lancaster, sailed

from Port Townsend June 2D for Philadel-

phia.
BARKS.

Alice Heed, Alaiison Ford, arrived at
Bahia Blanca Sept 2o from Portland.
Edward May, arrived at San Francisco
Sept 21 from Honolulu.
Ethel, Dodge, arrived at Buenos Ayres
Aug 2D from Portland.
Herbert Black, W 11 Blanchard, arrived
at Buenos Ayres Sept H> from Bear River,
N s.
Mabel l Meyers, C N Meyers, arrived at
Rosario Aug *17 from Boston via Buenos
Avres.
Matanzas, arrived at New York Aug 2D
from Havana.
Olive Thurlow, J O Hayes, arrived at
Vera Cruz Sept ID from Newport News.
Penobscot, sailed from Montevideo Sept 2
for New York.
Rebecca Crowell, M (7 Dow, arrived at
Bath, Aug <>. from Trapani.
Rose Innis Melvin Colcord, arrived at
Port Louis, Mauritius, Aug. lo from New
York via Reunion.

Sachem, Nichols,

at

Hong Kong Aug.

6

for New Y'ork.
Thomas A Goddard, J II Park, sailed from
Boston July 80 for Rosario.
Willard Mudgett, A C Colcord, at Turks
Island Sept 18 for Boston, to sail in a few

days.

BRIGS.

Leonora, J II Monroe, arrived at New
York Sept 23 from Brunswick, Ga.
SCHOONERS.

Georgia Gilkey, \Y R Gilkey, sailed from
Norfolk Sept 2d for Barbados.
Ilenry Clausen, Jr, sailed from Baltimore
Sept 24 for Savannah.
Gladys, II B Colson, arrived at Brunswick
Sept l'.» from New York.
John C Smith, Kneeland, arrived at New
York Sept 22 from Brunswick, Ga.
Mary A Hull, Haskell, arrived at Boston
Sept i) from Philadelphia.
Lucia Porter, Farrow, arrived at New
York Sept 25 from Bangor.
R \Y Hopkins, IIichhorn, arrived at Port
Movant, Ja. Aug 20 from Norfolk.
R F Pettigrew, Morse,arrived at Portland
j Sept1 from Philadelphia.
! sallje F< Hi AY 11 West, cleared from PhilaSept 20 for Charleston.
one fare tlie
ne;. Oct. loth and lltli.
Polai Kxpolorer— What shall I call my delphia A
S Wilson, sailed from JacksonTofa,
“A Dash for the Pole?”
round trip on tlie railroads. Order ot new boon
ville Sept id for Philadelphia.
Publisher—No. Call it “A Dash for the
Willie
T.
Newton, K Coombs, arrived at
exercises:
Leetu■ Platfonn.” Baltmore American.
Bangor Sept 23 from Philadelphia.
0(1.10. o a. m.. Committee on CreRHEUMATISM CURED IN A DAY.
dentials in session at hall: in.00, open“Mystic Cure” for Rheumatism and Neuing of session in d. 1.. degree and preThe Unitarian Conference
rauicalh cures in l to :> days. Its acparatory business: report of Committee ralgia
tion upon the system is remarkable and
on Credentials: initiation of candidates
mysterious. It removes at once the cause
The conference of Unitarian churches
entitled: fee. 5o cents: intermission. and
the disease immediately disappears. The
At l no r.
reports of (L L. oilicers, first dose greatly benefits. 75 cents. Sold of the State of Maine will hold its annual meeting with the First Unitarian
(L C. T.. (L ('.. d. Sec., (i. Treas.. s.
b\ A. A. llowes A Co., Druggists, Belfast,

j
Promise' society

of Waterville 'I'uesdav, WedT. F. Anthony, Kx-Postmaster of
nesday and Thursday. Oct. l), in and 11.
City, Iowa, says: “I bought one bottle of! The
general subject of the conference
‘Mystic Cure* for Rheumatism, and two
dot s of it did me more good than any other program is: “The Churc-h in Society.”
medicine 1 ever took.” Sold b} A. A. llowes The conference will open'I'uesdav evening by a full church service, the sermon
j a Co., Druggists, Belfast.
Customer—Pd like to see s< me of your to be preached by l!cv. Charles F. I'ole
of Jamaica Plains, Mass. 11 is subject
shirt waists.
Clerk—Male or female. Detroit Free Press. will he: ''Three Infinite Values.” On
Wednesday morning will occur the
LIYERITA, the up-to-date Tittle Liver communion service in charge of Rev.
Pill: 5c. boxes contain 15 pills, 10c*. boxes A. O.
I'ettingill of Waterville.
contain 4o pills, 25c*. boxes contain ion pills.
ing.
Following will come the organization
Sold by A. A. llowes A Co., druggists, Belof the conference, after which will he
Tlie (fraud Council will be in session
fast, Me.
3yrs24.
at tlie Randolph Exchange, and a recepgiven reports of conference secretary,
alliance president, church exchange,
tion will be held at tlie hall Tuesday
McSwatters—A healer, eh? Divine?
Rev. Mr. Skerrie of Saco will
evening. Arrangements will he made for
McSwitters—No; ward. [Syracuse Herald. etc.
excursions to Togus and Augusta state
speak on “The Church as a Factor in
Itch on human cured in 30 minutes by
late
Education.”
and
House. Wednesday
Woolford’s Sanitary Lotion.
This never
Reports of the condition
Thursday,
in.the afternoon. For further particu- fails. Sold by A. A. llowes & Co., Drug- of the churches in the conference will
close the exercises in the forenoon.
lars write to tlie (fraud Secretary, gists, Belfast, Me. lyrlfi.
The Woman’s Alliance will hold its
George E. Brackett, Belfast, Me.
“There is a young woman in New York
business meeting in the afternoon. In
who is described as having dark, piercing
What's Your Fare YY'nrtll?
the evening there will he a platform
eyes that burn into a man’s soul and madSometimes a fortune, hut never, if you den him.”
meeting with the presentation of the
have a sallow complexion, a jaundiced
“Say, she ought to be made to wear col- following subjects: "The Church as a
look, moth patches and blotches on tlie ored glasses.” [Cleveland Plain Dealer.
Factor in Civil Fife,” “The Relations
skin.— all signs of a Liver Trouble. But
Mr. fc’appeigh—“1 wculdnt marry that of the Church and the Schools,” “The
Hr. King’s New Life Bills give Clear Skin,
Rosy Cheeks, Rich Complexion. Only 25 Miss Gabby. She is terribh set in her w ay” Church as a Spiritual Force.”
Mr. Soltleigli—“Isthat so?*” Mr. Sappeigli
cents at R. 11. Moody's Drug Store.
Thursday morning’s session will be
—“Yes, indeed. Why, she has refused me opened by a devotional service, follownine
times.”
American.
[Baltimore
ed by an address by Rev. Mr. St. .lolin,
Good Stocks.
secretary of the. American Unitarian
Boer War Nearly Over.
association.
Sch. "Ralph E. Hodgdon, Capt. William (rieenleat1, stocked 81,000 as the
Severe Storm at Nome.
result of her recent seining trip, the
London, £ept. 20. The Daily JSIail
has the following despatch from Lorencrew sharing 855.83.
Sdi. American, Capt. Matthias Clau- zo Marques:
The
Nkatti.k, Wash., Sept. 25.
"Heavy fighting is reported across steamer
sen, weighed off 200,000 pounds of (fetchKoauoke brings news of a dised halibut as the result of her recent the Sabi River. This means that the astrous storm at Nome. It
with
raged
trip, stocking 811.508.55, the high line British are intercepting Steyn and unusual violence for nearly two days
sbaie being 8200.07 and the average Reitz, who, with their forces, are atto
the
of
September
13, and
evening
share being 8280,07.
tempting to push northward and to ef- up
was the severest that ever visited westSell. Edward S. Eveleth, Capt. John fect a junction.
ern Alaska,
A number of barges and
“A commando is said to be surrounded
Marshall, weighed off 158,405 pounds of
lighters were driven ashore and wrecktietclied halibut 3,non pounds of cod- near Rietersburg.”
ed.
“The war is completely ended,” says
fish, and oo barrels of halibut lins as
All along the beach for miles, both
the result of her recent trip, stocking the Lorenzo Marques correspondent of east and west of
Nome, the wind and
the
have,
crew
8251.47.
The
Daily Telegraph. “Many guns
8s,738.32, the
sharing
water have created havoc with tents
Eveleth was the last hut one of the been destroyed and hundreds of wagons and
mining machinery. A number of
fleet to get away last spring, and has and thousands of tons of stores of every lives are believed to have been lost.
It
made a fine share off her stock.
description have been burned. Burning is known that Andrew A. Kyanof Los
Sch. Nereid, Capt. Thomas Somers, wreckage lies in every dilection in the
Angelos was drowned. Several capstocked 81,700 as the result of her re- Hector Spruit district.
tains and seamen on small tugs are
cent shack trip, the crew sharing 858.
“Any good police force of 20,000 men missing, and it is thought they are
Sell. Joseph Rowe, Capt. Clayton can effect the complete pacification of lost.
Morrissey, stocked 83,000 as the result the country. It will be impossible for
Fully 500 people are homeless, while
of her recent shore trip, the crew slurr- the Boers in future to mass a force ex- the loss in
buildings and supplies is
are
sick
of
the
1500.
war,
807.50.
ceeding
They
ing
over a half million dollars.
This is tlie largest stock and share and the Irish-Americans and other merThe heaviest individual losers are
made in the shack fishery this year, and cenaries are clamoring for payment
probably the Alaskan Commercial Co.,
shows that ('apt. Morrissey is keeping and threatening the Boer officials.”
and Wild (loose Mining and Trading
up his big record as an A l skipper.
Co. A serious loss is the disappearance
The sch. Titania, Capt. Martin Welch,
The Fate of the Confederate Seal.
of over 2,o(H) tons of coal.
stocked 84,4so as the result of her reCapt. French, in command of troops,
cent big seining trip, the crew sharing
“The result of the last Confederate has thrown
open the government reser8110, one of the best shares of the sea- council of war held at Abbeville, South vation to those rendered homeless by
son. [Cape Ann Advertiser.
soon
known
was
in
1SU5,
Carolina,
May,
the storm and will extend such other
all over Abbeville, and the Generals assistance as it is possible.
Catarrh tor twenty years and cured and the
Secretary of War were kept
Vancouver, 15. C. Mail received Sept.
lu a few days —Hon. George Janies of
for hours signing honorable dis- 25. Advices from Skagway state that
Scranton, Pa., says: “I have been a martyr busy
imtired soldiers, who
to Catarrh lor twenty years, constant charges for the
passenger rates from skagway to Dawwrites son have been advanced to $00 first
hawking, dropping in the throat and pain in mediately applied for them,”
the
October
in
I
tried
Hr.
Thaddeus
Mrs.
the head, very offensive breath.
Horton,
class and $50 second class, and from
The first Ladies’ Home Journal. “During the Dawson to
Agnew's Catarrhal powder.
Skagway, $75 first class and
application gave instant relief. After using evening Mr. Benjamin asked for a $00 second class.
50 cents. Sold
a few bottles 1 was cured.,
and with it he defaced the Conhatchet,
Two
sacks
of Dawson bound mail
by Edmund Wilson and A. A. Howes & federate seal.
About twelve o’clock that sunk on the steamer Stratton last
Co.—1.
the same night the Confederate party October in the Yukon river, have been
continued their retreat in the direction found 100 miles below the wreck and
RELIEF IN SIX HOURS.
of Washington, Georgia,and while cross- sent to Dawson.
Distressing Kidney and Bladder Disease ing the Savannah River in the darkness
relieved in six hours by “New Great some one suggested that the seal be
What Shall We Have for Dessert?
South American'Kihney Cure.” It is a thrown overboard. This idea was at
of
its
on
account
exceeding
This
surprise
question arises in the family every
great
and when the boat reach
in relieving pain in blad- once approved,
Let us answer it to-day. Try Jell-O,
it was dropped with a dull day.
mid-stream
ed
or
female.
in
male
and
and healthful dessert.
a
delicious
back,
er, kidneys
bed of that in two minutes. No boiling! no Prepared
Relieves retention of water almost imme- splash into the sandy river
baking!
where
and
cure
watercourse,
relief
Southern
Flavor:
beautiful
add boiling water and set to cool.
diately. If you want qnick
this is the remedy. Sold by A. A. Howes & to this day, its mission all fulfilled, it —Lemon, Orange, Kaspberry and StrawIyl9
lylo
rests.”
Co., Druggists, Belfast, Me.
berry. At your grocers, 10 cts.
T.: <'ommittee on Distribution: general
business.
Evening, public meeting, or
such exercises as tlie d. I may determine.
( n T. ll.
s o'clock \.
temperance
prayer and praisi meeting in charge of
tiled rand Chaplain: o o'clock, reports of
standing committees: general business;
At l,:>o p. m. general lmsintermission.
iness: dood of the Order. including papers and discussions: memorial service:
closing business. Evening, public meet-

Sromptness

serenely

Carters
Tiver

the

^

owners

tbi*..,V..'

thereof.

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, a newspaper published at
Belfast, the first publication to be thirty days before the 9th day of October, A. D. 1900, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Bellast, within and for said County on the 9th day
of October, A. D. 1900, at ten of tbe clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why
the prayer of said petitioners should not be

CURE

Sick Headache and relieve all the trouble® incident to a bilious state of the system, such as
Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiness, Distress after
eating. Pain in the Side, &c. While their most
remarkable success has been shown in curing

granted.

SICK

A t rue

Headache, yet Carter's Little Liver Pills are
equally valuable in Constipation, curing and preventing this annoying complaint, while they also

of tho stomach,stimulate the
the bowels. Even if they only

Correct all disorders

regulate

A

deceased, having presented a petition praying
that said Ernest O. Pa'.terson, administrator with
the wii. annexed of the estate of said deceased, or
some other suitable person, maybe authorized to
sell at public sale, certain real estate described in
said petition and distribute tbe proceeds among

PILLS.

liver and
"*

secoiJ

ERNEST

■iTTLE

I

wm^x

At a Probate Court held at Keltast
the County of Waldo on the
>"• m,
1
September, A. D. 1900.
certain instrument, purporting
will and testament of Kiclianl
H
ol Swanville, in said County or
Waiii ''-j: ?
having been presented for probate,
^
Ordered, That notice be given to ai
terested by causing a copy id
-u
'1
lisbed three weeks successively j,. j,
Jo irnal, published at Belfast*, ti,,,,'"
pear at a Probate Court, to be ) V
within and tor said County, on i1(
day of October next, at ten of
no on and show cause, if any tiu\
-tr
same should not be proved,a
?
GEO. E. .l'ni,\..'
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Ha/„ n ,.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the 14th day of August, A. D. 1900.
O. PATTERSON and Mary F. Patterson, devises under the will of Robert (). Patlate
of Itelfast, m said County of Waldo,
terson,

HEAD

Achethey would be almost priceless to those who
Buffer from this distressing complaint; but fortunately their goodness does noteud here.au d tbo.
who once try them will find these little pills valuable in so many ways that they will not be willing to do without them. But after all sick head

ACHE

Is the bane of so many lives that here Is where
we make our great boast. Our pills cure it while

Others do not.
Carter's Little Liver Pills are very small and
very easy to take. One or two pills make a dose.
They are strictly vegetable and do not gripe or
purge, but by their gentle action please all who
use them. In vials at 25 cents ; five for $1. Sold
by druggists everywhere, or sent by maiL

copy.

11

At a Probate Court held at
the County of Waldo, on
September A. D. lyoo.

Small fill. Small Soss. Small ?rice>

WALDO

1

\

LUC

|

oil

At a Probate Court held at Belfast,within and for
the County of Waldo, on the 11th day of September. A. L). 1900.

Our Most Successful students are
those who combine the Regular Busi-

special branches,
Typewriting, or Tele-

Course with the

()ne rate of tuition pays for all.
Write for catalogue and full int'or
rnation concerning our free offer of a
Rem-Sho Typewriter to our students.

graphy.

L. F. SHAW, President,

Portland, Maine,

A LBERT L. BLANCHARD, guardian of Benjamin W. Blanchard, minor son of Gustavus
B. Blanchard, late of Unity, in said County of
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
praying for a license to sell at private sale and
convey certain real estate of said minor, which is
particular> described in said petition.
Ordered, That the saiil petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, a newspaper published at
Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court,
to be held at Belfast, within and for said County,
on the 9tli day of October, A.D. 1900, at ten of
the clock before noon, and show cause if any they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not lie granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

Coughs
certainly by

Hale’s
of

Horehound

Probate Court held at Bell,.-'
the County of Waldo,on the 1
her. A. D. 1 i)00. <•
E. MORRELL, L. A
\J Edith M. Page, heirs at law
rell, late oi Wiuterport, in sad.
deceased, having [presented
that L. Agnes Murrell may la- apitratrix on the estate of said de<
Ordered,That the said petitd
all persons interested by eausii
order to be published three w e*
the Republican Journal, a new-a
at Belfast, that they may ap.
Court, to he held at Belfast, wi"
County, on the ‘Jth day of drat ten of the clock before noon
if any they have, why the pi ;
turners should not he granted.
GEO. E. JOB
A true copy. Attest
Ciias. P. Ha/i:i
At a

a

Probate Court held

at

Belfast,

w

I

>

.«

■

A

At

quickly

!

|

that all persons interested may attend at a ProCourt, Ut be held at Belfast, on the Oth day
of October next, and show cause, if any they have,
why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register

and

^

..*■

bate

cured

■

*•

Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in 'llie Republican Journal, a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,

are

11.

lished ihrte weeks successivi
Journal, published at Belfast!
pear at a Probate Court, to
within and for said County,
day ol October next at ten
ance.
noon, ami show cause, if any
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three i same should not be proved, ..|
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal, a
<;eo. t
A true copy.--Attest:
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a ProCm as. P. H,\/i
bate Court, to beheld at Belfast, on the Oth day
of October next, and show cause, li any they I
have, why the said account should not be allowed. 1 At a Probate Court held at l;.
tor
he t .unity of Waldo,
GKO. L. JOHNSON, Judge.
1
A true copy. Attest:
September, A. I>. I you.
Cm as. P. Hazeltimc. Register.
ISA H. ROWE, widow
late of Jackson, in said <
IT7ALDO SS.--In Court of Probate, held at Bel- eeasetl, having presented a pe:
Vi
tast, on the 11th day of September, lboo. ! Mark S. Stiles may Me appoint*.
Otis I>. Wilson, executor of the last will ami tes- ! the estate of said deceased
tament on the estate •>{ Patience T. Moody, late
Ordered, That the said petit:
ot Searsmont, in said County, deceased, having
all persons interested by r.v
presented his lirst and final account of adminis- j
order to be published three ue.
tration of said estate for allowance.
tut Republican Journal, .1 1
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three I1 at Belfast, that they may j,
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
Court, to be held at Belfast, v.:
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said county,
County, on the Dth day of «>•
that all persons interested may attend ar a Pro
at ten of the clock before nooi*
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the Oth day
any they have, why the prayer
of October next, ami show cause, it any they
should not be granted.
have, why the said account should not be allowed.
CEO. E. Joli
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest
A true copy. Attest:
Cm as. I*. Ha/.i
Chas. P. Ha/.eltink, Register.
SS.—In Court of Probate, held ar Bel
the llrh day of September, l'.Kin.
Dmiton, executor of the last will and
testament of Lavinia K
Baker, late of Belfast, in
said County, deceased, having presented his second ami final account of administration oi said
estate for allowance.

All Colds and

N

*■*.,

A will ami testament of Braun
W'interport, in said County
having been presented lor pi
Ordered, That notice be gi.i
terested by causing a copy ol
ol

SS.—In Court of Probate, held ar Bel
fast, on the 11th day of September, 10OO
Frank A, Knovvlton, Executor of the last w ill and
testament of J. W. Knowitou, late of Belfast in
said County, deceased, having presented his account of administration of said estate lor allow-

fast
WALDO
Robeit F.

Shorthand and

m

»

CARTER MEDICINE CO., New York.

ness

Belfa.-the

certain instrument, putp

4

CEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Attest:
Ciias. P. Hazeltixk, Register.

1

At a Piobate Court held at 1b
for the County of Waldo, on
September, A. D. 11*00.
AGNES MORRELL, heir
Morrell, late of \\ inierpof Waldo, deceased, having prepraying that she may beappom-e
of the estate not already a-u
Mary C. I*. Morrell

L

Ordered, That the said pctr;
all persons interested by <• •.
order to be published three we. k
the Republican .Journal. a iit-u-,
at Belfast, that they may api.
Court, to be held at Belfast, w
County, on the 0th day >i
100*.*,"at ten of the clock be*'.
".iuse, if any they have, why
petitioner should not be gram.
u>
GEO. 1A true copy. Attest
CuAs. 1’. Ha

j

to

ithin and for

the County of Waldo, oil the second Tuesday of
September, A.D. 1 900.
4 certain instrument, purporting t.* Bo the last
A will and testament ot W liner II Worthing,
late ol' Palermo, ii said Count} of Waldo, deceased, having been pres* nted tor probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons into be
terested by causing a Copy .»i this -r D
published three week- sue* essiuby iu The Republican Journal, published a: Belfast, that they
may appear a; a !':• t ate Court, B* be ! eld a’t
mi
Belfast, within aim mi --aid Count} out he
Tuesday ot October next, at ten d the chick onto re n« on, and show cause it an} the.. ha\e, why
the same should not be proven, approved ami

At a Probate ( < urt lielil at Be.:
theCoun! v f Waldo,on the
bei. .V. h.‘ 1000
\ Kill A A. l'A KKM \N. a.
M estate t toward K.
la said »'ounty
t \\ a
eii a petition praying On a 11or private sale and ••oiivey
sai
deceased wnich is t..y
.a

petition.

Ordered, That the said pet
all persons interested ny
orde.i t<. be published lluee
The KepulUic.th .loiirnal, a new
A true copy.
a:
at Keifast,
hat they n.
Court. to be be I I at Bella'-,
ITT 4 LD( > SS
County >n the s*' li >:ay oi «'
In Court it Proo ne.
>re in
\\ fast, on the 1 Ith day **i September, U.Mit.i, | at ten of the eh rk
Lucinda Fletcher and <
W. Wescolt, executors any they have, wby the pr.>1
!>»■
should
not.
granted.
oi the will of J* lm 31. F'ctcher. ate of Belfast,
CEO. E. loll
iu said Count y. deceased, having presented their
A tm. e..p.
Atte»t
first and final account "t administration of said I
Cm \s. P. Ha.
estate for allowance.
■

allowed.

GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Attest:
Cua.- P Hazeltine, Register.

>

■■

an effective! remedy—harmless
palatable. 25*, 30*, $1.00 per
buttle; the largest size cheapest. At
Take no substitutes.
all druggists.

It is

and

Pike's Toothache Drops Cure in One Minute.
stick

Why try
things with something that doesn t
to

!

stick? Buv MAJOR’S
CEMENT; "you kn.-w
it sticks.
Nothing
breaks away from it.
MAJOR'S
Stick to
CEMENT. Buy once,
you will buy foris
There
ever.

nothing

gooi;

as

the
believe
don't
I substitutcr.
MAiOfi'S RUBBER and MAJOR'S LEATHER.
;

Two

best. 1K-'TAIST.lsFfKD ISTfl.
25 cents per bottle nt all

having them.

separate c»;n»i*nts—the
15

an 1

MAJOR

C5MENT

drupirists.

CO., NEW YORK

CITY.

A Sick Child

be made healthy, happy and rosy by civinpr
it True’s Elixir. Worms cause ill health in
thousands of children and their presence is
not saspected.
can

I

!I TKUE'S
Elixir
|

expels

|

cures

The

standard
household
remedy
for 4*

I
1

and
all

worms

years for

feverish-

the

| complaints
common in
I

children.

Pare,

harm leas,

I vegetable.

1

d

1

1

1

ness,
costiveness,

indigestion.sour

Ikstomach,

^

f

i

etc.

Cures:

TRUE’S E"

Restores health to adults, acta immediately on
the blood, cures diseases of he mucous lining
of the bowels and stomach, gives tone and |
vigor. Price Vo cents. Ask your druggist for it
Write for book “Children ami their Diseases." I
DR. J. F. TRUE &

CO., Auburn, Maine.

Ordered, that notice there*if fie given, three
weeks successi\ <■ iy, in file Republican .B*u ri.a:. a
newspaper publDiied in Belia-t, m said Count}.
that ail persons interesteii limy attend ai a Pi
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the .'th day
•I
October next, and sln-w cause, n an} they
have,wliv the said ac«-o:ii!: sln-udi not m mowed.
GEO. K JOHN'S*).\, Ju ige
A true copy.
Attest:
Cuas. 1*. Hazeltine. Register.

For Women.

JOHN M. BOWES, late of Lim-oluville,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment
ABNER F. DUNTON.
immediately.
Hope, Sept. 11.15K)»>.

JOHN P.

NOTICE.

I

The subscriber herehas been duly apwill and testament

pointed

ment

■•!

11

i:

\
ol

nted

the

u-r-

*■

■

c>rdered, That the said petit?'
all persons interested
> cai.-i
order to be pnhl shed three we.
the Hepuhli'-an loutiiai, a
at Hellast, that they ui.n
t;
Court, to he held at Helia-t, a
County, mi the 'd 1: day d t
at ten of the clock before no.
it any they have, win the pra>ei
should n< t be granted.
init
<i K« >. L
A true copy -Attest
Cm as. I’. Ha/ki

immediately.

in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment
WILMER J. DORMAN.
immediately.

NOTICE.

The subscribes

ADMINISTRATOR’S
hereby gives notice that he has been
administrator of the estate of

duly

appointed

HENRY MANNING, late of Lincolnville,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make pay-

payment immediately.
Belfast, Sept. 11, J 900.

JOHN R. DUNTON.

«,

>:

Ordered, That not’ee he gi\>
:'
terested by causing a copy
lished three weeks succes>;
Journal, published at Belfast,
pear at a Probate Court, ro
within and for said County
day of October next, .it ten ot
noon, and show cause, if any tb
same should not be pt< ved. appro
CEO. E. .Mdi
A true copy.
Attest
Ctl AS. P. 11 A 7. K I
At

a

Probate

( curt

bold

la-

at

for the County ot Waldo,
September. A ! >. 1 1M*0.

ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE. The subscrit er
A hereby gives notice that he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
WILLIS H. PENNEY, late of Knox,

of

la
the

<
tain instr umem purport
will and testament ot «i*
Frankfort, in said County
ed, having been presented tor ;

NOTICE. The subscriber hereby
has been duly appointed
wijl and testament ol
CAROLINE J1PSON, late of Monroe,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment
JOSEPH L. WILDES.
immediately.
Monroe, Sept. 11, 11)00.

ALDEN, late of Belfast,

v

A

Executor

hereby
appointed

Me!•!

d

EXECUTOR’S
gives notice that he
of the last

testament

Probate Court.

lY

ALFRED E. CHASE.

The subscriber

a

tlie County ot Waldo, .-ti
September, A. l>. 1 .><"*.

Brooks, Sept. 11, 11)00.

NOTICE.

MADDOCKS, late of Swanville,

; b.

ordered, That the said pel
a
nitere-n d
to al!
y
u.
!
■rderi.' oe ]>wb!:shed t: r.
the lie} ul liean .lourua i. a :a '•
at Hella.-i. that tlie> may an
Court, to be lieli a I'-elbi,-;.
eonnty,on the‘.nh day ot oet
ten of rhe dork before
any they ha\e. why the j-rayei
should not be granted.
(iEtE. dni
A true * >a y —Attest
Cm as. 1‘. Ha/i t

At

MICHAEL CHASE, late of Brooks,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, ami given
bonds as the' law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement and
all indebted thereto are requested to make pay-

Executor
LYDIA J.

The subscriber
has been duly
of

t,

of

EXECUTOR’S
gives notice that he has been duly
of the last will and

in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
All persons having
bonds as the law directs.
demands against the estate of said deceased and
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
HERBERT G. MADDOCKS.

Swanville, Sept. 11,1900.

\

deeea -vr.. (mvinj;
ai''i\\aiiee mu

an

li by gives notice that be
IEXECUTOR’S
Executor of the last

in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. Ail persons having de
mauds against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make payHENRY G. BARLOW.
ment immediately
Freedom, Sept, 11, 1900.

estate

ho
bio..

Ki:/.IA

Belfast, Sept. 11,1900.
NOTICE.

Wa
1

«

DMINISTRATOIUS NOTICE. The subscriber
notice that he has been duly appointed administrator on the estate ot
SARAH G. BARLOW, late of Freedom,

PROBATE NOTICES.

<•

1*.'

1NMEI

j

M

A

—

A.

SS.—Ill Court. of Prolate, neid at !o ilast, on the 11th day "1 September. l‘.">0.
Keuel W Danfort.li, administrator on the estate,
of Lew man It. Danlorth, late of Sear-m-mi. in
>aid County, deceased, having presented his first
account ot administration ot said estate f-'V allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof he given, three
weeks successively, m the Republican Journal, a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to e held at Belfast, on the ‘Jtli day
of October next, and show cause, it any they
At a l'rohate Court held ai
have, whv tli said account should not he allowed.
for the Ci'tuiu "t WaldCEO. E. JOHNS! >N\ Judge.
September, A I). 1:|
A true copy. Attest:
I'.UAliDMAN widow
Chas. p. ILazkltivk. Register
man, late ot lieltast, in sat
do. deceased, having presented
lyXECUTOR’S NOTICE. Tire subscriber hen v
for an allowance <uh ot the
Ju gives notice that he lias been duly appoint- said
deceased.
ed Executor of the last will and testament ot

W ALIK)

A hereby gives

interference with work. The most difficult
cases successfully treated through correspondence, and the most complete sat isfaction
guaranteed in every instance. I relieve hundreds of ladies whom I never see. Write for
All letters truthfully
further particulars.
answered. Free confidential advice in all
matters of aprivateor delicate nature. Bear
in mind this remedy is absolutely safe under
every possible condition and will positively
leave no after ill effects upon the health. By
mail securely sealed, §2.00. Dr. E. M. TOLUAN CO., 170 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.

appointed

her,

rriiO.MAS F. UEIIJ.V. betr

,n

M.

..f

in said »
1 late of Frankto
deceased, having presented
that he may be apptdnted ,o:i

in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands av.ain.st the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment
JOHN Y EATON.
immediately.
Knox, Sept. 11, 11)00.

Dr. Tolman’s Monthly Regulator lias brought
happiness to hundreds >r anxious women.
There is positively no otlie. remedy known
to medical science, that will so quickly and
safely do the work. Have never had a single
failure. The longest and most obstinate cases
No other
are relieved in 3 days without fail.
remedy will do this. No pain, no danger, no

ADMINISTRATOR’S
hereby gives notice that he
administrator of the

Id
A:
the (’oUiii

estate of said deceased.
Ordered, Thai the »atd petit:all persons interested by ratisim

published three w eel,Kepublican Journal, a newsja:
Belfast, that they may appear
derto be

..

he held at Belfast, within am
the‘.'tli day <d October, V 1'
the clock (adore noon, and show
have, why the prayer of sim
not he granted.
CEO. E. JOH
A true copy. Attest
(. MAS. P. HAZI I

to
1

on

N

In ('< urt <>i Pr.
TA 1.1 m) SS.
fast, on the 1 1 ih day
l>aniel Wryimmth. Administrat
Zoraila Weymouth, late of Mom
ty. deceased, having presented hi>
administration of said estate iw
Ordered, that notice there,
weeks successively, in The Kepid >
newspaper published in Belfast,
that all persons interested may a
bate Court, to be held at Belfast,
of October next, and show >,auhave. whv the said account should
CKO. E. JOHN
A true copy.
Attest:
Ci iAs. P. Ha/.eh

1

\ DMIMSTRATOR’S NOTICE
A hereby {rives notice that be ’■
appoin ted administrator of the cm
CHARLES A. FOGG, late of B:
in the County of Waldo, deceased,

bonds as the law directs. All pers.
mauds against the estate of said deer..sired to present the same for setili
indebted thereto are requested to maK

immediately.

WILf I AM B. BLAV

Burnham, Sept. 11,1000.

'■''Evolution

at four corners.

up, Loretta had bought the gum, and
given a couple of pieces to each.
“Chew on one, and offer the other piece
to some of 'em,” she said
biting vindictively on a piece of it herself.
A little way outside the
Hardware,
in irreg:ln< spring night
Mrs. Cooper halted her forces, and gave
,,„i the odor of freshly the final instructions. “We'll not all go
in at once,” she said. "We'll just
! came to the nostrils,
slip
in, one at a time, an' set down an’ begin
reel! growth just astir.
on the gum.
The rest can watch from
11 ,nl heavily beside her,
the outside, so's to know when to come.”
m a startled jump that
“Who—who’s goin’ in first?” asked

«

had

the fence
,,
''t;„„ the street. The light
'M,ne street lamps cut
r„„tt leaned

!

one.

die fence.
coper!” she exclaimed,
a

THE UNITED

STATES TREASURY.

over

body

as scare

“I'll go," said Mrs. Ilignutt, the light
of determination in her eye.
So it was she who came in, and,
spying a vacant box between two of the
started
toward
men,
it. Lapham, think-

’em

nulled, with the oily
:n double chins and a

Washington, Sept. 29. The Treas
ury was never in a stronger position
than at the present
time, both
relations to the money market in
and in

pain

°ts

its resources
J he wise and

meeting expense?
far-sighted measures of
: Secretary Gage have
put back into the
for

Rheumatic
*yciatic or

market much money which would
otherwise be locked up in the
Treasury surplus. This will give greater
facilities
tor obtaining funds for
moving the
crops than have been witnessed
for
many years.
The gold in the
Treasury is near the
highest point ever attained in the h story of the country. This point was
touched m August, when the
combined

Pain is

t mu.

c

symptom,

not

a

dis-

Haddocks, Plymouth Vein, Scranton,

what you must fight is not
the pain but its cause. Liniments
and oils for external app ication
are almost worse than useless.
Internal treatment is necessary to
The blood
overcome the cause.
must be purified and the nerves

ease;

AND LATUM Eft LEHIGH.

strengthened.

—

i,
DihvjreJ
nJ pjr m,

There is one remedy that has
been successfully employed in

Stove aiul Chestnut.

■

b irrels,

in

Prices at Wharf,

Dr. Williams’
Pink Pills
for
Pale People
Rheumatism is

a

Lehigh 25

$6 0()

C

6.10

5 85

^

5.85

5.60

A dtscount of 25 cent, per ton will be m ide
from the above prices
for C ASH within ten days from
delivery ot Coal.

i

disease of the

blood; Neuralgia is the prayer of
nerve for food; Sciatica is but

All-Mil

nvmtee 1 viti-if ntorv in weight, quality and delivery.
}
r,*--Speeuil attention given 1-. delivery outsfile city limits.
g

rheumatism under another name.
Dr. Williams' Pink Pills for Pale
People cure these troubles by attacking the disease in the blood
and driving it out. Proofs as to
their efficacy are found in thousands of testimonials from grateful
people who have been cured.

T.-lenlmm.

! Connection 18-4.

Our
I

*

\ We

been steadily directed to keeping the
Treasury in the impregnable position

Kineo Wood Furnaces
....WITH A LI.

“But this even- , into the conversation: but if the men ooo. The issue of certificates did not
straight hack 1 had been suddenly stricken mute, they affect directly the volume of money,
< )h.
but afforded great relief to the market!
Freaks of the Galveston Storm.
paper
yes. in- would have talked quite as much.
maxi fai n inci) nv
ii live minutes. That i
It was have .Jenkins who succumbed because it enabled tlie public to get the
use
of
an
A
convenient
of
to the Dallas News says:
hour ago by | tirst. Cnder a
currency in
dispatch
paper
of
a
pretext
examining
; seen a
“It is likely that the first death caused
sign of him ; case of pocket-knives, lie approached place of gold coin.
Several other steps were taken which by the storm was that of a negro child,
the door, and then quickly slipped outmore
wnrst off. Marthy."
the idle funds which was blown out of a house on
HANGOll, MAIXK.
.;mi0
j side. Soon old Mr. Walton recollected in thedirectly diminished
■■I.oretta Jenkins : a
Treasury and put them to use Twenty-11 rststreet, near Avenue \, and
pressing errand elsewhere. John Treddoctor last Tluirs- I well had a letter t" mail.- and il was among the people. One of these was drowned about l o'clock Saturday.”
k. when liltle 1 lave important that il should he mailed at tlie purchase of four and live per cent,
■,
In a wooden bathtub Mrs. Chapman
in the autumn of l.v.in, to the
'li the croup, and once,
though mi mail would go out until bonds,
amount of sm.gno.il.70. The amountof Bailey and Miss lUanche Kennedy were
Hardware and began
eleven next morning.
One by one they
Martin's sale, an' I
currency released in paying foi them, carried out into the Gulf, where they
; slipped away, ingloriously beaten oil
about the child. lie! lheir own
ineluding the premi unis, was *21.771.>07. spent Saturday night. Xot till the next
ground.
Then cauu the refunding law, which morning did the tide bring them back
dig 1 ■;s last when the
The astounded l.apham was left alone
was largely tlie work of
iinl I.oretta was near j with ten "1 the most
Secretary Gage, to where the rescuing parties could
matrons
respected
under which he was authorized to anti reach them. Xeithev of them has a
,■ ni ached' I hn e Jenk- 1I of Hie town, ami listened
bewilderedly
out
of
the
lik mighty light for i to Mrs.
present surplus the relative in Galveston left alive.
Cooper's description of the wed- eipate
I
future interest payments upon the pubding
presents "t her niece in Colorado. lic
One of tlie experiences of the storm,
debt by issuing two percent bonds
■i do tlie
very same lie reheated behindhisdc.sk andauaittin the outstanding threes, fours and was that of Miss Heine Stanton of
aid his w He.
"lie cd
For one whole hour
developments.
lives, and
the necessary premi- Houston, who, with her father and a
is I" see that paper,
they kept him there. Then they arose um in cash.paying
Tlieamount of these bonds younger sister, was camping on her
-liphtheria over to i; to go.
i last week the Hanner
up to September 7.was *:kio,- I farm, two and a half miles from Letiij
They went out, still talking aninuited- exchanged,
The house rolled fora distance of
">2.17b. The premiums paid in antici- t i a.
:;e ones that was down
If you think there
Ij ly on the probabilities of a match beof
interest were *:>2,!i77,:-!2*, goo yards and then collapsed. The girls
>se they'll do the same
isn’t any cure for
tween the Widder Dean and the old pation
Tlie interest saved to the government were rescued several hours later in an
jot lots of relations | man
those
troubles
Sackett. hut outside the voices fell
|
unconscious condition, but though quite
was about *41,700,(100. making the net
-'own. and T feel real ! into silence.
which are distinctly
Mrs. Cooper was the lirst
about
are improving.
seriously
a,
saving
*>,700,001).
injured,
take
that
!
they
Plague
feminine, it’s clear
| to take up the pean of victory.
The amount of this saving was less All the buildings on the place were
I "Kakes o' mercy, when
you haven’t tried
I saw Mist'
than the benefits to the wrecked.
ie loss to Lapham," reTANG1N. There’s
| Cooper’s face I thought Cd die! If he important and
the money market, both
in her turn, "J could : wasn't
Treasury
nothing in the
just completely dumfnnzled—.” in
;
V Galveston special to the Chicago
tlie present and the future, by enablt to the ground. There's
world like this
| At her reminiscent chuckle the others
the Treasury to anticipate *41.700.- News says: "James Battersole of Gal'tin' in there tliis mining
medicine
for pain,
joined the strain.
Ooi.i in future interest payments while veston was one of the men who were
kegs and rough boxes, j
nervousness, weaktheir voices died away in
tiradually
it had abundant
n:'. chewing' and spit ; the distance. The
ness and all of the
by putting carried far out to sea during the storm,
light behind the" big about *:!:;,110(1,(1011 atsurplus
the command of > whirled back again in the rush of waters
of 'em hut has got a sign went out with an
ills which women
angry flicker.
and
lived
to
tell
of
it. The roof of his
know so well. We
ome, where he ought i
I he reign of the Hardware was at an the money market instead of keeping it
oil
house,
which
he
locked
had
t no good any other end.
believe in TANup.
sought refuge,
The Country (lentleman.
as
his
served
and
took
raft,
the
on
which
another
ot protection.
on
G 1 N
Secretary Gage
1 never (
spot
step
absolutely.
be
landed
was
l on Mist'
to
moo.
reduce
the
close
to
bv
i>.
the
location
To
May
very
surplus
prove it, send
<'ooper is at I
his
house
had
ids
to
readiness
redeem
at
us
a
announcing
formerly
occupied.”
tollin'
eights—I'm
postal card at
Discrimination Against Schooners.
you
par *2-7,004.700 of outstanding two per
a
little :
once, and w'e will
y Ilignutt
A
Galveston special to the Chicago
cent, bonds, which were extended at
d sudden-like, will sot
send you a Free
Facts concerning the following
ship- j; that rate in lsot by Secretary Foster. I Times-Jlerald says: "Ray Ayers, an sMe."
Samj>le of TANj ping law are just
to
be
felt
beginning
The
these
amount
oi
bonds
redeemed year-old boy. unwittingly rescued his
too.” said Mrs. 11 ig- j
GIN, together with
sister's
two
babies
Hath
to
was
Asa
Hood.
He
Id.
a
valuable medical
*ts.shipbuilders.
during"the
children's in bed, you by
Monday. September
prominent tip
was boating on
a raft in Galveston
treatise on the disdon’t seem to he any i Hath ship owner said:
“ruder tins 400,1.7(1.
The operations already set forth put when he passed a box with the two chileases of women.
']■ dim's hound to get law one of our schooners, built
under back into the money market more than dren in it. He seized them, but the
i
You see how much
■e or other.”
and
rated
for
fifteen years, ! $72,000,000, which would otherwise have weight was too heavy for his raft, and
we believe in this
ing would break 'em inspection
so
he
them
on
two bales of bay
placed
medicine.
,!i,,r’s double chin shook ; must be inspected tire second year been locked up in tlie Treasury. It re-j
on
of
a
mained
for
another
feature
of
tlie
top
It' a whole lot of us after she is built, while
boating shed. When he
A. M. BIMNbER & CO.’S
any old hulk
found
his
sister
he
learned
law
to
add
about
that
to
herehilSuccessors,
funding
$so,O0O,oon
down there some night that has
been made over into a barge j tlie
dren
were
and
when
which
will
be
a
available
lost,
o
searching
j
with'em—my sakes, I can be used without inspection ami is this currency
autumn for tlie movement of tlie party discovered them they were still
He a man in sight in
leit free to compete with our schooners, i
sleeping, unconscious of their danger.”
les."
crops. This feature was the
the qualifying clause
in bank-note circulation which was en- i
i'dck enough, if 't 'ud i gers being a manifest regarding passenA Galveston special to the
absurdity, as coal couraged by the refunding bonds and
iid Mrs. Ilignutt.
Chicago
as a rule are not sought after
DWINELL-WRICHT
barges
for the j Times-IIerald says: "The Labett family
already up, tying her ! tourists as they can commit suicide inbya by tlie opportunity afforded
ot Galveston lost four generations of
in
of
banks
t
creation
small
sections
'ii.M irthy,” she gurgled much more
j
economical manner. The where tlie need for credit was
keenly j its members in the flood. One of the
go get Loretta and
delay occasioned by these laws means
young Labetts, the only member of the
Mandy Tredwell, an’ ! in the aggregate a considerable loss to felt.
The bank-note circulation stood on family who escaped, was found after the
we’ll go in there an’
a loss that is
schooners,
unentirely
January 1, 1900, at $240,195,523. The water had subsided at his home, trying
enough gossiji to last necessary and accomplishes
no good
PURE MOCHA AND JAVA
increase began while the refunding law to scrape with his bare hands graves in
whatever.”
was pending in Congress, in antieipa-! the sand for his father, mother and
OFTHEHICHESTCRADE
V/>
thin face was aflame,
is the law referred to:
sisters.”
Following
of
the
new
tion
of
the
law.
but
benefits
(
‘-ally! We’ll—oh land!
“The local inspector of steam vessels became marked
For
sale
the
>
retail
and
wherever
there
is
for the
a
demand
during
spring
by
grocers
cape?—come on, let’s go shall once in
Pete J. Brophey, day police clerk, is
every year, at least, or summer, after the law was enacted. I
very best coffee obtainable—where people are willing to pay a
s lirst, and then
upafter upon application in writing of the mas- The
fair (not a fancy) price. Packed in 1 and 2 lb. air-tight tin
circulation rose on April 1 to $270,-1 laid up at the Tremont House with
ter or owner, carefully inspect the hull
cans, “White House” reaches the consumer in perfect condimss the street and knock953,008, on June 1 to $300,488,889, and | bruises which he suffered during the
of each sail vessel of over seven hun- on
of
the
tion— always.
storm, says the Houston
.'i oius' front
August 1 to $320,015,350. The amount j night
door before dred tons and all other
vessels and on Saturday, September s, was $325,339,-1 Post. His father and mother were iost.
"l eagerness had subsidbarges of over one hundred tons burden, 705, showing an increase of almost $80,- they were all at the homeof George W.
PRINCIPAL COFFEE ROASTERS, BOSTON.
( leveland, at the southeast corner of
for hire within 000,000 since the beginning of the
year,
Mis' ('ooper, good even- carrying passengers
their respective district and shall satis- The banks are still entitled to about! Avenue (J and Twenty-seventh
street,
'd.
I certainly am glad
fy themselves that every such vessel so $4,000,000 of additional notes upon Galveston, and Mr. Brophey was the
a I 'm lonesome as a
stray j submitted to their inspection is of a bonds
survivor
i
out.
of
a party of
only
to the lire,” was their
recently deposited, which they one
nearly
structure suitable for the service in will receive within a few weeks.
hundred.
which she is to be employed, has suitof
the
The
combined
efforts
operaliascomV” broke in Mrs. able accommodations for the
crew and
tions already described, including the
The New Trotting Record.
is in a condition to warrant the belief disbursements
to
for
bonds
“We have a good sale on “L. I.”
amounting
Hardware, of course." that she may be used in
with
in
the
banknavigation
and
an
increase
$72,000,000
"chewin' plug tobacco
M. L. PORTER, M. D.. Danforth, Me
That remarkable gelding. The Abbot
to
life.”
safety
note circulation amounting to sso.OOO,- which has
ics. I s’pose.”
been
whirlwind
“I
have
a good sale and steadg demand.’’
000, have increased the money at the speed all summer, showing
ud.” came Mrs. Cooper’s
Sept, 25th won the
command of the people for moving the
Mis' Bascom, me and
R. H. MOOD), Belfast, Me.
The New Star-Spangled Banner.
trotting record held for six, years by
crops and keeping in motion the wheels Alix. Alix went a mile at
tired of that everlasting
“
Galesburg
of
more!
of
an
amount
is
one
of the comparativelg few
‘L.
F.’
Bitters
Atwood’s
industry by
all the men of an even111., in 1304 in 2.03 3-4. The Abbot at
uglit we'd learn'em ales- oil, say, can you .see, by the far Eastern than $150,000,000.
ASA H. SMOW,
Terre Haute turned thetrack in 2.03 1-4.
Me.
sellers.”
good
This policy has not prevented the
in' down there, an’ set What light,
it is a iar
hack to Flora Temple
so proudly is hailed in the
twilight’s maintenance of a large surplus in the whole mile incry
and talk; join right in
2.10 3.4 in 135!) seemed a
last gleaming?
more than sufficient to en- marvellous
They overcome Weak
know, an’ we want you Whose broad stripes and bright stars, after Treasury,
performance, but since then
sure confidence in the maintenance of
ness, irregularity and
with higher breeding, more skilful track
many a fight,
i
of
in
the
the
and
standard
ability
gold
omissions, increase vi#
sake. Mis’ Cooper,”— In lands near and far, is so gallantly streambuilding and advancement in sulky makthe government to meet all legitimate
-or and banish
ing’?
“pai.is
tone was one of admiring and other aids to greater speed, the
And the thanks in our prayers, rising high demands. The surplus of receipts over
of
menstruation.”
are “LIFE SAVERS” to girls at
They
al do heat the Dutch!
record has been slowly cut down. Aland
in the air,
fiscal
of
the
and
womanhood,
No
aiding
organs
during
development
body.
ordinary
expenditures
wi
t
S.
startled
of that in a month of Give
the world with her 2 03 3-4
>
known remedy for women equals them. Cannot do harm—life
proof to the World that our flag is year which ended on June 30 last was in
ii .I i will
s
1335, and nine years later Alix reducgo with you,
still there:
becomes
a
PER
BOX
BY
MAIL.
Sold
was
pleasure $1.00
Most of this amount
ed that tigure by live seconds.
up something to put Oil, say, let that star-spangled banner be $81,229,770.
by druggists. DR. MOTT'S CHEMICAL CO.. Cleveland, Ohio
paid out in reducing the debt in the
waved
For six years the Alix record has withku. I ain’t going to lock
result
The
forth.
manner
set
For Sale by R.
stood all attempts to lower it. No troth. Moody,
Belfast, Maine.
l.ige Bascom right if O'er the lands we have freed and the peo- was to already
11
ples we’ve saved.
keep the balance of cash left on ter has appeared, save The Abbot, whose
-stoleonce, though 1 never
without
band
from
unwieldy
becoming
"•!'
at the Corners. Where
performances seemed even to put the
)
Oh, thus be it always, whenever we stand
it below the point which record in
i : ■; /
danger. The Abbot himself
Between the oppressed and a King's deso- reducing
would afford ample funds for all de- has been driven
|‘ii of daring fun
i:
lation
!
frequently against time
spread
He lowered the record to wagon at the
I
Blest with victory and peace, may the mands.
men. They hurried along
land
hi,
The cash balance stood on Monday, Hartford meeting and attempted to get
niggling breathlessly. At PraiseHeaven-rescued
the Power that hath made us a powwas the same; sewing and
September 10, at $136,288,297. This is close to the Alix tigure on the Empire
erful nation!
reserve of City track.
At that time he was only
"as thrown aside; newsIt,,
And onward we must, for our cause it is exclusive of the big gold
»•:,
$150,000,000, provided by the gold stand- able to do 2.04. In that test he showed
,’i,! headlong, as wife after
just:
of
the
remarkable
alone
or
with the elder And this be our motto, “In God is our ard law as a guarantee
sincerity
speed in the middle half In
H];,!
1
in-d the revolt against the
trust
and ability of the United States in his performance Tuesday ids greatest
Over
Million Assets
Ike Hardware. At last a Let the star-spangled banner in triumph be
b,
maintaining gold payments. It is this speed was developed in the middle half
waved
!
reserve which would suffer first, and which he stepped in one minute.
ten, laughing and “cutFIRE, LIFE, ACCIDENT, PLATE GLASS, TORNADO INSURANCE.
O'er tlie lands we have freed and the peo"
After this performance why should
k
most heavily, in case confidence was
they had not done since
ples we’ve saved!
’'
disturbed by the election of a President not the two minute trotter be looked J^-STEAM BOILER INSURANCE AND INSPECTION.„a Security. Bond, for Cashier,. Contrut
days, turned toward the
[Martin Saxe.
l!;dcd sign in the town—
pledged to destroy the gold standard. for at no very distant day? [N A' Her
ors, Administrators and Trustees. Correspondence solicited Real estate bought and sold
The general balance of $136,288,297 is aid.
Tinware.
vaults.
the
in
idle
not
all
Treasury
Itching.
Burning, Creeping, Crawling
lying
HARDWARE.
Ii,,
Skin Diseases relieved in a few minutes by The necessity of preventing stringency
Pill Sense.—It stands to reason
that Dr
Tumps.
Agnew's Ointment. Dr. Agnew’s Ointment in the
market led Secretary Gage Aguew’s Little Liver Pills will crowd out of
t
money
we ought to have a little
'i:,;
relieves instantly, and cures Tetter, Salt
the
the
market many of the nauseous old-timers
increase
of 1899 to
the
autumn
in
to
*:
chew on,” tittered Mrs. Rheum, Scald Head, Eczema, Dicers,
entrusted to national banks, but A better medicine at less than half the
Blothes, and all Eruptions of the Skin. It is sums
|dte-haired grandmother.
,1.
price is all the argument needed to keen
secured to the government the
absolutely
and
s’et chewin’
Better than a Piano, Organ, or Music Box, for it sings and talks as well as plays, and
and
soothing
acts
demand wliat it has been—phenomenal—
•c
like
quieting
magic
,.
gum,” came in a in all
bonds. 40 doses
Irritation of the Scalp by the pledge of United States
don’t cost as much. It reproduces themusic of any instrument—band or orchestra—telis
10 cents. They cure Sick
ti
Baby
Humors,
-'bpi
ration
from
enkLoretta.I
Head
y'
or Rashes during teething time.
These deposits stood on Monday last at ache, Biliousness, and allay all stomach
35 cents a
stories and sings—the old familiar hymns as well as the popular songs—it is always ready.
sai(l than done. In less box. Sold
irritations. Sold by Edmund Wilson and
by Edmund Wilson and A. A. $95,879,111.
See that Mr. Edison’s signature is on every machine. Cata'dilutes a collection was taken Howes Co.—4.
The policy of Secretary Gage has A. A. Howes ifc Co.—S.
logues or atl dealers, or NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CO., 135 Fifth Ave., New York.
v.

Late

Improvements

of the Best Material,

1

NOYES & NUTTER

■

R* P. STICKNEY.

MPG. CO,

Agent,

Belfast.

j
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Great Claim Otter
THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL
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!
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I

test

Farm

Family Paper in the

and

United

States.

Believing that every one of our readers should
nave at least one good agricultural and family
journal, we have perfected arrangements whereby
we can semi that practical and instructive journal. Farm and Home, in connection with The
Republican .burn Ion remarkably liberal terms
as given below. Lack of space forbids but a brief
description of the contents <>f Farm and Ibnne
which i- unequalled for variety and excellence
Prominent among its many departments may lie
nienri.iiuxl f1
Furm ;?i,| harden, \| ,1-Uet Reports.
■.

Culture. Plans and Inventions, The lplaryt
Talks with a Lawyer, Around the blobe, Live stock
and Dairy, The Poultry Yard, Hie question Box.
Plants and Flowers, The Veterinary, Fashions and
l unci Work, Household Features.
Fai
and Ho
is j
she
ni»»n >nthlf
thus giving vmi 21 numbers a year, the whole
Fruit

luakin.
vn.uiue
all the latest and

of over

.1

most

and science

500 pages, burning with
reliable information that

-‘..poly.
lly speciui arraugenic.it we make for a limited
lowing liberal offer:
To ad w > pay fir The Kepuollran Journal on
year In advance. S2.0D, Farm and Home will be
sent for one year tree.
The regular subscription
expel

'mice

can

time the fo!

for Farm and Home Is 50

j

1

Guarantee it t

Kineo Coal Furnaces,

which will ensure public confidence,
employing the surplus as far as good
judgment permits in the reduction of
the public debt, and putting the remainder at the disposal of the money
market tor the encouragement of ample

funds and low interest rates in the conduct of the present great volume of
business in the United states.
Ciiaulks A. Conanr.

Range.
Pearl Range.
Alpine Range.
_

,c

cmne

IS OFTEN VERY DESIRABLE.

?

New Kineo

or

>

)
{

Wood of all Kinds;

a

irectfrom r>r. WilAt druggists
liams Medicine Co., Schenectady,
N. Y., postpaid on receipt of price,
50 cents per box; 6 boxes. $2.30.

\)

ce.its per ton extra.

Cumberland Coal.

a

}

ami (irate

$6.25

In Dump Carts,

thousands of cases—

—

..ii

I

a

THE....

BELFAST FUEL X, HAY CO.

Neuralgic

ing her a customer, intercepted her.
held by the
“Thought you “What can 1 show you
this evening, gold
Treaury on government
account and that held
min', Marthy,” she ex- ma’am?” he
against gold eer
inquired.
i.'i uo to scare you and
titivates
was
$435,000,000. The amount
“Nothing, thank you, Mr. Lapham.” hehl on
.. apron.”
government account on Monshe replied, with a gracious smile. As
ildren's fault; they’re she sat down on a box.
the men around day, kept 10 was $210,381,927, and the
i Is around so't you can the stove
amount held against gold
certificates
stopped talking. There was
a
your clothes on ’em. an amazed pause. “What’s the mat- in circulation was $213,293,059 makimr
a total gold fund in the
-•in,mV Tate Barton’s rot- ter, gentlemen?” she
Treasury1 of
inquired,
about $432,000,000.
ngham, anyway not "You was talkin’ fast enough blandly.
when I
■c sew it.
Come on in, come in. Don’t let
When to this amount is added the
me disturb you.”
Then, before their astonished eyes, she $179,291,900 in specie in New York
House banks on September s
•night as well,” said the pulled out a piece of gum, and
began Clearing
Cooper’s gone down to chew contentedly. “When you get there is a visible gold fund in these two
went out Greensboro
centres alone of nearly $000,000 ooo
V
through with your tobacco,
you'll part of the
night with the Heed try a piece of my chewin'maybe
gold held by the New York
stuff,” she banks
;v I nit 1 got lonesome!
is in Treasury gold
said to her left-hand neighbor, offering
certificates
but the allowance for them would
a ticking, and a-ticka piece of gum, generously large.
im
The
ie right nervous; so I
man—'twas Dave Jenkins—gasped out: pair only slightly the total gold holdings
in \\ aslungton and New
ninet and shawl and
York,and would
“N—no,—thank you,” and the rest of
them stared at her as if they had never be offset many times bv the fund of
they were sitting on seen her before. Her husband leaned gold in the banks, in circulation and in
:i.e mighty, air-tight
over, and gave her a meaning look. private hands outside of these centres
It became evident with the close
Mrs. Ilignutt’s pride "Here’s
of
your paper,” he said.
r sitting-room, keep“Thank you, Jim. you're real thought- the Spanish war that the liberal provision made by Congress for
nvcrsation with vig- ful,” she
carrying on
answered, coolly, taking it.
but disregarding tlie look: before she the war by loans and the increase of
i-t tlit* way with me,"
could say more, Mrs. Bascom's voice taxation would soon accumulate a large
-.-less.
"Might's well broke in:
surplus in the Treasury, it was not
!nr all the good .Jim
“Good evening, all! You do look real thought prudent to reduce taxation
until it became more clear what contri
1 the house.
All day sociable, declare for't. Nev'
mind, Mr.
-aw mill, and nights,
I'll sit on this keg." she glanced button would be made bv the new
Cooper,
t
chance to talk to ! around at them
towards their own expleasantly. “Sorry 1 dependencies
or what charge might fall for a
a> as soon’s sup- i can’t keep you gentlemen
with penses,
company
Hardware, and there I tobacco, but I never learnt to chew. T time n)ion the Federal Treasury-while
time.”
arrangements for self-government were
ran get away with gum. though.”
'orners is in there, i
! “Yes. they saw she could. But Mrs. being made.
chuckled Mrs. Coop- j Cooper was
Secretary Gage soon perfected a
i
rolling in. She sat down series
of important measures
a sort o’ sewing sas- ! on
a box. but it cracked ominously, and
by which
|
tlie surplus was kept under control and
iw. men talk about i she.
too, tried a keg. The perplexed
released
an’ tattlin’ round!
for
the
use
of
money
the
people
l.apham offered her a chair, lint she re- in
wiieii they get togetli- fused it. and offered him -some
moving the crops and carrying on
guru!
than a flock o’ old i
The fun went on. When I.oretta came production instead of permitting its
;:.'k starts with them.
in, Dave .1 enkins tried to hide behind the congestion in tlie Treasury. One of
a the women takes it I
! stove, but she took no notice of Ins pres- bis Mist steps was to resume tlie issue
news to the men they i cnee.
The women talked of this and of gold certificates, which was suspend;
ed by Secretary Carlisle in iso:; when
I that with cheerful, il'
homely, repartee,
truth," atlirmed Mrs. and endeavored to draw their husbands the gold reserve dropped below sioo.ono,:

OF
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increase!
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Druggists Speak:

j

Damariscotia,

tKt PENNYROYAL PILLS

1

FRED ATWOOD,

Winterport,

Me

INSURANCE and REAL ESTATE,

Representing

Twenty

Edisoits Phonograph

^tivcT"'11^

dealers in

:.ir
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(>1

I*
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Notice of Foreclosure.
Whereas. Evelyn A. White ..i
,
u?,
County of Waltl.i, by h-*r momma a'e ,i.
duo-d
July s. b'.K. and ...
in Waldo j,v_ ,tr\ of
l)o.-d>, book j.Vj. I’a.no '.*11 oi!i\«• \. d fo ;••(.!
I..
Flosson of said Searsport. a .d-rtain pan T-’ ,.i
land situate m said S-mrsport and d.*>.-! :
->

.,-

,,

io!Io\v>. to wit: bounded north b\ «
^;
‘|
st i>> Havener lot and land •*
Waliae.
uk
l'--nohse«tt bay, and we>t I
N.-iri'
.*t
with the buildings th**i eon. and 'wiiei-.-a
»n
i,'
ITth da\ of August. A. !». toon, no a aii
sideratfon. tile said n.-m a- 1. Floss,„,f.j
assigned saiii mortmuae and tile debt t•,• i.-1>>
eiired. m the undersigned, who t Ij.-i i.\
m,..
the leira! owner and hold.- t.<i nm.-t aam
the del.t thereby secured sail! i>si*amn
recorded in said i£e^i>try ot i>•* >|>. \
l*a_
•JO.'., and whereas tll“ eo'VlmoM
saul m..o
has been broken, now therefor.*. h\
s,.u
ihe
hreaeh of th
condition tnereof, i !
n.-v
closure of >;r.l mort maa'**
s
1 o.x i.
Searspoft.
|*|i• 11111.

b>

..

.•

FARMERS !
YOU

A KK

1NSI KEI) ?

July and August aret he ureat liirhtuiiu months
Mop* larm pn»pi*rt\ is destroyed at tin*:i>oi:
If*eatise ot Imhtnine than :«v a," otlie! >ome, >.
j
111:1 he
a
s|.ialty of insuring turn. prop.-rt-v
aa:iin>t any loss or d imam* hv 1 iuh111
.*:
tire.
Send me a postal and I will lo.'to vonr
plae, .md
tell you all about it.
HI V. 1 .11 l>sON HATCH.
-,;H
Client re Montville.
.._

CAUTION.
All pel

sons are hereby «*aut i.*n<against riding
driving on the new oi lower bridge, -o-enlh d.
in Belfast, faster than a walk. Any person riding
<»r driving on said bridge in violation of this
notice "ill do so at their own risk and -nbjeet.
themselves to prosecution therefor.
IT.n onno.u >r < >.m.mi r ri.i\ II n;n w \vs.
Belfast. Sept. go. toon, --awas

"i

NOTICE
In B<».\hi> <>k ai.dkhmi n,
Oiti>K!{ N... «.
Belfast. March w. woo.
Ordered, That a 1 hills against the eitv shall he
itemized and shall lie approved bv tile proper
committee before placed in tin* hand’s of the audi
tor. Also that all -aid hill- MI ST he in tin*hands
of the auditor ON OR BKFORK THK FRIDAY
next ..ling the first Monday in each month
or they w ill lie over until the next month.
13

For Sale
Bay mare, good
Tlm*e-yenr-old
Top buggy.

Cheap.

size and weight.
colt.

Skeleton wagon.
Sulky, high wheels.’
Harnesses and blankets.
C. MARSHALL.

Belfast, July 12,1900.—28

SEARSPORT LOCALS.

j

Daughters,” where the influence of her ever
ready heart and hand was keenly appreciatSidney B. Sargent has entered the Boston ed. Every evidence of high esteem was
shown by the large attendance and numerDentil College.
ous

floral tributes.

]

Of her immediate fami-

Capt. D. S. Goodell is absent on a busily, her husband, adopted daughter and her
trip to Boston.
mother, now the widow of the late (.'apt.
E. s. Upham and wife of Saugus, Mass.,
Daniel Henry Hlake, three brothers and
are at s. A. Stevens’.
two sisters, survive her, and have the symMajor James X. Fowler of Bucksport pathy of all friends residing here, at this

Quality

ness

-was

in town last week.

Will Rice left last Friday
position in Medford, Mass.

to

accept

COUNTY

a

x

gone to

CORRESPONDENCE.

Rvcksport. Harrison Carr, 80 years of
and prominent in town affairs, took his
life by drowning in the Penobscot river,
during last Saturday night. He had been
ill and presumably his mind had become

New York

to enter Tuft’s Dental College.
Mrs. Flora Flanders of Rockland is visiting her father, F W. Porter.

.

It

the

is

of

affected.

Belmont. John II. Flagg of Worcester,
Mass., who has been in town visiting his
Mrs. Susan Bunker returned from a visit parents, Mr. and Mrs. 1. A. Flagg, returned
to friends in Brewer Monday.
Saturday, lie was accompanied by his sisM. Flagg, who has employMiss Margaret B. Sargent left for Boston ter, Miss Lizzie
ment in a watch factory.Scott Bowman
Friday to buy her stock of fall millinery.
of Sidney was in town last week on busiPeter Monroe and wife left by steamer
ness_Joseph Nichols is repairing his
Penobscot Monday to visit friends in Xew
barn.Lend a Hand Circle, Order of
York.
King's Daughters and Sons, will meet SunMi n. Fanny Palmer and daughters return
day, Oct. Ttli, with Mr. and Mrs. K. P.
ed t<> their home in Manchester, Conn., Hills, Belfast. All not members of the orFriday.
der are cordially invited to attend.
Will Dix, who made the voyage to China
Searsmont. Mr. L. C. Poor, Miss Alice
in ship William H. Conner, arrived home
Poor and Miss Bacon attended the teachers*
last week.
convention in Brooks, Sept. 2sth—The
s h. Lizzie Lane made a harbor here last contest in Victor Grange closed last WednesFri-iay, lumber laden, from Bangor for day evening. The result has not been declared. Forty-seven members have been enNew York.
rolled during the contest.... Rev. W. C.
Benjamin Mudgett, who has leased the
Baker of South Thomaston is enjoying an
Central house at Unity, was in town a few
outing at Lake Quantabacook....Mr. and
v\
the
eek.
days
past
have returned from

|

J

age,

Miss Maude and Julia Brown returned
from a visit to Boston Sunday.

Irving Pendleton has

|

time of sorrow and bereavement.

Mrs. W M. Parse is visiting her sister,
Mrs. Cecil Paine, at Bath.

Wixterport. Austin P. West met with
accident last Monday evening. He and j
his housekeeper, Miss Martha Hall were
driving, when at the head of York hill the
horse started and ran, throwing the two out, I
breaking Mr. West’s collar bone and injur- j
ing him internally. He is now in a critical I
condition. Miss Hall’s wrist was broken.
F. W. Nealley telegraphed Tuesday to Mr.
West’s son, C. A. West in Dorchester, Mass.,
to come immediately, and he was expected to I
arrive Wednesday morning.
an

...

high

Royal

Never

Halldale. The one hundredth anniversary of the Baptist church in Knox will
be observed by appropriate exercises Oct.
13th and 14th. Speakers from abroad are
expected. All are cordially invited to at-;
tend....Mrs. C. M. Clement, Mrs. C. A. and
Mrs. Fred Foster, returned to their homes in !
Lowell, Mass., last week. ...Mrs. John Colby
is very sick with bilious fever—Fred A.
Myrick and family went to Cherry field last
Saturday to spend the winter—Mrs. C. L.
Wright of Belfast was called here last week
by the sickness of her mother, Mrs. Ellen
G. W. Poland of New Harbor visColby
ited friends here last week.

experiment
1

•

t

with

its

great

world-wide

article

an

Only Knew
the wonderful Laving of the C.cmvood
Home Grand range with asbestos lined
oven, and two even shelves, v -u would

certainly have

one.

j

SO

SST.’tS important
lished

If You

—

_Mitchell

&

Trussell, Belfast, Me.
I

AMERICAN PORTS.

UOR.V

New York, Sept. 25. Ar, schs. Mary Ann !
McCann and Andrew N'ebinger. Bangor ;j
A niEitTMN. iii Brooklin.
Palermo. A tramp made a short call at cld, sch. Ella M. Willey, Port Spain; 27, ar, ami
Mrs. A. .). Atherton, a
several places last week, asking for matches ! schs. Estelle, Bonaire; Geo. B. Ferguson,! Ihi KFoiiii. In Winter I!
for Rondout; cld, bark Mannie to Mr. ami Mrs.
Herbert I
and food. Wednesday night lie broke into Bangor
Swan, Pernambuco; 2s, ar, schs. Fannie a
Bn \s
Iii Stoniimton. Si p;
the house of George Crommett at Branch ■ Edith, Stonington; Odell,
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